Date

Time

Series Name

Ep.

Synopsis
Thomas Morton explores how bad our infrastructure is
crumbling—and if Trump is really keeping his promises.

01/09/2018

00:25:00 VICE

12
A hunter is attacked and killed by a black bear, but the
evidence suggests the victim may have been set up as bait.

01/09/2018

01:00:00 CSI Miami

17
A wealthy developer is murdered at a plush mansion where
a luncheon, organized by his wife, is being held to raise
money for a children's hospital.

01/09/2018

01/09/2018

01:45:00 CSI Miami

02:35:00 Rogue

18

13

Ethan deals with an unexpected gunman and questions
whether Mia can be trusted. In other events, Marty tries to
contain the damage after the audio of Talia’s death is
leaked.
As Ethan and Mia learn the identity of the assassin, Marlon
considers starting over and forgoing illegal activity. Marty
fights the court of public opinion regarding Talia’s death.

01/09/2018

01/09/2018

01/09/2018

01/09/2018

01/09/2018

03:35:00 Rogue

04:35:00 Luther

05:35:00 Luther

Wisdom of the
06:35:00 Crowd

Wisdom of the
07:25:00 Crowd

14

1

2

On a leave of absence from the police force, Luther is
laying low in a rundown cottage on the edge of England. But
a visit from his old colleagues at the Met brings a shocking
piece of news that draws him back to London in search of
the the
truth.
Meanwhile,
a gruesome
serialkiller,
killer Luther
has struck
On
trail
of a horrifying
cannibalistic
is the
dogged at every step by ghosts from his past. Isolated and
on edge, it takes every fibre of Luther's being to keep it
together. Can a cold case help unlock a mystery that's
tormenting
himawakens
to distraction?
Meanwhile,
serial killer
is
Carlos
Ochoa
from his
coma andthe
provides
Tanner
and Cavanaugh with new details on their unknown suspect
– including where to find a photo of him.

12
Cavanaugh investigates the murder of a top Sophe user
who filled his basement with conspiracy theory evidence.
Meanwhile, Alex attends the release hearing for Carlos.
13
Ed, Danny, and Mike are forced to "steal back" an Egyptian
mummy from someone who has diplomatic immunity.

01/09/2018

01/09/2018

08:15:00 Las Vegas

09:00:00 Las Vegas

13

14

Danny sees red when a rich Arab seeks out Delinda and
attempts to make her his fourth wife. But the events
surrounding his death become suspicious when firefighters
find out the reasons behind his death.

01/09/2018

09:45:00 Jail: Las Vegas

3

Irate about his arrest, a drunk veteran tests officers’
patience. A shifty woman tries to deceive cops with her
multiple identities. A man on the run slaps his boyfriend and
is jailed.
Officers outwit a man who refuses to give his name. A
woman follows her first DUI by slamming vodka and getting
behind the wheel—again.

01/09/2018

01/09/2018

01/09/2018

01/09/2018

10:10:00 Jail: Las Vegas

Wisdom of the
10:35:00 Crowd

American
11:25:00 Crime

American
12:10:00 Crime

4
Cavanaugh investigates the murder of a top Sophe user
who filled his basement with conspiracy theory evidence.
Meanwhile, Alex attends the release hearing for Carlos.
13
Hours after Anne places a 911 call seeking help for her son,
Taylor, she begins the byzantine process of getting
authorities to pay attention to the alleged crime.
2
As a news article detailing the events of the Captains’ party
goes online, the LaCroix family has to deal with their son,
Kevin, being publicly named as a participant.
3
There are more than four million U.S.-born children living in
the United States who have at least one undocumented
immigrant parent.

01/09/2018

13:00:00 VICE

11
Thomas Morton explores how bad our infrastructure is
crumbling—and if Trump is really keeping his promises.

01/09/2018

01/09/2018

13:35:00 VICE

14:10:00 Jail: Las Vegas

12

3

Irate about his arrest, a drunk veteran tests officers’
patience. A shifty woman tries to deceive cops with her
multiple identities. A man on the run slaps his boyfriend and
is jailed.
Officers outwit a man who refuses to give his name. A
woman follows her first DUI by slamming vodka and getting
behind the wheel—again.

01/09/2018

14:35:00 Jail: Las Vegas

4
Ed, Danny, and Mike are forced to "steal back" an Egyptian
mummy from someone who has diplomatic immunity.

01/09/2018

01/09/2018

01/09/2018

15:00:00 Las Vegas

15:45:00 Las Vegas

16:35:00 The Mentalist

13

14

Danny sees red when a rich Arab seeks out Delinda and
attempts to make her his fourth wife. But the events
surrounding his death become suspicious when firefighters
find out the reasons behind his death.

6

With the final clue in hand, Jane attempts to gather the
remaining Red John suspects -- Gale Bertram, Bret Stiles,
Reede Smith, Ray Haffner and Tom McAllister -- in one
place in hopes of finally revealing his identity.
Following the shocking events at Jane's house, the Red
John list is narrowed down further, and the CBI's priority is
the remaining suspects.

01/09/2018

17:25:00 The Mentalist

7

Patrick Jane finally comes face to face with Red John, the
serial killer he's tracked since the madman murdered his
wife and daughter ten years ago.
01/09/2018

18:10:00 The Mentalist

8
As Ethan and Mia learn the identity of the assassin, Marlon
considers starting over and forgoing illegal activity. Marty
fights the court of public opinion regarding Talia’s death.

01/09/2018

19:00:00 Rogue

01/09/2018

20:00:00 Luther

01/09/2018

Border
Security
21:00:00 Australia

01/09/2018

01/09/2018

American
21:30:00 Crime

American
22:15:00 Crime

14

2

On the trail of a horrifying cannibalistic killer, Luther is
dogged at every step by ghosts from his past. Isolated and
on edge, it takes every fibre of Luther's being to keep it
together. Can a cold case help unlock a mystery that's
tormenting
him to distraction?
Meanwhile,
the serialto
killer is
It’s a race against
time as a patrol
boat is deployed
rescue a sinking vessel crammed with people. An
infestation in Biosecurity has officers on high alert.

13
Hours after Anne places a 911 call seeking help for her son,
Taylor, she begins the byzantine process of getting
authorities to pay attention to the alleged crime.
2
As a news article detailing the events of the Captains’ party
goes online, the LaCroix family has to deal with their son,
Kevin, being publicly named as a participant.
3
Deputies are shocked when they recognize a repeat
offender; a desperate man shows no love for his girlfriend;
officers bring in a canine unit to complete a vehicle search.

01/09/2018

23:05:00 COPS

19
Surveillance footage catches one suspect in the act, which
leads to a chase; a suspicious character accuses the cops
of being untrustworthy.

01/09/2018

01/09/2018

02/09/2018

23:30:00 COPS

23:55:00 COPS

Wisdom of the
00:20:00 Crowd

20

21

One offender tries to change the rules after deputies place
her in handcuffs; an unlicensed driver speeds away from a
checkpoint with devastating results; officers do their best to
learn the truth from evasive suspects.
Cavanaugh investigates the murder of a top Sophe user
who filled his basement with conspiracy theory evidence.
Meanwhile, Alex attends the release hearing for Carlos.

13
Horatio suspects that a county supervisor and the Native
American owners of a casino may be involved in a murder
when a victim is found.

02/09/2018

01:10:00 CSI Miami

19
Horatio investigates a movie star's murder inside a celebrity
rehab center. The probe reveals that the actor's candid
confessions while in therapy.

02/09/2018

02:00:00 CSI Miami

20
Ethan questions why Marty wants Mia dead. Jen is
kidnapped, and Harper searches for a missing Patrick.
Marlon lies to Zipporah while continuing to help Ethan.

02/09/2018

02:50:00 Rogue

16

Waldron’s armed response unit comes under increasing
scrutiny as new information reveals cracks in their story.
02/09/2018

03:40:00 Line of Duty

2
In a turn of events following Waldron’s death, Cottan is
declared an unlikely hero. Meanwhile, Arnott learns of the
deceased officer’s unfortunate past.

02/09/2018

02/09/2018

02/09/2018

02/09/2018

02/09/2018

02/09/2018

04:45:00 Line of Duty

Wisdom of the
05:50:00 Crowd

Prison Break
06:40:00 (2017)

Prison Break
07:30:00 (2017)

American
08:20:00 Crime

American
09:10:00 Crime

3
Cavanaugh investigates the murder of a top Sophe user
who filled his basement with conspiracy theory evidence.
Meanwhile, Alex attends the release hearing for Carlos.
13

4

Michael, Whip and Ja make their last attempt to break out
from Ogygia, but must make a deal with the devil to do so.
Lincoln races against the clock to help with the escape, as
T-Bag meets with Kellerman.

5

Lincoln becomes frustrated as he tries to understand what
really happened to Michael. C-Note has a new escape plan,
but fears it will not be executed quickly enough, as Cyclops
is trailing closely behind.
Hours after Anne places a 911 call seeking help for her son,
Taylor, she begins the byzantine process of getting
authorities to pay attention to the alleged crime.

2
As a news article detailing the events of the Captains’ party
goes online, the LaCroix family has to deal with their son,
Kevin, being publicly named as a participant.
3
Officers outwit a man who refuses to give his name. A
woman follows her first DUI by slamming vodka and getting
behind the wheel—again.

02/09/2018

10:00:00 Jail: Las Vegas

4
Batman punches Chewbacca as a woman with a broken
arm struggles with officers. Then, a married boyfriend gets
his young lover arrested.

02/09/2018

02/09/2018

10:25:00 Jail: Las Vegas

10:50:00 Jail: Las Vegas

5

6

An inmate goes on a rampage, thinking the cops lost his
money. Officers have a tough time with a drunken man of
God. A transvestite's prostitution career is over after being
stabbed.
A wealthy developer is murdered at a plush mansion where
a luncheon, organized by his wife, is being held to raise
money for a children's hospital.

02/09/2018

11:15:00 CSI Miami

18
Horatio suspects that a county supervisor and the Native
American owners of a casino may be involved in a murder
when a victim is found.

02/09/2018

12:05:00 CSI Miami

19
Horatio investigates a movie star's murder inside a celebrity
rehab center. The probe reveals that the actor's candid
confessions while in therapy.

02/09/2018

12:55:00 CSI Miami

20

Officers outwit a man who refuses to give his name. A
woman follows her first DUI by slamming vodka and getting
behind the wheel—again.
02/09/2018

13:45:00 Jail: Las Vegas

4
Batman punches Chewbacca as a woman with a broken
arm struggles with officers. Then, a married boyfriend gets
his young lover arrested.

02/09/2018

02/09/2018

14:10:00 Jail: Las Vegas

14:35:00 Jail: Las Vegas

5

6

An inmate goes on a rampage, thinking the cops lost his
money. Officers have a tough time with a drunken man of
God. A transvestite's prostitution career is over after being
stabbed.
An unexpected death hangs a cloud over the company
picnic, where the stakes have been raised between Ed's
crew and the "back of house."

02/09/2018

15:00:00 Las Vegas

15
Two years after the Red John case was put to rest, Jane's
newfound peace is interrupted by a surprising job offer that
could change everything for him.

02/09/2018

15:45:00 The Mentalist

9
The FBI reluctantly enlists Jane's help to find a missing
computer programmer, but he won't help unless Lisbon is
brought on board as well.

02/09/2018

16:35:00 The Mentalist

10
The FBI is tasked with finding the killer of several DEA
agents, and Jane goes on a date with a beautiful woman
associated with the case.

02/09/2018

17:20:00 The Mentalist

11
Ethan discovers that the Russian mob was hired to kill Mia.
Meanwhile, Patrick agrees to help Harper investigate Greg
Barrett’s murder.

02/09/2018

18:10:00 Rogue

15
Ethan questions why Marty wants Mia dead. Jen is
kidnapped, and Harper searches for a missing Patrick.
Marlon lies to Zipporah while continuing to help Ethan.

02/09/2018

19:05:00 Rogue

16
In a turn of events following Waldron’s death, Cottan is
declared an unlikely hero. Meanwhile, Arnott learns of the
deceased officer’s unfortunate past.

02/09/2018

02/09/2018

02/09/2018

19:55:00 Line of Duty
Border
Security
21:00:00 Australia

21:30:00 Stitchers

3
A French backpacker with a suspicious scent attracts the
attention of Customs’ sniffer dogs. A baby-faced bandit is
on the run from the law.
14

3

A high-profile divorce attorney is murdered and the
Stitchers team must sort through a plethora of suspects.
Meanwhile, Linus discovers the cause of the neurosync
issues in the stitches.
When an MI6 agent is found dead, Kirsten struggles to sort
through his memories due to the visual codes that the spy
used to keep secrets.

02/09/2018

22:20:00 Stitchers

4

A wealthy developer is murdered at a plush mansion where
a luncheon, organized by his wife, is being held to raise
money for a children's hospital.
02/09/2018

23:10:00 CSI Miami

18
Horatio suspects that a county supervisor and the Native
American owners of a casino may be involved in a murder
when a victim is found.

03/09/2018

03/09/2018

03/09/2018

03/09/2018

03/09/2018

00:00:00 CSI Miami

Wisdom of the
00:50:00 Crowd

Wisdom of the
01:40:00 Crowd

02:30:00 Jail: Las Vegas

02:55:00 Jail: Las Vegas

19
Carlos Ochoa awakens from his coma and provides Tanner
and Cavanaugh with new details on their unknown suspect
– including where to find a photo of him.
12
Cavanaugh investigates the murder of a top Sophe user
who filled his basement with conspiracy theory evidence.
Meanwhile, Alex attends the release hearing for Carlos.
13

6

An inmate goes on a rampage, thinking the cops lost his
money. Officers have a tough time with a drunken man of
God. A transvestite's prostitution career is over after being
stabbed.

7

Officers deal with a sloppy and combative drunk while
another runs from the cops after crashing his car. A man
blows all his casino winnings, as a woman is tricked by her
bail bondsman.
A car thief ditches his ride when police close in; an enraged
man pulls out a knife in a bar; and an argument over milk
turns violent.

03/09/2018

03/09/2018

03/09/2018

03/09/2018

03:25:00 COPS

03:50:00 COPS

Wisdom of the
04:15:00 Crowd

Wisdom of the
05:05:00 Crowd

27

28

A motorbike thief is tracked using city cameras; a K-9 unit
helps officers search a dark hilltop for a man suspected of
wrongdoing; and a concerned citizen steps in to thwart mail
burglars.
Carlos Ochoa awakens from his coma and provides Tanner
and Cavanaugh with new details on their unknown suspect
– including where to find a photo of him.

12
Cavanaugh investigates the murder of a top Sophe user
who filled his basement with conspiracy theory evidence.
Meanwhile, Alex attends the release hearing for Carlos.
13
The FBI reluctantly enlists Jane's help to find a missing
computer programmer, but he won't help unless Lisbon is
brought on board as well.

03/09/2018

05:55:00 The Mentalist

10
The FBI is tasked with finding the killer of several DEA
agents, and Jane goes on a date with a beautiful woman
associated with the case.

03/09/2018

03/09/2018

06:45:00 The Mentalist

07:35:00 Jail: Las Vegas

11

6

An inmate goes on a rampage, thinking the cops lost his
money. Officers have a tough time with a drunken man of
God. A transvestite's prostitution career is over after being
stabbed.

03/09/2018

08:00:00 Jail: Las Vegas

7

Officers deal with a sloppy and combative drunk while
another runs from the cops after crashing his car. A man
blows all his casino winnings, as a woman is tricked by her
bail bondsman.
Horatio suspects that a county supervisor and the Native
American owners of a casino may be involved in a murder
when a victim is found.

03/09/2018

08:25:00 CSI Miami

19
Horatio investigates a movie star's murder inside a celebrity
rehab center. The probe reveals that the actor's candid
confessions while in therapy.

03/09/2018

03/09/2018

09:15:00 CSI Miami

Wisdom of the
10:05:00 Crowd

20
Cavanaugh investigates the murder of a top Sophe user
who filled his basement with conspiracy theory evidence.
Meanwhile, Alex attends the release hearing for Carlos.
13
The FBI is tasked with finding the killer of several DEA
agents, and Jane goes on a date with a beautiful woman
associated with the case.

03/09/2018

03/09/2018

10:55:00 The Mentalist

11:45:00 The Mentalist

11

12

Jane & the FBI investigate the death of a high-tech
cartographer, who may have unearthed a spy ring before he
died. Meanwhile, Rigsby & Van Pelt discover an alarming
conspiracy.
A wealthy developer is murdered at a plush mansion where
a luncheon, organized by his wife, is being held to raise
money for a children's hospital.

03/09/2018

12:30:00 CSI Miami

18
Horatio suspects that a county supervisor and the Native
American owners of a casino may be involved in a murder
when a victim is found.

03/09/2018

13:20:00 CSI Miami

19
Horatio investigates a movie star's murder inside a celebrity
rehab center. The probe reveals that the actor's candid
confessions while in therapy.

03/09/2018

14:10:00 CSI Miami

20
The FBI is tasked with finding the killer of several DEA
agents, and Jane goes on a date with a beautiful woman
associated with the case.

03/09/2018

03/09/2018

03/09/2018

15:00:00 The Mentalist

15:50:00 The Mentalist

16:35:00 Bosch

11

12

Jane & the FBI investigate the death of a high-tech
cartographer, who may have unearthed a spy ring before he
died. Meanwhile, Rigsby & Van Pelt discover an alarming
conspiracy.

8

Hollywood Station goes on TAC Alert, as Irving plots his
next moves. With new evidence, the Elias case takes an
unexpected turn. Bosch harbors doubts about his Task
Force and interviews a new suspect.
Billets strikes a deal with the activists, as Irving realizes that
old friends are new enemies. Meanwhile, Bosch finds
himself in the depths of underground Los Angeles.

03/09/2018

17:30:00 Bosch

9

03/09/2018

18:30:00 Jail: Las Vegas

03/09/2018

Border
Security
18:55:00 Australia

03/09/2018

Border
Security
19:25:00 Australia

7

Officers deal with a sloppy and combative drunk while
another runs from the cops after crashing his car. A man
blows all his casino winnings, as a woman is tricked by her
bail bondsman.
A foolish passenger arrives with several bags she claims
are not hers, all of which are positive for narcotics. Two
young lovers are separated at the border by Immigration.

15

16

Customs suspects that an agitated passenger who begins
to undress may be a drug courier, and later gets suspicious
of what could be Australia’s most expensive importation of
wine.
Horatio investigates a movie star's murder inside a celebrity
rehab center. The probe reveals that the actor's candid
confessions while in therapy.

03/09/2018

19:55:00 CSI Miami

20
A contentious divorce turns deadly when the husband's
mistress is murdered and other dead bodies follow.

03/09/2018

20:45:00 CSI Miami

21
An unexpected death hangs a cloud over the company
picnic, where the stakes have been raised between Ed's
crew and the "back of house."

03/09/2018

03/09/2018

21:30:00 Las Vegas

22:20:00 Jail: Las Vegas

15

7

Officers deal with a sloppy and combative drunk while
another runs from the cops after crashing his car. A man
blows all his casino winnings, as a woman is tricked by her
bail bondsman.
Fresh out of prison, a meth user proves how tough he is,
while a couple’s wedding plans are ruined after officers find
their stash of meth.

03/09/2018

22:45:00 Jail: Las Vegas

8
A contentious divorce turns deadly when the husband's
mistress is murdered and other dead bodies follow.

03/09/2018

04/09/2018

04/09/2018

23:10:00 CSI Miami
Border
Security
00:00:00 Australia
Border
Security
00:30:00 Australia

21

17

A woman who’s had her breasts enhanced on holidays is
caught carrying vials of drugs. An unsuspecting passenger
has a run-in with a relentless officer. Quarantine finds an
animal head in the mail.
Customs suspects two men who have arrived separately
may be connected somehow. An aggressive passenger
turns nasty, forcing officers to take dramatic action.

18
A half-hour video vérité reality series that follows police
officers in action in cities across the country.

04/09/2018

00:55:00 COPS

17
A half-hour video vérité reality series that follows police
officers in action in cities across the country.

04/09/2018

01:20:00 COPS

18

An unexpected death hangs a cloud over the company
picnic, where the stakes have been raised between Ed's
crew and the "back of house."
04/09/2018

04/09/2018

01:45:00 Las Vegas

02:35:00 Jail: Las Vegas

15

7

Officers deal with a sloppy and combative drunk while
another runs from the cops after crashing his car. A man
blows all his casino winnings, as a woman is tricked by her
bail bondsman.
Fresh out of prison, a meth user proves how tough he is,
while a couple’s wedding plans are ruined after officers find
their stash of meth.

04/09/2018

04/09/2018

04/09/2018

03:00:00 Jail: Las Vegas

03:25:00 COPS

03:50:00 COPS

8

28

A motorbike thief is tracked using city cameras; a K-9 unit
helps officers search a dark hilltop for a man suspected of
wrongdoing; and a concerned citizen steps in to thwart mail
burglars.

29

A homeless man puts up a serious fight to maintain his
freedom. A suspicious man and woman in a parked car
catch an officer’s attention. A lovers’ squabble draws
attention to an outstanding warrant.
A contentious divorce turns deadly when the husband's
mistress is murdered and other dead bodies follow.

04/09/2018

04:15:00 CSI Miami

21
An unexpected death hangs a cloud over the company
picnic, where the stakes have been raised between Ed's
crew and the "back of house."

04/09/2018

04/09/2018

04/09/2018

05:05:00 Las Vegas

05:55:00 The Mentalist

06:40:00 Jail: Las Vegas

15

12

Jane & the FBI investigate the death of a high-tech
cartographer, who may have unearthed a spy ring before he
died. Meanwhile, Rigsby & Van Pelt discover an alarming
conspiracy.

7

Officers deal with a sloppy and combative drunk while
another runs from the cops after crashing his car. A man
blows all his casino winnings, as a woman is tricked by her
bail bondsman.
Fresh out of prison, a meth user proves how tough he is,
while a couple’s wedding plans are ruined after officers find
their stash of meth.

04/09/2018

07:05:00 Jail: Las Vegas

04/09/2018

Border
Security
07:30:00 Australia

04/09/2018

Border
Security
08:00:00 Australia

8

17

A woman who’s had her breasts enhanced on holidays is
caught carrying vials of drugs. An unsuspecting passenger
has a run-in with a relentless officer. Quarantine finds an
animal head in the mail.
Customs suspects two men who have arrived separately
may be connected somehow. An aggressive passenger
turns nasty, forcing officers to take dramatic action.

18
A half-hour video vérité reality series that follows police
officers in action in cities across the country.

04/09/2018

08:25:00 COPS

17

A half-hour video vérité reality series that follows police
officers in action in cities across the country.
04/09/2018

08:50:00 COPS

18
A contentious divorce turns deadly when the husband's
mistress is murdered and other dead bodies follow.

04/09/2018

09:15:00 CSI Miami

21
An unexpected death hangs a cloud over the company
picnic, where the stakes have been raised between Ed's
crew and the "back of house."

04/09/2018

04/09/2018

04/09/2018

04/09/2018

04/09/2018

10:05:00 Las Vegas

10:55:00 The Mentalist

11:40:00 The Mentalist
Border
Security
12:25:00 Australia
Border
Security
12:55:00 Australia

15

12

Jane & the FBI investigate the death of a high-tech
cartographer, who may have unearthed a spy ring before he
died. Meanwhile, Rigsby & Van Pelt discover an alarming
conspiracy.

13

Jane joins a separatist commune to find out how a U.S.
attorney was found dead in Mexico, despite no record of her
crossing the border. Rigsby & Van Pelt go to LaRoche for
help.

17

A woman who’s had her breasts enhanced on holidays is
caught carrying vials of drugs. An unsuspecting passenger
has a run-in with a relentless officer. Quarantine finds an
animal head in the mail.
Customs suspects two men who have arrived separately
may be connected somehow. An aggressive passenger
turns nasty, forcing officers to take dramatic action.

18
A half-hour video vérité reality series that follows police
officers in action in cities across the country.

04/09/2018

13:20:00 COPS

17
A half-hour video vérité reality series that follows police
officers in action in cities across the country.

04/09/2018

13:45:00 COPS

18
A contentious divorce turns deadly when the husband's
mistress is murdered and other dead bodies follow.

04/09/2018

04/09/2018

14:10:00 CSI Miami

15:00:00 The Mentalist

21

13

Jane joins a separatist commune to find out how a U.S.
attorney was found dead in Mexico, despite no record of her
crossing the border. Rigsby & Van Pelt go to LaRoche for
help.
Billets strikes a deal with the activists, as Irving realizes that
old friends are new enemies. Meanwhile, Bosch finds
himself in the depths of underground Los Angeles.

04/09/2018

04/09/2018

15:50:00 Bosch

16:45:00 Bosch

9

10

Bosch and Sgt. Amy Snyder uncover a key piece of
evidence that could compromise the entire Elias
investigation. And when Bosch stalks the suspected killer
on his own, he comes face-to-face with his past.

04/09/2018

Border
Security
17:40:00 Australia

04/09/2018

Border
Security
18:05:00 Australia

04/09/2018

Border
Security
18:35:00 Australia

16

Customs suspects that an agitated passenger who begins
to undress may be a drug courier, and later gets suspicious
of what could be Australia’s most expensive importation of
wine.

17

A woman who’s had her breasts enhanced on holidays is
caught carrying vials of drugs. An unsuspecting passenger
has a run-in with a relentless officer. Quarantine finds an
animal head in the mail.
Customs suspects two men who have arrived separately
may be connected somehow. An aggressive passenger
turns nasty, forcing officers to take dramatic action.

18
A half-hour video vérité reality series that follows police
officers in action in cities across the country.

04/09/2018

19:00:00 COPS

17
A half-hour video vérité reality series that follows police
officers in action in cities across the country.

04/09/2018

19:25:00 COPS

18
A contentious divorce turns deadly when the husband's
mistress is murdered and other dead bodies follow.

04/09/2018

19:50:00 CSI Miami

21
A man is killed in a fire in his home, but his girlfriend
escapes. Horatio must fire Ryan when he doesn't disclose
that he knew one of the suspects.

04/09/2018

20:40:00 CSI Miami

22
Danny has worries from Wallace, who rips off his place after
turning down the requested favor Danny owes him.

04/09/2018

21:30:00 Las Vegas

16
Fresh out of prison, a meth user proves how tough he is,
while a couple’s wedding plans are ruined after officers find
their stash of meth.

04/09/2018

22:20:00 Jail: Las Vegas

8
Officers on the street and within jail prepare for arrests of
out-of-control revelers, and the aftermath of Sin City’s New
Year’s Eve festivities.

04/09/2018

22:45:00 Jail: Las Vegas

9
A man is killed in a fire in his home, but his girlfriend
escapes. Horatio must fire Ryan when he doesn't disclose
that he knew one of the suspects.

04/09/2018

23:10:00 CSI Miami

05/09/2018

Border
Security
00:00:00 Australia

05/09/2018

Border
Security
00:30:00 Australia

22
A busy day at Sydney Airport sees officers making a bust,
while a boxer arrives at Immigration ready for a fight. A
passenger’s mystery bag contains a massive concealment.
19
A very nervous passenger breaks into a sweat when
officers suspect he is carrying narcotics. A traveller with a
serious criminal record tells a remarkable story.
20

A half-hour video vérité reality series that follows police
officers in action in cities across the country.
05/09/2018

01:00:00 COPS

19
A half-hour video vérité reality series that follows police
officers in action in cities across the country.

05/09/2018

01:25:00 COPS

20
Danny has worries from Wallace, who rips off his place after
turning down the requested favor Danny owes him.

05/09/2018

01:50:00 Las Vegas

16
Fresh out of prison, a meth user proves how tough he is,
while a couple’s wedding plans are ruined after officers find
their stash of meth.

05/09/2018

02:40:00 Jail: Las Vegas

8
Officers on the street and within jail prepare for arrests of
out-of-control revelers, and the aftermath of Sin City’s New
Year’s Eve festivities.

05/09/2018

05/09/2018

03:05:00 Jail: Las Vegas
Border
Security
03:30:00 Australia

9
A very nervous passenger breaks into a sweat when
officers suspect he is carrying narcotics. A traveller with a
serious criminal record tells a remarkable story.
20
A man is killed in a fire in his home, but his girlfriend
escapes. Horatio must fire Ryan when he doesn't disclose
that he knew one of the suspects.

05/09/2018

04:00:00 CSI Miami

22
Danny has worries from Wallace, who rips off his place after
turning down the requested favor Danny owes him.

05/09/2018

05/09/2018

04:50:00 Las Vegas

05:35:00 The Mentalist

16

13

Jane joins a separatist commune to find out how a U.S.
attorney was found dead in Mexico, despite no record of her
crossing the border. Rigsby & Van Pelt go to LaRoche for
help.
Fresh out of prison, a meth user proves how tough he is,
while a couple’s wedding plans are ruined after officers find
their stash of meth.

05/09/2018

06:25:00 Jail: Las Vegas

8
Officers on the street and within jail prepare for arrests of
out-of-control revelers, and the aftermath of Sin City’s New
Year’s Eve festivities.

05/09/2018

06:50:00 Jail: Las Vegas

05/09/2018

Border
Security
07:15:00 Australia

05/09/2018

Border
Security
07:45:00 Australia

9
A busy day at Sydney Airport sees officers making a bust,
while a boxer arrives at Immigration ready for a fight. A
passenger’s mystery bag contains a massive concealment.
19
A very nervous passenger breaks into a sweat when
officers suspect he is carrying narcotics. A traveller with a
serious criminal record tells a remarkable story.
20

A half-hour video vérité reality series that follows police
officers in action in cities across the country.
05/09/2018

08:15:00 COPS

19
A half-hour video vérité reality series that follows police
officers in action in cities across the country.

05/09/2018

08:40:00 COPS

20
A man is killed in a fire in his home, but his girlfriend
escapes. Horatio must fire Ryan when he doesn't disclose
that he knew one of the suspects.

05/09/2018

09:05:00 CSI Miami

22
Danny has worries from Wallace, who rips off his place after
turning down the requested favor Danny owes him.

05/09/2018

05/09/2018

09:55:00 Las Vegas

10:45:00 The Mentalist

16

13

Jane joins a separatist commune to find out how a U.S.
attorney was found dead in Mexico, despite no record of her
crossing the border. Rigsby & Van Pelt go to LaRoche for
help.
Jane and Fischer investigate a murder at an oil fracking
site, while Rigsby and Van Pelt reunite with the team and
the FBI to uncover who's hunting former CBI members.

05/09/2018

05/09/2018

05/09/2018

11:30:00 The Mentalist
Border
Security
12:20:00 Australia
Border
Security
12:50:00 Australia

14
A busy day at Sydney Airport sees officers making a bust,
while a boxer arrives at Immigration ready for a fight. A
passenger’s mystery bag contains a massive concealment.
19
A very nervous passenger breaks into a sweat when
officers suspect he is carrying narcotics. A traveller with a
serious criminal record tells a remarkable story.
20
A half-hour video vérité reality series that follows police
officers in action in cities across the country.

05/09/2018

13:20:00 COPS

19
A half-hour video vérité reality series that follows police
officers in action in cities across the country.

05/09/2018

13:45:00 COPS

20
A man is killed in a fire in his home, but his girlfriend
escapes. Horatio must fire Ryan when he doesn't disclose
that he knew one of the suspects.

05/09/2018

05/09/2018

14:10:00 CSI Miami

15:00:00 The Mentalist

22

13

Jane joins a separatist commune to find out how a U.S.
attorney was found dead in Mexico, despite no record of her
crossing the border. Rigsby & Van Pelt go to LaRoche for
help.
Jane and Fischer investigate a murder at an oil fracking
site, while Rigsby and Van Pelt reunite with the team and
the FBI to uncover who's hunting former CBI members.

05/09/2018

15:50:00 The Mentalist

14

05/09/2018

16:40:00 Bosch

10

Bosch and Sgt. Amy Snyder uncover a key piece of
evidence that could compromise the entire Elias
investigation. And when Bosch stalks the suspected killer
on his own, he comes face-to-face with his past.
An unexpected death hangs a cloud over the company
picnic, where the stakes have been raised between Ed's
crew and the "back of house."

05/09/2018

05/09/2018

17:40:00 Las Vegas
Border
Security
18:30:00 Australia

15
A very nervous passenger breaks into a sweat when
officers suspect he is carrying narcotics. A traveller with a
serious criminal record tells a remarkable story.
20
A half-hour video vérité reality series that follows police
officers in action in cities across the country.

05/09/2018

19:00:00 COPS

19
A half-hour video vérité reality series that follows police
officers in action in cities across the country.

05/09/2018

19:25:00 COPS

20
A man is killed in a fire in his home, but his girlfriend
escapes. Horatio must fire Ryan when he doesn't disclose
that he knew one of the suspects.

05/09/2018

19:50:00 CSI Miami

22
After the murder of a suspected carjacker the team
discovers that he may have been involved with a formidable
drug lord.

05/09/2018

05/09/2018

20:40:00 CSI Miami

21:30:00 Las Vegas

23

17

Jillian questions Ed's priorities when she learns he's trying
to purchase the Montecito. Delinda also questions Danny's
priorities when he's more caught up in trying to help a friend
than finding out she's pregnant.
Officers on the street and within jail prepare for arrests of
out-of-control revelers, and the aftermath of Sin City’s New
Year’s Eve festivities.

05/09/2018

22:20:00 Jail: Las Vegas

9
A cologne salesman swears he sells the magic potion that
makes ladies lose their undies. Meanwhile, a Brooklyn-born
tough guy bloodies his neighbor during a one-sided feud.

05/09/2018

22:45:00 Jail: Las Vegas

10
An armed suspect is found in a bloody state; the driver of a
stolen car bails when officers pull him over; and officers
capture several suspects in two carjacked vehicles.

05/09/2018

23:10:00 COPS

31
After the murder of a suspected carjacker the team
discovers that he may have been involved with a formidable
drug lord.

05/09/2018

06/09/2018

23:35:00 CSI Miami

00:25:00 The Mentalist

23

1

On the season premiere, Jane and Lisbon secretly continue
their dangerous mission to narrow the list of Red John
suspects as they investigate the murder of a man missing
for years.

Jane discovers an important clue to Red John's methods as
the team encounters four of the suspects, and the CBI
investigates a software engineer killed by a drone strike.
06/09/2018

06/09/2018

01:15:00 The Mentalist

02:00:00 Las Vegas

2

17

Jillian questions Ed's priorities when she learns he's trying
to purchase the Montecito. Delinda also questions Danny's
priorities when he's more caught up in trying to help a friend
than finding out she's pregnant.
Officers on the street and within jail prepare for arrests of
out-of-control revelers, and the aftermath of Sin City’s New
Year’s Eve festivities.

06/09/2018

02:50:00 Jail: Las Vegas

9
A cologne salesman swears he sells the magic potion that
makes ladies lose their undies. Meanwhile, a Brooklyn-born
tough guy bloodies his neighbor during a one-sided feud.

06/09/2018

03:15:00 Jail: Las Vegas

10
An armed suspect is found in a bloody state; the driver of a
stolen car bails when officers pull him over; and officers
capture several suspects in two carjacked vehicles.

06/09/2018

03:40:00 COPS

31
After the murder of a suspected carjacker the team
discovers that he may have been involved with a formidable
drug lord.

06/09/2018

06/09/2018

04:05:00 CSI Miami

04:55:00 Las Vegas

23

17

Jillian questions Ed's priorities when she learns he's trying
to purchase the Montecito. Delinda also questions Danny's
priorities when he's more caught up in trying to help a friend
than finding out she's pregnant.
Jane and Fischer investigate a murder at an oil fracking
site, while Rigsby and Van Pelt reunite with the team and
the FBI to uncover who's hunting former CBI members.

06/09/2018

05:45:00 The Mentalist

14
Officers on the street and within jail prepare for arrests of
out-of-control revelers, and the aftermath of Sin City’s New
Year’s Eve festivities.

06/09/2018

06:35:00 Jail: Las Vegas

9
A cologne salesman swears he sells the magic potion that
makes ladies lose their undies. Meanwhile, a Brooklyn-born
tough guy bloodies his neighbor during a one-sided feud.

06/09/2018

07:00:00 Jail: Las Vegas

10
An armed suspect is found in a bloody state; the driver of a
stolen car bails when officers pull him over; and officers
capture several suspects in two carjacked vehicles.

06/09/2018

06/09/2018

07:25:00 COPS

07:50:00 The Mentalist

31

1

On the season premiere, Jane and Lisbon secretly continue
their dangerous mission to narrow the list of Red John
suspects as they investigate the murder of a man missing
for years.
Jane discovers an important clue to Red John's methods as
the team encounters four of the suspects, and the CBI
investigates a software engineer killed by a drone strike.

06/09/2018

08:40:00 The Mentalist

2

After the murder of a suspected carjacker the team
discovers that he may have been involved with a formidable
drug lord.
06/09/2018

06/09/2018

09:25:00 CSI Miami

10:15:00 Las Vegas

23

17

Jillian questions Ed's priorities when she learns he's trying
to purchase the Montecito. Delinda also questions Danny's
priorities when he's more caught up in trying to help a friend
than finding out she's pregnant.
Jane and Fischer investigate a murder at an oil fracking
site, while Rigsby and Van Pelt reunite with the team and
the FBI to uncover who's hunting former CBI members.

06/09/2018

11:00:00 The Mentalist

14
Jane and Rigsby race to save Van Pelt from the killer who
is hunting former CBI members, but it will take all of Jane's
skills to locate her before it's too late.

06/09/2018

06/09/2018

11:50:00 The Mentalist

12:40:00 The Mentalist

15

1

On the season premiere, Jane and Lisbon secretly continue
their dangerous mission to narrow the list of Red John
suspects as they investigate the murder of a man missing
for years.
Jane discovers an important clue to Red John's methods as
the team encounters four of the suspects, and the CBI
investigates a software engineer killed by a drone strike.

06/09/2018

13:25:00 The Mentalist

2
After the murder of a suspected carjacker the team
discovers that he may have been involved with a formidable
drug lord.

06/09/2018

14:10:00 CSI Miami

23
Jane and Fischer investigate a murder at an oil fracking
site, while Rigsby and Van Pelt reunite with the team and
the FBI to uncover who's hunting former CBI members.

06/09/2018

15:00:00 The Mentalist

14
Jane and Rigsby race to save Van Pelt from the killer who
is hunting former CBI members, but it will take all of Jane's
skills to locate her before it's too late.

06/09/2018

15:50:00 The Mentalist

15
An unexpected death hangs a cloud over the company
picnic, where the stakes have been raised between Ed's
crew and the "back of house."

06/09/2018

16:40:00 Las Vegas

15
Danny has worries from Wallace, who rips off his place after
turning down the requested favor Danny owes him.

06/09/2018

06/09/2018

17:25:00 Las Vegas

18:15:00 The Mentalist

16

1

On the season premiere, Jane and Lisbon secretly continue
their dangerous mission to narrow the list of Red John
suspects as they investigate the murder of a man missing
for years.
The police are tested by a homeless man; civilians catch a
man breaking into a neighbor's car; and officers try to
resolve a conflict between newlyweds.

06/09/2018

19:00:00 COPS

30

An armed suspect is found in a bloody state; the driver of a
stolen car bails when officers pull him over; and officers
capture several suspects in two carjacked vehicles.
06/09/2018

06/09/2018

06/09/2018

06/09/2018

19:25:00 COPS

American
19:50:00 Crime

American
20:40:00 Crime

21:30:00 Training Day

31
As a news article detailing the events of the Captains’ party
goes online, the LaCroix family has to deal with their son,
Kevin, being publicly named as a participant.
3

4

Following the revelation that evidence was found on
Taylor’s clothing, the parents of the basketball players and
faculty of The Leyland School prepare for invasive DNA
testing on the team.

1

The LAPD assigns heroic cop Kyle Craig to pose as Frank
Rourke’s trainee to spy on him and report his questionable
methods. They form an uneasy alliance that changes their
lives.
A cologne salesman swears he sells the magic potion that
makes ladies lose their undies. Meanwhile, a Brooklyn-born
tough guy bloodies his neighbor during a one-sided feud.

06/09/2018

22:20:00 Jail: Las Vegas

10
Grooving to the music sends a man to jail for dancing in the
street with only his underpants. A dad treats his kids to
pizza, but gets booked for DUI instead.

06/09/2018

06/09/2018

07/09/2018

07/09/2018

07/09/2018

22:45:00 Jail: Las Vegas

American
23:10:00 Crime

Prison Break
00:00:00 (2017)

Prison Break
00:50:00 (2017)

01:40:00 Training Day

11

4

Following the revelation that evidence was found on
Taylor’s clothing, the parents of the basketball players and
faculty of The Leyland School prepare for invasive DNA
testing on the team.

5

Lincoln becomes frustrated as he tries to understand what
really happened to Michael. C-Note has a new escape plan,
but fears it will not be executed quickly enough, as Cyclops
is trailing closely behind.

6

As Michael, Lincoln and the Ogygia gang try to escape
Yemen, they find themselves racing though the desert from
a vengeful Cyclops. A&W and Van Gogh question their
roles as their pursuit leads them to Graceland.

1

The LAPD assigns heroic cop Kyle Craig to pose as Frank
Rourke’s trainee to spy on him and report his questionable
methods. They form an uneasy alliance that changes their
lives.
Grooving to the music sends a man to jail for dancing in the
street with only his underpants. A dad treats his kids to
pizza, but gets booked for DUI instead.

07/09/2018

07/09/2018

07/09/2018

02:30:00 Jail: Las Vegas

02:55:00 COPS

American
03:20:00 Crime

11

32

4

Lack of safety equipment calls attention to a lawbreaker; a
man is spotted waving a gun around, forcing officers to
search homes in the surrounding area; and suspects
detained after a car crash have difficulty explaining how
they
knowthe
each
other. that evidence was found on
Following
revelation
Taylor’s clothing, the parents of the basketball players and
faculty of The Leyland School prepare for invasive DNA
testing on the team.

07/09/2018

04:10:00 Training Day

1

The LAPD assigns heroic cop Kyle Craig to pose as Frank
Rourke’s trainee to spy on him and report his questionable
methods. They form an uneasy alliance that changes their
lives.
Jane and Fischer investigate a murder at an oil fracking
site, while Rigsby and Van Pelt reunite with the team and
the FBI to uncover who's hunting former CBI members.

07/09/2018

05:00:00 The Mentalist

14
Jane and Rigsby race to save Van Pelt from the killer who
is hunting former CBI members, but it will take all of Jane's
skills to locate her before it's too late.

07/09/2018

05:50:00 The Mentalist

15
A cologne salesman swears he sells the magic potion that
makes ladies lose their undies. Meanwhile, a Brooklyn-born
tough guy bloodies his neighbor during a one-sided feud.

07/09/2018

06:40:00 Jail: Las Vegas

10
Grooving to the music sends a man to jail for dancing in the
street with only his underpants. A dad treats his kids to
pizza, but gets booked for DUI instead.

07/09/2018

07/09/2018

07/09/2018

07/09/2018

07/09/2018

07:05:00 Jail: Las Vegas

Prison Break
07:35:00 (2017)

Prison Break
08:25:00 (2017)

American
09:15:00 Crime

10:05:00 Training Day

11

5

Lincoln becomes frustrated as he tries to understand what
really happened to Michael. C-Note has a new escape plan,
but fears it will not be executed quickly enough, as Cyclops
is trailing closely behind.

6

As Michael, Lincoln and the Ogygia gang try to escape
Yemen, they find themselves racing though the desert from
a vengeful Cyclops. A&W and Van Gogh question their
roles as their pursuit leads them to Graceland.

4

Following the revelation that evidence was found on
Taylor’s clothing, the parents of the basketball players and
faculty of The Leyland School prepare for invasive DNA
testing on the team.

1

The LAPD assigns heroic cop Kyle Craig to pose as Frank
Rourke’s trainee to spy on him and report his questionable
methods. They form an uneasy alliance that changes their
lives.
Jane and Rigsby race to save Van Pelt from the killer who
is hunting former CBI members, but it will take all of Jane's
skills to locate her before it's too late.

07/09/2018

10:55:00 The Mentalist

15
Jane enlists his colleagues in a dangerous ruse to trap a
team of art thieves. Meanwhile, sparks fly between Lisbon
and an agent from the FBI's art squad.

07/09/2018

07/09/2018

07/09/2018

11:45:00 The Mentalist

Prison Break
12:30:00 (2017)

Prison Break
13:20:00 (2017)

16

5

Lincoln becomes frustrated as he tries to understand what
really happened to Michael. C-Note has a new escape plan,
but fears it will not be executed quickly enough, as Cyclops
is trailing closely behind.

6

As Michael, Lincoln and the Ogygia gang try to escape
Yemen, they find themselves racing though the desert from
a vengeful Cyclops. A&W and Van Gogh question their
roles as their pursuit leads them to Graceland.

07/09/2018

American
14:10:00 Crime

4

Following the revelation that evidence was found on
Taylor’s clothing, the parents of the basketball players and
faculty of The Leyland School prepare for invasive DNA
testing on the team.
Jane and Rigsby race to save Van Pelt from the killer who
is hunting former CBI members, but it will take all of Jane's
skills to locate her before it's too late.

07/09/2018

15:00:00 The Mentalist

15
Jane enlists his colleagues in a dangerous ruse to trap a
team of art thieves. Meanwhile, sparks fly between Lisbon
and an agent from the FBI's art squad.

07/09/2018

15:50:00 The Mentalist

16
Danny has worries from Wallace, who rips off his place after
turning down the requested favor Danny owes him.

07/09/2018

07/09/2018

07/09/2018

07/09/2018

07/09/2018

16:35:00 Las Vegas

17:20:00 Las Vegas

Prison Break
18:05:00 (2017)

Prison Break
18:55:00 (2017)

American
19:40:00 Crime

16

17

Jillian questions Ed's priorities when she learns he's trying
to purchase the Montecito. Delinda also questions Danny's
priorities when he's more caught up in trying to help a friend
than finding out she's pregnant.

5

Lincoln becomes frustrated as he tries to understand what
really happened to Michael. C-Note has a new escape plan,
but fears it will not be executed quickly enough, as Cyclops
is trailing closely behind.

6

As Michael, Lincoln and the Ogygia gang try to escape
Yemen, they find themselves racing though the desert from
a vengeful Cyclops. A&W and Van Gogh question their
roles as their pursuit leads them to Graceland.

4

Following the revelation that evidence was found on
Taylor’s clothing, the parents of the basketball players and
faculty of The Leyland School prepare for invasive DNA
testing on the team.
Grooving to the music sends a man to jail for dancing in the
street with only his underpants. A dad treats his kids to
pizza, but gets booked for DUI instead.

07/09/2018

20:30:00 Jail: Las Vegas

11
Thomas Morton explores how bad our infrastructure is
crumbling—and if Trump is really keeping his promises.

07/09/2018

07/09/2018

20:55:00 VICE

21:30:00 VICE

12

13

In Iraqi Kurdistan, Ben Anderson meets everyone from
frontline fighters to their former guerrilla president, asking
why the Kurds recently voted for independence. Nuclear
physicist Taylor Wilson joins the Air Force Space Command
to
see how
a growing
and
commercial
space
Grace
Travis
has beenmilitary
on loan
with
the Oakland
Police
Department for the past year, undercover as a fixer in
Jimmy Laszlo’s criminal organization.

07/09/2018

07/09/2018

22:05:00 Rogue

23:05:00 COPS

1

21

One offender tries to change the rules after deputies place
her in handcuffs; an unlicensed driver speeds away from a
checkpoint with devastating results; officers do their best to
learn the truth from evasive suspects.

07/09/2018

23:30:00 COPS

22

After a night out on the town, a man loses his friend and
finds trouble. Officers stop a vehicle that they believe was
involved in an officer-related shooting. A young couple in a
parked car strikes officers as suspicious.
There are more than four million U.S.-born children living in
the United States who have at least one undocumented
immigrant parent.

07/09/2018

23:55:00 VICE

11
Horatio investigates a movie star's murder inside a celebrity
rehab center. The probe reveals that the actor's candid
confessions while in therapy.

08/09/2018

00:30:00 CSI Miami

20
A contentious divorce turns deadly when the husband's
mistress is murdered and other dead bodies follow.

08/09/2018

01:20:00 CSI Miami

21
Harper and Lowry interrogate Russian mobsters hoping to
find Mia, but find clues about Patrick instead. Ethan and Jen
conduct their own investigation into Mia’s kidnapping.

08/09/2018

08/09/2018

02:10:00 Rogue

03:10:00 Rogue

17

18

Ethan discovers Tilda’s plan to kill him. Once he gets the
upper hand, he interrogates her, and learns the truth.
Meanwhile, Marty forces a captured Mia to use the flash
drive.
Fresh testimony launches AC-12 back on the trail of the
Caddy, a corrupt officer with links to organized crime.

08/09/2018

08/09/2018

08/09/2018

08/09/2018

08/09/2018

04:05:00 Line of Duty

05:10:00 COPS

05:35:00 COPS

06:00:00 COPS

06:25:00 Training Day

4

21

One offender tries to change the rules after deputies place
her in handcuffs; an unlicensed driver speeds away from a
checkpoint with devastating results; officers do their best to
learn the truth from evasive suspects.

22

After a night out on the town, a man loses his friend and
finds trouble. Officers stop a vehicle that they believe was
involved in an officer-related shooting. A young couple in a
parked car strikes officers as suspicious.

23

A man with a felony warrant does his best to escape arrest.
Things get weird when an agitated man tries to reveal
everything to the police. A young man makes poor choices
that lead to a broken home.

1

The LAPD assigns heroic cop Kyle Craig to pose as Frank
Rourke’s trainee to spy on him and report his questionable
methods. They form an uneasy alliance that changes their
lives.
An unexpected death hangs a cloud over the company
picnic, where the stakes have been raised between Ed's
crew and the "back of house."

08/09/2018

07:15:00 Las Vegas

15
Danny has worries from Wallace, who rips off his place after
turning down the requested favor Danny owes him.

08/09/2018

08:05:00 Las Vegas

16

08/09/2018

08/09/2018

08:55:00 Las Vegas

09:40:00 Jail: Las Vegas

17

Jillian questions Ed's priorities when she learns he's trying
to purchase the Montecito. Delinda also questions Danny's
priorities when he's more caught up in trying to help a friend
than finding out she's pregnant.

7

Officers deal with a sloppy and combative drunk while
another runs from the cops after crashing his car. A man
blows all his casino winnings, as a woman is tricked by her
bail bondsman.
Fresh out of prison, a meth user proves how tough he is,
while a couple’s wedding plans are ruined after officers find
their stash of meth.

08/09/2018

08/09/2018

08/09/2018

08/09/2018

10:05:00 Jail: Las Vegas

10:30:00 Training Day

American
11:20:00 Crime

American
12:10:00 Crime

8

1

The LAPD assigns heroic cop Kyle Craig to pose as Frank
Rourke’s trainee to spy on him and report his questionable
methods. They form an uneasy alliance that changes their
lives.
As a news article detailing the events of the Captains’ party
goes online, the LaCroix family has to deal with their son,
Kevin, being publicly named as a participant.

3

4

Following the revelation that evidence was found on
Taylor’s clothing, the parents of the basketball players and
faculty of The Leyland School prepare for invasive DNA
testing on the team.
Thomas Morton explores how bad our infrastructure is
crumbling—and if Trump is really keeping his promises.

08/09/2018

08/09/2018

08/09/2018

13:00:00 VICE

13:35:00 VICE

14:10:00 Jail: Las Vegas

12

13

7

In Iraqi Kurdistan, Ben Anderson meets everyone from
frontline fighters to their former guerrilla president, asking
why the Kurds recently voted for independence. Nuclear
physicist Taylor Wilson joins the Air Force Space Command
to see how
a with
growing
military
and
commercial
space
Officers
deal
a sloppy
and
combative
drunk
while
another runs from the cops after crashing his car. A man
blows all his casino winnings, as a woman is tricked by her
bail bondsman.
Fresh out of prison, a meth user proves how tough he is,
while a couple’s wedding plans are ruined after officers find
their stash of meth.

08/09/2018

14:35:00 Jail: Las Vegas

8
An unexpected death hangs a cloud over the company
picnic, where the stakes have been raised between Ed's
crew and the "back of house."

08/09/2018

15:00:00 Las Vegas

15
The FBI is tasked with finding the killer of several DEA
agents, and Jane goes on a date with a beautiful woman
associated with the case.

08/09/2018

08/09/2018

15:50:00 The Mentalist

16:35:00 The Mentalist

11

12

Jane & the FBI investigate the death of a high-tech
cartographer, who may have unearthed a spy ring before he
died. Meanwhile, Rigsby & Van Pelt discover an alarming
conspiracy.

08/09/2018

17:20:00 The Mentalist

13

Jane joins a separatist commune to find out how a U.S.
attorney was found dead in Mexico, despite no record of her
crossing the border. Rigsby & Van Pelt go to LaRoche for
help.
Harper and Lowry interrogate Russian mobsters hoping to
find Mia, but find clues about Patrick instead. Ethan and Jen
conduct their own investigation into Mia’s kidnapping.

08/09/2018

08/09/2018

18:05:00 Rogue

19:05:00 Rogue

17

18

Ethan discovers Tilda’s plan to kill him. Once he gets the
upper hand, he interrogates her, and learns the truth.
Meanwhile, Marty forces a captured Mia to use the flash
drive.
Fresh testimony launches AC-12 back on the trail of the
Caddy, a corrupt officer with links to organized crime.

08/09/2018

08/09/2018

08/09/2018

08/09/2018

08/09/2018

08/09/2018

19:55:00 Line of Duty
Border
Security
21:00:00 Australia

American
21:30:00 Crime

American
22:20:00 Crime

23:10:00 COPS

23:35:00 COPS

4
A foolish passenger arrives with several bags she claims
are not hers, all of which are positive for narcotics. Two
young lovers are separated at the border by Immigration.
15
As a news article detailing the events of the Captains’ party
goes online, the LaCroix family has to deal with their son,
Kevin, being publicly named as a participant.
3

4

Following the revelation that evidence was found on
Taylor’s clothing, the parents of the basketball players and
faculty of The Leyland School prepare for invasive DNA
testing on the team.

23

A man with a felony warrant does his best to escape arrest.
Things get weird when an agitated man tries to reveal
everything to the police. A young man makes poor choices
that lead to a broken home.

24

A teen leads officers on a dangerous chase, then shows
little remorse once captured; a report of a person in distress
helps police identify a group of lawbreakers; an
unsuccessful robber has a moment of honesty.
Thomas Morton explores how bad our infrastructure is
crumbling—and if Trump is really keeping his promises.

09/09/2018

00:00:00 VICE

12
A man is killed in a fire in his home, but his girlfriend
escapes. Horatio must fire Ryan when he doesn't disclose
that he knew one of the suspects.

09/09/2018

00:35:00 CSI Miami

22
After the murder of a suspected carjacker the team
discovers that he may have been involved with a formidable
drug lord.

09/09/2018

09/09/2018

01:25:00 CSI Miami

02:15:00 Rogue

23

18

Ethan discovers Tilda’s plan to kill him. Once he gets the
upper hand, he interrogates her, and learns the truth.
Meanwhile, Marty forces a captured Mia to use the flash
drive.

Ethan, Marty, and Mia scramble to get enough money to
keep the Russian mob off their back. Harper and Patrick’s
investigation leads them to Tilda’s corpse.
09/09/2018

03:10:00 Rogue

19
Harper finds out Mia’s true identity and tries to leverage this
to make her turn on Marty. Ethan must decide if he trusts
Mia or Marty while the three pull off a heist together.

09/09/2018

04:10:00 Rogue

20
AC-12’s loyalties are divided when DS Steve Arnott comes
under scrutiny from his colleagues. With his career in
jeopardy, Arnott turns to an unlikely source for help.

09/09/2018

09/09/2018

09/09/2018

05:10:00 Line of Duty

06:15:00 COPS

06:40:00 COPS

5

23

A man with a felony warrant does his best to escape arrest.
Things get weird when an agitated man tries to reveal
everything to the police. A young man makes poor choices
that lead to a broken home.

24

A teen leads officers on a dangerous chase, then shows
little remorse once captured; a report of a person in distress
helps police identify a group of lawbreakers; an
unsuccessful robber has a moment of honesty.
A man jumps from a moving vehicle in an effort to escape
the police; a car chase ends with a call to paramedics; an
agitated man confuses threatening actions with heroism.

09/09/2018

09/09/2018

09/09/2018

09/09/2018

09/09/2018

07:05:00 COPS

Prison Break
07:30:00 (2017)

Prison Break
08:20:00 (2017)

American
09:10:00 Crime

American
10:00:00 Crime

25

5

Lincoln becomes frustrated as he tries to understand what
really happened to Michael. C-Note has a new escape plan,
but fears it will not be executed quickly enough, as Cyclops
is trailing closely behind.

6

As Michael, Lincoln and the Ogygia gang try to escape
Yemen, they find themselves racing though the desert from
a vengeful Cyclops. A&W and Van Gogh question their
roles as their pursuit leads them to Graceland.
As a news article detailing the events of the Captains’ party
goes online, the LaCroix family has to deal with their son,
Kevin, being publicly named as a participant.

3

4

Following the revelation that evidence was found on
Taylor’s clothing, the parents of the basketball players and
faculty of The Leyland School prepare for invasive DNA
testing on the team.
Officers on the street and within jail prepare for arrests of
out-of-control revelers, and the aftermath of Sin City’s New
Year’s Eve festivities.

09/09/2018

10:50:00 Jail: Las Vegas

9
A cologne salesman swears he sells the magic potion that
makes ladies lose their undies. Meanwhile, a Brooklyn-born
tough guy bloodies his neighbor during a one-sided feud.

09/09/2018

11:15:00 Jail: Las Vegas

10
A contentious divorce turns deadly when the husband's
mistress is murdered and other dead bodies follow.

09/09/2018

11:40:00 CSI Miami

21

A man is killed in a fire in his home, but his girlfriend
escapes. Horatio must fire Ryan when he doesn't disclose
that he knew one of the suspects.
09/09/2018

12:30:00 CSI Miami

22
After the murder of a suspected carjacker the team
discovers that he may have been involved with a formidable
drug lord.

09/09/2018

13:20:00 CSI Miami

23
Officers on the street and within jail prepare for arrests of
out-of-control revelers, and the aftermath of Sin City’s New
Year’s Eve festivities.

09/09/2018

14:10:00 Jail: Las Vegas

9
A cologne salesman swears he sells the magic potion that
makes ladies lose their undies. Meanwhile, a Brooklyn-born
tough guy bloodies his neighbor during a one-sided feud.

09/09/2018

14:35:00 Jail: Las Vegas

10
An unexpected death hangs a cloud over the company
picnic, where the stakes have been raised between Ed's
crew and the "back of house."

09/09/2018

15:00:00 Las Vegas

15
Danny has worries from Wallace, who rips off his place after
turning down the requested favor Danny owes him.

09/09/2018

15:50:00 Las Vegas

16
Jane and Rigsby race to save Van Pelt from the killer who
is hunting former CBI members, but it will take all of Jane's
skills to locate her before it's too late.

09/09/2018

16:40:00 The Mentalist

15
Jane enlists his colleagues in a dangerous ruse to trap a
team of art thieves. Meanwhile, sparks fly between Lisbon
and an agent from the FBI's art squad.

09/09/2018

17:30:00 The Mentalist

16
Patrick Jane and the FBI have only two days to solve a cold
case before an innocent man on Death Row is executed.

09/09/2018

18:15:00 The Mentalist

17
Ethan, Marty, and Mia scramble to get enough money to
keep the Russian mob off their back. Harper and Patrick’s
investigation leads them to Tilda’s corpse.

09/09/2018

19:00:00 Rogue

19
AC-12’s loyalties are divided when DS Steve Arnott comes
under scrutiny from his colleagues. With his career in
jeopardy, Arnott turns to an unlikely source for help.

09/09/2018

20:00:00 Line of Duty

09/09/2018

Border
Security
21:05:00 Australia

5

16

Customs suspects that an agitated passenger who begins
to undress may be a drug courier, and later gets suspicious
of what could be Australia’s most expensive importation of
wine.
When an MI6 agent is found dead, Kirsten struggles to sort
through his memories due to the visual codes that the spy
used to keep secrets.

09/09/2018

21:30:00 Stitchers

4

Cameron’s estranged father, currently serving time in prison
for white collar crimes, is accused of murdering a prison
guard.
09/09/2018

22:15:00 Stitchers

5
After the murder of a suspected carjacker the team
discovers that he may have been involved with a formidable
drug lord.

09/09/2018

23:00:00 CSI Miami

23
A contentious divorce turns deadly when the husband's
mistress is murdered and other dead bodies follow.

09/09/2018

23:50:00 CSI Miami

21
A man is killed in a fire in his home, but his girlfriend
escapes. Horatio must fire Ryan when he doesn't disclose
that he knew one of the suspects.

10/09/2018

10/09/2018

00:40:00 CSI Miami

01:30:00 Training Day

22

1

The LAPD assigns heroic cop Kyle Craig to pose as Frank
Rourke’s trainee to spy on him and report his questionable
methods. They form an uneasy alliance that changes their
lives.
A cologne salesman swears he sells the magic potion that
makes ladies lose their undies. Meanwhile, a Brooklyn-born
tough guy bloodies his neighbor during a one-sided feud.

10/09/2018

02:20:00 Jail: Las Vegas

10
Grooving to the music sends a man to jail for dancing in the
street with only his underpants. A dad treats his kids to
pizza, but gets booked for DUI instead.

10/09/2018

02:45:00 Jail: Las Vegas

11
A prostitution sting catches two different lawbreakers; a cop
questions a cagey woman; and an argument in a parking lot
gets the attention of a vigilant patrol officer.

10/09/2018

03:10:00 COPS

33
A man is killed in a fire in his home, but his girlfriend
escapes. Horatio must fire Ryan when he doesn't disclose
that he knew one of the suspects.

10/09/2018

03:35:00 CSI Miami

22
After the murder of a suspected carjacker the team
discovers that he may have been involved with a formidable
drug lord.

10/09/2018

10/09/2018

04:25:00 CSI Miami

05:15:00 Training Day

23

1

The LAPD assigns heroic cop Kyle Craig to pose as Frank
Rourke’s trainee to spy on him and report his questionable
methods. They form an uneasy alliance that changes their
lives.
Jane and Rigsby race to save Van Pelt from the killer who
is hunting former CBI members, but it will take all of Jane's
skills to locate her before it's too late.

10/09/2018

06:05:00 The Mentalist

15
Jane enlists his colleagues in a dangerous ruse to trap a
team of art thieves. Meanwhile, sparks fly between Lisbon
and an agent from the FBI's art squad.

10/09/2018

06:55:00 The Mentalist

16

A cologne salesman swears he sells the magic potion that
makes ladies lose their undies. Meanwhile, a Brooklyn-born
tough guy bloodies his neighbor during a one-sided feud.
10/09/2018

07:40:00 Jail: Las Vegas

10
Grooving to the music sends a man to jail for dancing in the
street with only his underpants. A dad treats his kids to
pizza, but gets booked for DUI instead.

10/09/2018

08:05:00 Jail: Las Vegas

11
A man is killed in a fire in his home, but his girlfriend
escapes. Horatio must fire Ryan when he doesn't disclose
that he knew one of the suspects.

10/09/2018

08:30:00 CSI Miami

22
After the murder of a suspected carjacker the team
discovers that he may have been involved with a formidable
drug lord.

10/09/2018

10/09/2018

09:20:00 CSI Miami

10:10:00 Training Day

23

1

The LAPD assigns heroic cop Kyle Craig to pose as Frank
Rourke’s trainee to spy on him and report his questionable
methods. They form an uneasy alliance that changes their
lives.
Jane enlists his colleagues in a dangerous ruse to trap a
team of art thieves. Meanwhile, sparks fly between Lisbon
and an agent from the FBI's art squad.

10/09/2018

11:00:00 The Mentalist

16
Patrick Jane and the FBI have only two days to solve a cold
case before an innocent man on Death Row is executed.

10/09/2018

11:45:00 The Mentalist

17
A contentious divorce turns deadly when the husband's
mistress is murdered and other dead bodies follow.

10/09/2018

12:30:00 CSI Miami

21
A man is killed in a fire in his home, but his girlfriend
escapes. Horatio must fire Ryan when he doesn't disclose
that he knew one of the suspects.

10/09/2018

13:20:00 CSI Miami

22
After the murder of a suspected carjacker the team
discovers that he may have been involved with a formidable
drug lord.

10/09/2018

14:10:00 CSI Miami

23
Jane enlists his colleagues in a dangerous ruse to trap a
team of art thieves. Meanwhile, sparks fly between Lisbon
and an agent from the FBI's art squad.

10/09/2018

15:00:00 The Mentalist

16
Patrick Jane and the FBI have only two days to solve a cold
case before an innocent man on Death Row is executed.

10/09/2018

10/09/2018

15:45:00 The Mentalist

16:35:00 Las Vegas

17

1

The new Montecito is finished and its new owner, a woman
called Monica Mancuso, wants the old team back. However,
most of them refuse to come back to the Montecito and
have already found other jobs.

The Montecito experiences several financial perils. Ed
Deline worries about chip cheaters who already got away
and orders to divert owner Monica's attention.
10/09/2018

17:20:00 Las Vegas

2
A cologne salesman swears he sells the magic potion that
makes ladies lose their undies. Meanwhile, a Brooklyn-born
tough guy bloodies his neighbor during a one-sided feud.

10/09/2018

18:10:00 Jail: Las Vegas

10
Grooving to the music sends a man to jail for dancing in the
street with only his underpants. A dad treats his kids to
pizza, but gets booked for DUI instead.

10/09/2018

18:35:00 Jail: Las Vegas

11
A man is killed in a fire in his home, but his girlfriend
escapes. Horatio must fire Ryan when he doesn't disclose
that he knew one of the suspects.

10/09/2018

19:00:00 CSI Miami

22
After the murder of a suspected carjacker the team
discovers that he may have been involved with a formidable
drug lord.

10/09/2018

19:50:00 CSI Miami

23
Horatio hunts for a serial killer who brands his victims with a
"Y" mark.

10/09/2018

20:40:00 CSI Miami

24
Las Vegas PD detective Max Dillon arrests Danny – who
learns Delinda is pregnant – of killing Mary's dad… Until
Mitch and Mike prove there must be another suspect.

10/09/2018

21:30:00 Las Vegas

1
Grooving to the music sends a man to jail for dancing in the
street with only his underpants. A dad treats his kids to
pizza, but gets booked for DUI instead.

10/09/2018

22:15:00 Jail: Las Vegas

11
While tequila sends a man to jail, a woman attempts to sell
pot online to make money for a cut and curl.

10/09/2018

22:40:00 Jail: Las Vegas

12
Horatio hunts for a serial killer who brands his victims with a
"Y" mark.

10/09/2018

23:05:00 CSI Miami

10/09/2018

Border
Security:
America's
23:55:00 Front Line

11/09/2018

Border
Security:
America's
00:20:00 Front Line

24
Packaged sweets leave a sour taste at JFK Airport. A Dutch
traveler may be making hay of his trip stateside. Mail center
officers uncover some monkey business.
1
A traveller claims he’s flown in for a wedding, but officers
don’t believe his vows. Clearance for a package from China
isn’t going swimmingly.
2
A half-hour video vérité reality series that follows police
officers in action in cities across the country.

11/09/2018

00:45:00 COPS

21

A half-hour video vérité reality series that follows police
officers in action in cities across the country.
11/09/2018

01:10:00 COPS

22
Las Vegas PD detective Max Dillon arrests Danny – who
learns Delinda is pregnant – of killing Mary's dad… Until
Mitch and Mike prove there must be another suspect.

11/09/2018

01:35:00 Las Vegas

1
Grooving to the music sends a man to jail for dancing in the
street with only his underpants. A dad treats his kids to
pizza, but gets booked for DUI instead.

11/09/2018

02:25:00 Jail: Las Vegas

11
While tequila sends a man to jail, a woman attempts to sell
pot online to make money for a cut and curl.

11/09/2018

11/09/2018

02:50:00 Jail: Las Vegas

03:15:00 COPS

12

1

A motorcyclist gambles with his life during a high-speed
chase. One lawbreaker will say anything to avoid being
caught. A recent parolee blames Mom when the cops
question him about his past.
After the murder of a suspected carjacker the team
discovers that he may have been involved with a formidable
drug lord.

11/09/2018

03:40:00 CSI Miami

23
Horatio hunts for a serial killer who brands his victims with a
"Y" mark.

11/09/2018

04:30:00 CSI Miami

24
Las Vegas PD detective Max Dillon arrests Danny – who
learns Delinda is pregnant – of killing Mary's dad… Until
Mitch and Mike prove there must be another suspect.

11/09/2018

05:20:00 Las Vegas

1
Patrick Jane and the FBI have only two days to solve a cold
case before an innocent man on Death Row is executed.

11/09/2018

06:05:00 The Mentalist

17
Grooving to the music sends a man to jail for dancing in the
street with only his underpants. A dad treats his kids to
pizza, but gets booked for DUI instead.

11/09/2018

06:50:00 Jail: Las Vegas

11
While tequila sends a man to jail, a woman attempts to sell
pot online to make money for a cut and curl.

11/09/2018

07:15:00 Jail: Las Vegas

11/09/2018

Border
Security:
America's
07:40:00 Front Line

11/09/2018

Border
Security:
America's
08:05:00 Front Line

12
Packaged sweets leave a sour taste at JFK Airport. A Dutch
traveler may be making hay of his trip stateside. Mail center
officers uncover some monkey business.
1
A traveller claims he’s flown in for a wedding, but officers
don’t believe his vows. Clearance for a package from China
isn’t going swimmingly.
2

A half-hour video vérité reality series that follows police
officers in action in cities across the country.
11/09/2018

08:30:00 COPS

21
A half-hour video vérité reality series that follows police
officers in action in cities across the country.

11/09/2018

08:55:00 COPS

22
Horatio hunts for a serial killer who brands his victims with a
"Y" mark.

11/09/2018

09:20:00 CSI Miami

24
Las Vegas PD detective Max Dillon arrests Danny – who
learns Delinda is pregnant – of killing Mary's dad… Until
Mitch and Mike prove there must be another suspect.

11/09/2018

10:10:00 Las Vegas

1
Patrick Jane and the FBI have only two days to solve a cold
case before an innocent man on Death Row is executed.

11/09/2018

10:55:00 The Mentalist

17
Patrick Jane rubs elbows with the rich and powerful to
discover a killer hiding out at an elite men-only social club.

11/09/2018

11:40:00 The Mentalist

11/09/2018

Border
Security:
America's
12:30:00 Front Line

11/09/2018

Border
Security:
America's
12:55:00 Front Line

18
Packaged sweets leave a sour taste at JFK Airport. A Dutch
traveler may be making hay of his trip stateside. Mail center
officers uncover some monkey business.
1
A traveller claims he’s flown in for a wedding, but officers
don’t believe his vows. Clearance for a package from China
isn’t going swimmingly.
2
A half-hour video vérité reality series that follows police
officers in action in cities across the country.

11/09/2018

13:20:00 COPS

21
A half-hour video vérité reality series that follows police
officers in action in cities across the country.

11/09/2018

13:45:00 COPS

22
Horatio hunts for a serial killer who brands his victims with a
"Y" mark.

11/09/2018

14:10:00 CSI Miami

24
Patrick Jane and the FBI have only two days to solve a cold
case before an innocent man on Death Row is executed.

11/09/2018

15:00:00 The Mentalist

17
Patrick Jane rubs elbows with the rich and powerful to
discover a killer hiding out at an elite men-only social club.

11/09/2018

15:45:00 The Mentalist

18

The Montecito experiences several financial perils. Ed
Deline worries about chip cheaters who already got away
and orders to divert owner Monica's attention.
11/09/2018

16:35:00 Las Vegas

11/09/2018

17:20:00 Las Vegas

11/09/2018

Border
Security:
America's
18:10:00 Front Line

11/09/2018

Border
Security:
America's
18:35:00 Front Line

2

3

Banned card counter Gabe 'Nice guy' Labrador claims he
must win $2,000,000 or his kidnapped daughter will be
killed, but the police believes he's pulling another stunt, like
his staged death 8 years earlier.
Packaged sweets leave a sour taste at JFK Airport. A Dutch
traveler may be making hay of his trip stateside. Mail center
officers uncover some monkey business.

1
A traveller claims he’s flown in for a wedding, but officers
don’t believe his vows. Clearance for a package from China
isn’t going swimmingly.
2
A half-hour video vérité reality series that follows police
officers in action in cities across the country.

11/09/2018

19:00:00 COPS

21
A half-hour video vérité reality series that follows police
officers in action in cities across the country.

11/09/2018

19:25:00 COPS

22
Horatio hunts for a serial killer who brands his victims with a
"Y" mark.

11/09/2018

19:50:00 CSI Miami

24
Horatio investigates the murder of a probation officer and
soon comes to believe that one of the chief suspects in the
crime may be a son he never knew he had.

11/09/2018

20:40:00 CSI Miami

1
As Cooper takes over ownership of the Montecito in a
rather unique fashion, Sam recounts the events surrounding
the lives of her fellow co-workers.

11/09/2018

21:30:00 Las Vegas

2
While tequila sends a man to jail, a woman attempts to sell
pot online to make money for a cut and curl.

11/09/2018

22:15:00 Jail: Las Vegas

12
The restraint chair does nothing against a woman as she
refuses to listen to officers. A spit mask-wearing suspect
tries to score male enhancement drugs from the jail nurse.

11/09/2018

22:40:00 Jail: Las Vegas

13
Horatio investigates the murder of a probation officer and
soon comes to believe that one of the chief suspects in the
crime may be a son he never knew he had.

11/09/2018

23:05:00 CSI Miami

11/09/2018

Border
Security:
America's
23:55:00 Front Line

1
A tense traveller returns from a short trip to Colombia with
an unusual amount of luggage. In Detroit, a pregnant
passenger can’t deliver her due date.
3

12/09/2018

Border
Security:
America's
00:20:00 Front Line

Detroit’s Bridge officers make an auto theft arrest, then
notice an American carrying cold-blooded companions in
his backseat at the Detroit tunnel.
4
A half-hour video vérité reality series that follows police
officers in action in cities across the country.

12/09/2018

00:45:00 COPS

23
A half-hour video vérité reality series that follows police
officers in action in cities across the country.

12/09/2018

01:10:00 COPS

24
As Cooper takes over ownership of the Montecito in a
rather unique fashion, Sam recounts the events surrounding
the lives of her fellow co-workers.

12/09/2018

01:35:00 Las Vegas

2
Grooving to the music sends a man to jail for dancing in the
street with only his underpants. A dad treats his kids to
pizza, but gets booked for DUI instead.

12/09/2018

02:20:00 Jail: Las Vegas

11
While tequila sends a man to jail, a woman attempts to sell
pot online to make money for a cut and curl.

12/09/2018

02:45:00 Jail: Las Vegas

12
The restraint chair does nothing against a woman as she
refuses to listen to officers. A spit mask-wearing suspect
tries to score male enhancement drugs from the jail nurse.

12/09/2018

12/09/2018

12/09/2018

03:10:00 Jail: Las Vegas

03:35:00 COPS

04:00:00 COPS

13

1

A motorcyclist gambles with his life during a high-speed
chase. One lawbreaker will say anything to avoid being
caught. A recent parolee blames Mom when the cops
question him about his past.

2

A desperate suspect risks his life in an attempt to escape
arrest. A father refuses to lie for his violent son. A
malnourished woman makes a call to report some
trespassing ghosts.
Horatio investigates the murder of a probation officer and
soon comes to believe that one of the chief suspects in the
crime may be a son he never knew he had.

12/09/2018

04:25:00 CSI Miami

1
As Cooper takes over ownership of the Montecito in a
rather unique fashion, Sam recounts the events surrounding
the lives of her fellow co-workers.

12/09/2018

05:10:00 Las Vegas

2
Patrick Jane rubs elbows with the rich and powerful to
discover a killer hiding out at an elite men-only social club.

12/09/2018

05:55:00 The Mentalist

18
While tequila sends a man to jail, a woman attempts to sell
pot online to make money for a cut and curl.

12/09/2018

06:45:00 Jail: Las Vegas

12

The restraint chair does nothing against a woman as she
refuses to listen to officers. A spit mask-wearing suspect
tries to score male enhancement drugs from the jail nurse.
12/09/2018

07:10:00 Jail: Las Vegas

12/09/2018

Border
Security:
America's
07:35:00 Front Line

12/09/2018

Border
Security:
America's
08:00:00 Front Line

13
A tense traveller returns from a short trip to Colombia with
an unusual amount of luggage. In Detroit, a pregnant
passenger can’t deliver her due date.
3
Detroit’s Bridge officers make an auto theft arrest, then
notice an American carrying cold-blooded companions in
his backseat at the Detroit tunnel.
4
A half-hour video vérité reality series that follows police
officers in action in cities across the country.

12/09/2018

08:25:00 COPS

23
A half-hour video vérité reality series that follows police
officers in action in cities across the country.

12/09/2018

08:50:00 COPS

24
Horatio investigates the murder of a probation officer and
soon comes to believe that one of the chief suspects in the
crime may be a son he never knew he had.

12/09/2018

09:15:00 CSI Miami

1
As Cooper takes over ownership of the Montecito in a
rather unique fashion, Sam recounts the events surrounding
the lives of her fellow co-workers.

12/09/2018

10:05:00 Las Vegas

2
Patrick Jane rubs elbows with the rich and powerful to
discover a killer hiding out at an elite men-only social club.

12/09/2018

10:50:00 The Mentalist

18
A chance encounter leads Jane and Lisbon to uncover a
vast human smuggling ring. Meanwhile, Lisbon remains
tempted by Pike's offer to move to D.C. with him.

12/09/2018

11:40:00 The Mentalist

12/09/2018

Border
Security:
America's
12:30:00 Front Line

12/09/2018

Border
Security:
America's
12:55:00 Front Line

19
A tense traveller returns from a short trip to Colombia with
an unusual amount of luggage. In Detroit, a pregnant
passenger can’t deliver her due date.
3
Detroit’s Bridge officers make an auto theft arrest, then
notice an American carrying cold-blooded companions in
his backseat at the Detroit tunnel.
4
A half-hour video vérité reality series that follows police
officers in action in cities across the country.

12/09/2018

13:20:00 COPS

23
A half-hour video vérité reality series that follows police
officers in action in cities across the country.

12/09/2018

13:45:00 COPS

24

Horatio investigates the murder of a probation officer and
soon comes to believe that one of the chief suspects in the
crime may be a son he never knew he had.
12/09/2018

14:10:00 CSI Miami

1
Patrick Jane and the FBI have only two days to solve a cold
case before an innocent man on Death Row is executed.

12/09/2018

15:00:00 The Mentalist

17
Patrick Jane rubs elbows with the rich and powerful to
discover a killer hiding out at an elite men-only social club.

12/09/2018

15:50:00 The Mentalist

18
A chance encounter leads Jane and Lisbon to uncover a
vast human smuggling ring. Meanwhile, Lisbon remains
tempted by Pike's offer to move to D.C. with him.

12/09/2018

12/09/2018

16:35:00 The Mentalist

17:25:00 Las Vegas

19

3

Banned card counter Gabe 'Nice guy' Labrador claims he
must win $2,000,000 or his kidnapped daughter will be
killed, but the police believes he's pulling another stunt, like
his staged death 8 years earlier.
Besides his job and love life with Penny, Danny retains his
late father's construction company.

12/09/2018

18:15:00 Las Vegas

12/09/2018

Border
Security:
America's
19:00:00 Front Line

12/09/2018

Border
Security:
America's
19:25:00 Front Line

4
A tense traveller returns from a short trip to Colombia with
an unusual amount of luggage. In Detroit, a pregnant
passenger can’t deliver her due date.
3
Detroit’s Bridge officers make an auto theft arrest, then
notice an American carrying cold-blooded companions in
his backseat at the Detroit tunnel.
4
A half-hour video vérité reality series that follows police
officers in action in cities across the country.

12/09/2018

19:50:00 COPS

23
A half-hour video vérité reality series that follows police
officers in action in cities across the country.

12/09/2018

20:15:00 COPS

24
Stalkers turn an innocent teenage swimming star into a sex
symbol, plastering photos of her over all the internet.

12/09/2018

12/09/2018

20:40:00 CSI Miami

21:30:00 Las Vegas

2

3

The race is on for Ed's old position when Cooper
announces that he won't give the job to Danny. The
Montecito's new concierge also appears, while Sam finds
her way back to another therapy position.
The restraint chair does nothing against a woman as she
refuses to listen to officers. A spit mask-wearing suspect
tries to score male enhancement drugs from the jail nurse.

12/09/2018

22:15:00 Jail: Las Vegas

13

12/09/2018

22:40:00 Jail: Las Vegas

14

A man lights up a joint next to a building police are
searching for burglars. An officer convinces a young couple
to seek help for their addictions, after their numerous
arrests.
Stalkers turn an innocent teenage swimming star into a sex
symbol, plastering photos of her over all the internet.

12/09/2018

23:05:00 CSI Miami

2
Jane gets the CBI involved in a case in Napa in order to
focus on Sheriff McAllister, while Van Pelt and Rigsby finally
take a trip down the aisle and get married.

12/09/2018

13/09/2018

13/09/2018

23:55:00 The Mentalist

00:40:00 The Mentalist

01:30:00 Las Vegas

3

4

Jane reveals that a list of fake Red John suspects he
planted was stolen -- and the CBI team realizes that these
men are in danger. AUNJANUE ELLIS returns as former
CBI Director Madeleine Hightower.

3

The race is on for Ed's old position when Cooper
announces that he won't give the job to Danny. The
Montecito's new concierge also appears, while Sam finds
her way back to another therapy position.
The restraint chair does nothing against a woman as she
refuses to listen to officers. A spit mask-wearing suspect
tries to score male enhancement drugs from the jail nurse.

13/09/2018

13/09/2018

13/09/2018

02:15:00 Jail: Las Vegas

02:45:00 Jail: Las Vegas

03:10:00 COPS

13

14

A man lights up a joint next to a building police are
searching for burglars. An officer convinces a young couple
to seek help for their addictions, after their numerous
arrests.

3

Family members are forced to take sides when a belligerent
man lashes out. Deputies become suspicious when they
spot people in the backseat of a parked car. A repeat
offender is caught red-handed at a gas station.
Stalkers turn an innocent teenage swimming star into a sex
symbol, plastering photos of her over all the internet.

13/09/2018

13/09/2018

03:35:00 CSI Miami

04:25:00 Las Vegas

2

3

The race is on for Ed's old position when Cooper
announces that he won't give the job to Danny. The
Montecito's new concierge also appears, while Sam finds
her way back to another therapy position.
A chance encounter leads Jane and Lisbon to uncover a
vast human smuggling ring. Meanwhile, Lisbon remains
tempted by Pike's offer to move to D.C. with him.

13/09/2018

05:10:00 The Mentalist

19
The restraint chair does nothing against a woman as she
refuses to listen to officers. A spit mask-wearing suspect
tries to score male enhancement drugs from the jail nurse.

13/09/2018

13/09/2018

06:00:00 Jail: Las Vegas

06:30:00 Jail: Las Vegas

13

14

A man lights up a joint next to a building police are
searching for burglars. An officer convinces a young couple
to seek help for their addictions, after their numerous
arrests.

Jane gets the CBI involved in a case in Napa in order to
focus on Sheriff McAllister, while Van Pelt and Rigsby finally
take a trip down the aisle and get married.
13/09/2018

13/09/2018

06:55:00 The Mentalist

07:40:00 The Mentalist

3

4

Jane reveals that a list of fake Red John suspects he
planted was stolen -- and the CBI team realizes that these
men are in danger. AUNJANUE ELLIS returns as former
CBI Director Madeleine Hightower.
Horatio investigates the murder of a probation officer and
soon comes to believe that one of the chief suspects in the
crime may be a son he never knew he had.

13/09/2018

08:30:00 CSI Miami

1
Stalkers turn an innocent teenage swimming star into a sex
symbol, plastering photos of her over all the internet.

13/09/2018

13/09/2018

09:20:00 CSI Miami

10:10:00 Las Vegas

2

3

The race is on for Ed's old position when Cooper
announces that he won't give the job to Danny. The
Montecito's new concierge also appears, while Sam finds
her way back to another therapy position.
A chance encounter leads Jane and Lisbon to uncover a
vast human smuggling ring. Meanwhile, Lisbon remains
tempted by Pike's offer to move to D.C. with him.

13/09/2018

10:55:00 The Mentalist

19
Jane's freedom is at stake when a grand jury is empanelled
to decide if he should be tried for the murder of Red John.

13/09/2018

11:45:00 The Mentalist

20
Jane gets the CBI involved in a case in Napa in order to
focus on Sheriff McAllister, while Van Pelt and Rigsby finally
take a trip down the aisle and get married.

13/09/2018

13/09/2018

12:35:00 The Mentalist

13:20:00 The Mentalist

3

4

Jane reveals that a list of fake Red John suspects he
planted was stolen -- and the CBI team realizes that these
men are in danger. AUNJANUE ELLIS returns as former
CBI Director Madeleine Hightower.
Stalkers turn an innocent teenage swimming star into a sex
symbol, plastering photos of her over all the internet.

13/09/2018

14:10:00 CSI Miami

2
A chance encounter leads Jane and Lisbon to uncover a
vast human smuggling ring. Meanwhile, Lisbon remains
tempted by Pike's offer to move to D.C. with him.

13/09/2018

15:00:00 The Mentalist

19
Jane's freedom is at stake when a grand jury is empanelled
to decide if he should be tried for the murder of Red John.

13/09/2018

15:50:00 The Mentalist

20
Besides his job and love life with Penny, Danny retains his
late father's construction company.

13/09/2018

16:40:00 Las Vegas

4

13/09/2018

17:25:00 Las Vegas

5

Ed Deline is in no position to follow Dr. Hall's advice to take
it easy on account of his blood pressure: he's the victim of
identity theft, and his banker allowed the culprit to clean him
out completely.
Jane gets the CBI involved in a case in Napa in order to
focus on Sheriff McAllister, while Van Pelt and Rigsby finally
take a trip down the aisle and get married.

13/09/2018

13/09/2018

13/09/2018

13/09/2018

13/09/2018

13/09/2018

18:15:00 The Mentalist

19:00:00 The Mentalist

American
19:50:00 Crime

American
20:40:00 Crime

21:30:00 Training Day

22:15:00 Jail: Las Vegas

3

4

Jane reveals that a list of fake Red John suspects he
planted was stolen -- and the CBI team realizes that these
men are in danger. AUNJANUE ELLIS returns as former
CBI Director Madeleine Hightower.

4

Following the revelation that evidence was found on
Taylor’s clothing, the parents of the basketball players and
faculty of The Leyland School prepare for invasive DNA
testing on the team.
In the hours after Eric is forced to openly discuss his
sexuality, Taylor must defend his actions on the night of his
alleged assault to the police.

5

2

Kyle worries Frank’s tactics will put a kidnapped girl at
higher risk after a former member of Muammar Gaddafi’s
Amazonian Guard becomes involved in the deal for her
return.

14

A man lights up a joint next to a building police are
searching for burglars. An officer convinces a young couple
to seek help for their addictions, after their numerous
arrests.
A woman with a bad temper clashes with another who won’t
stop staring at her. After a fight with security guards, a man
is arrested for shattering a hotel’s glass door.

13/09/2018

13/09/2018

13/09/2018

14/09/2018

14/09/2018

14/09/2018

22:40:00 Jail: Las Vegas

American
23:05:00 Crime

Prison Break
23:50:00 (2017)

Prison Break
00:40:00 (2017)

01:30:00 Training Day

02:15:00 Jail: Las Vegas

15
In the hours after Eric is forced to openly discuss his
sexuality, Taylor must defend his actions on the night of his
alleged assault to the police.
5

6

As Michael, Lincoln and the Ogygia gang try to escape
Yemen, they find themselves racing though the desert from
a vengeful Cyclops. A&W and Van Gogh question their
roles as their pursuit leads them to Graceland.

7

Sara becomes fearful of her family’s safety when she
discovers the real reason that Michael faked his own death.
Michael and Lincoln continue to try to find a way home, and
Poseidon’s real identity is revealed.

2

Kyle worries Frank’s tactics will put a kidnapped girl at
higher risk after a former member of Muammar Gaddafi’s
Amazonian Guard becomes involved in the deal for her
return.

14

A man lights up a joint next to a building police are
searching for burglars. An officer convinces a young couple
to seek help for their addictions, after their numerous
arrests.

A woman with a bad temper clashes with another who won’t
stop staring at her. After a fight with security guards, a man
is arrested for shattering a hotel’s glass door.
14/09/2018

14/09/2018

14/09/2018

14/09/2018

02:40:00 Jail: Las Vegas

03:05:00 COPS

American
03:30:00 Crime

04:15:00 Training Day

15

4

A father and son get caught up in a traffic stop gone awry.
When a family fight escalates, body parts go flying. A
disoriented driver can’t believe his luck when deputies
follow him to a gas station.
In the hours after Eric is forced to openly discuss his
sexuality, Taylor must defend his actions on the night of his
alleged assault to the police.

5

2

Kyle worries Frank’s tactics will put a kidnapped girl at
higher risk after a former member of Muammar Gaddafi’s
Amazonian Guard becomes involved in the deal for her
return.
Jane's freedom is at stake when a grand jury is empanelled
to decide if he should be tried for the murder of Red John.

14/09/2018

05:00:00 The Mentalist

20
The restraint chair does nothing against a woman as she
refuses to listen to officers. A spit mask-wearing suspect
tries to score male enhancement drugs from the jail nurse.

14/09/2018

14/09/2018

05:45:00 Jail: Las Vegas

06:10:00 Jail: Las Vegas

13

14

A man lights up a joint next to a building police are
searching for burglars. An officer convinces a young couple
to seek help for their addictions, after their numerous
arrests.
A woman with a bad temper clashes with another who won’t
stop staring at her. After a fight with security guards, a man
is arrested for shattering a hotel’s glass door.

14/09/2018

14/09/2018

14/09/2018

14/09/2018

14/09/2018

14/09/2018

06:35:00 Jail: Las Vegas

Prison Break
07:00:00 (2017)

Prison Break
07:50:00 (2017)

American
08:40:00 Crime

09:25:00 Training Day

10:15:00 Training Day

15

6

As Michael, Lincoln and the Ogygia gang try to escape
Yemen, they find themselves racing though the desert from
a vengeful Cyclops. A&W and Van Gogh question their
roles as their pursuit leads them to Graceland.

7

Sara becomes fearful of her family’s safety when she
discovers the real reason that Michael faked his own death.
Michael and Lincoln continue to try to find a way home, and
Poseidon’s real identity is revealed.
In the hours after Eric is forced to openly discuss his
sexuality, Taylor must defend his actions on the night of his
alleged assault to the police.

5

1

The LAPD assigns heroic cop Kyle Craig to pose as Frank
Rourke’s trainee to spy on him and report his questionable
methods. They form an uneasy alliance that changes their
lives.

2

Kyle worries Frank’s tactics will put a kidnapped girl at
higher risk after a former member of Muammar Gaddafi’s
Amazonian Guard becomes involved in the deal for her
return.

Jane's freedom is at stake when a grand jury is empanelled
to decide if he should be tried for the murder of Red John.
14/09/2018

11:00:00 The Mentalist

20
Jane closes in on the mastermind behind a kidnapping ring,
while Lisbon must decide if she will move to D.C. with
Marcus Pike.

14/09/2018

14/09/2018

14/09/2018

14/09/2018

11:45:00 The Mentalist

Prison Break
12:30:00 (2017)

Prison Break
13:20:00 (2017)

American
14:10:00 Crime

21

6

As Michael, Lincoln and the Ogygia gang try to escape
Yemen, they find themselves racing though the desert from
a vengeful Cyclops. A&W and Van Gogh question their
roles as their pursuit leads them to Graceland.

7

Sara becomes fearful of her family’s safety when she
discovers the real reason that Michael faked his own death.
Michael and Lincoln continue to try to find a way home, and
Poseidon’s real identity is revealed.
In the hours after Eric is forced to openly discuss his
sexuality, Taylor must defend his actions on the night of his
alleged assault to the police.

5
Jane's freedom is at stake when a grand jury is empanelled
to decide if he should be tried for the murder of Red John.

14/09/2018

15:00:00 The Mentalist

20
Jane closes in on the mastermind behind a kidnapping ring,
while Lisbon must decide if she will move to D.C. with
Marcus Pike.

14/09/2018

14/09/2018

15:45:00 The Mentalist

16:30:00 Las Vegas

21

5

Ed Deline is in no position to follow Dr. Hall's advice to take
it easy on account of his blood pressure: he's the victim of
identity theft, and his banker allowed the culprit to clean him
out completely.
Danny McCoy finally has a buyer for his home, found by girlfriend Penny Posin, just like his late dad's last flame, Liz,
who claims she was to be dad's bride.

14/09/2018

14/09/2018

14/09/2018

14/09/2018

17:15:00 Las Vegas

Prison Break
18:05:00 (2017)

Prison Break
18:55:00 (2017)

American
19:45:00 Crime

6

6

As Michael, Lincoln and the Ogygia gang try to escape
Yemen, they find themselves racing though the desert from
a vengeful Cyclops. A&W and Van Gogh question their
roles as their pursuit leads them to Graceland.

7

Sara becomes fearful of her family’s safety when she
discovers the real reason that Michael faked his own death.
Michael and Lincoln continue to try to find a way home, and
Poseidon’s real identity is revealed.
In the hours after Eric is forced to openly discuss his
sexuality, Taylor must defend his actions on the night of his
alleged assault to the police.

5
A woman with a bad temper clashes with another who won’t
stop staring at her. After a fight with security guards, a man
is arrested for shattering a hotel’s glass door.

14/09/2018

20:30:00 Jail: Las Vegas

15

14/09/2018

14/09/2018

20:55:00 VICE

21:30:00 VICE

13

14

In Iraqi Kurdistan, Ben Anderson meets everyone from
frontline fighters to their former guerrilla president, asking
why the Kurds recently voted for independence. Nuclear
physicist Taylor Wilson joins the Air Force Space Command
to
see how
a growing
militarytoand
commercial
VICE's
Isobel
Yeung travels
West
Virginia tospace
investigate
a surge in child welfare cases, as opioid-addicted parents
fight to keep their families together. Meanwhile, Krishna
Andavolu travels across the Hindu-majority nation of India
to
see how
itshas
religious
affecting
itsPolice
240
Grace
Travis
been nationalism
on loan withisthe
Oakland
Department for the past year, undercover as a fixer in
Jimmy Laszlo’s criminal organization.

14/09/2018

14/09/2018

15/09/2018

15/09/2018

22:05:00 Rogue

23:05:00 Rogue

00:00:00 COPS

00:25:00 COPS

1

2

Jimmy Laszlo discovers Grace’s true identity. While
pleading for her life, she convinces Jimmy that there’s a
traitor in his own organization – and it’s tied to her son’s
death.

21

One offender tries to change the rules after deputies place
her in handcuffs; an unlicensed driver speeds away from a
checkpoint with devastating results; officers do their best to
learn the truth from evasive suspects.

22

After a night out on the town, a man loses his friend and
finds trouble. Officers stop a vehicle that they believe was
involved in an officer-related shooting. A young couple in a
parked car strikes officers as suspicious.
Thomas Morton explores how bad our infrastructure is
crumbling—and if Trump is really keeping his promises.

15/09/2018

15/09/2018

00:50:00 VICE

01:25:00 VICE

12

13

In Iraqi Kurdistan, Ben Anderson meets everyone from
frontline fighters to their former guerrilla president, asking
why the Kurds recently voted for independence. Nuclear
physicist Taylor Wilson joins the Air Force Space Command
to seethe
how
a growing
military andcarjacker
commercial
space
After
murder
of a suspected
the team
discovers that he may have been involved with a formidable
drug lord.

15/09/2018

02:00:00 CSI Miami

23
Horatio hunts for a serial killer who brands his victims with a
"Y" mark.

15/09/2018

02:50:00 CSI Miami

24
Thomas Morton explores how bad our infrastructure is
crumbling—and if Trump is really keeping his promises.

15/09/2018

15/09/2018

15/09/2018

03:40:00 VICE

04:15:00 VICE

American
04:50:00 Crime

12

13

4

In Iraqi Kurdistan, Ben Anderson meets everyone from
frontline fighters to their former guerrilla president, asking
why the Kurds recently voted for independence. Nuclear
physicist Taylor Wilson joins the Air Force Space Command
to
see howthe
a growing
military
and commercial
space
Following
revelation
that evidence
was found
on
Taylor’s clothing, the parents of the basketball players and
faculty of The Leyland School prepare for invasive DNA
testing on the team.

15/09/2018

15/09/2018

15/09/2018

American
05:40:00 Crime

06:30:00 Training Day

07:20:00 Training Day

In the hours after Eric is forced to openly discuss his
sexuality, Taylor must defend his actions on the night of his
alleged assault to the police.
5

1

The LAPD assigns heroic cop Kyle Craig to pose as Frank
Rourke’s trainee to spy on him and report his questionable
methods. They form an uneasy alliance that changes their
lives.

2

Kyle worries Frank’s tactics will put a kidnapped girl at
higher risk after a former member of Muammar Gaddafi’s
Amazonian Guard becomes involved in the deal for her
return.
Las Vegas PD detective Max Dillon arrests Danny – who
learns Delinda is pregnant – of killing Mary's dad… Until
Mitch and Mike prove there must be another suspect.

15/09/2018

08:10:00 Las Vegas

1
As Cooper takes over ownership of the Montecito in a
rather unique fashion, Sam recounts the events surrounding
the lives of her fellow co-workers.

15/09/2018

08:55:00 Las Vegas

2
A cologne salesman swears he sells the magic potion that
makes ladies lose their undies. Meanwhile, a Brooklyn-born
tough guy bloodies his neighbor during a one-sided feud.

15/09/2018

09:40:00 Jail: Las Vegas

10
Grooving to the music sends a man to jail for dancing in the
street with only his underpants. A dad treats his kids to
pizza, but gets booked for DUI instead.

15/09/2018

10:05:00 Jail: Las Vegas

11
While tequila sends a man to jail, a woman attempts to sell
pot online to make money for a cut and curl.

15/09/2018

15/09/2018

15/09/2018

15/09/2018

15/09/2018

10:30:00 Jail: Las Vegas

10:55:00 Training Day

11:45:00 Training Day

American
12:30:00 Crime

American
13:20:00 Crime

12

1

The LAPD assigns heroic cop Kyle Craig to pose as Frank
Rourke’s trainee to spy on him and report his questionable
methods. They form an uneasy alliance that changes their
lives.

2

Kyle worries Frank’s tactics will put a kidnapped girl at
higher risk after a former member of Muammar Gaddafi’s
Amazonian Guard becomes involved in the deal for her
return.

4

Following the revelation that evidence was found on
Taylor’s clothing, the parents of the basketball players and
faculty of The Leyland School prepare for invasive DNA
testing on the team.
In the hours after Eric is forced to openly discuss his
sexuality, Taylor must defend his actions on the night of his
alleged assault to the police.

5
Grooving to the music sends a man to jail for dancing in the
street with only his underpants. A dad treats his kids to
pizza, but gets booked for DUI instead.

15/09/2018

14:10:00 Jail: Las Vegas

11

While tequila sends a man to jail, a woman attempts to sell
pot online to make money for a cut and curl.
15/09/2018

14:35:00 Jail: Las Vegas

12
Danny has worries from Wallace, who rips off his place after
turning down the requested favor Danny owes him.

15/09/2018

15:00:00 Las Vegas

16
Patrick Jane and the FBI have only two days to solve a cold
case before an innocent man on Death Row is executed.

15/09/2018

15:50:00 The Mentalist

17
Patrick Jane rubs elbows with the rich and powerful to
discover a killer hiding out at an elite men-only social club.

15/09/2018

16:35:00 The Mentalist

18
Arnott is arrested on suspicion of murder, but continues to
protest his innocence. Meanwhile, Fleming’s undercover
operation unveils unexpected facts.

15/09/2018

15/09/2018

15/09/2018

15/09/2018

15/09/2018

15/09/2018

15/09/2018

15/09/2018

15/09/2018

17:25:00 Line of Duty

18:30:00 Training Day

19:20:00 Training Day
Border
Security
20:10:00 Australia
Border
Security
20:35:00 Australia
Border
Security
21:05:00 Australia

American
21:30:00 Crime

American
22:20:00 Crime

23:10:00 COPS

6

1

The LAPD assigns heroic cop Kyle Craig to pose as Frank
Rourke’s trainee to spy on him and report his questionable
methods. They form an uneasy alliance that changes their
lives.

2

Kyle worries Frank’s tactics will put a kidnapped girl at
higher risk after a former member of Muammar Gaddafi’s
Amazonian Guard becomes involved in the deal for her
return.

16

Customs suspects that an agitated passenger who begins
to undress may be a drug courier, and later gets suspicious
of what could be Australia’s most expensive importation of
wine.

17

A woman who’s had her breasts enhanced on holidays is
caught carrying vials of drugs. An unsuspecting passenger
has a run-in with a relentless officer. Quarantine finds an
animal head in the mail.
Customs suspects two men who have arrived separately
may be connected somehow. An aggressive passenger
turns nasty, forcing officers to take dramatic action.

18

4

Following the revelation that evidence was found on
Taylor’s clothing, the parents of the basketball players and
faculty of The Leyland School prepare for invasive DNA
testing on the team.
In the hours after Eric is forced to openly discuss his
sexuality, Taylor must defend his actions on the night of his
alleged assault to the police.

5

22

After a night out on the town, a man loses his friend and
finds trouble. Officers stop a vehicle that they believe was
involved in an officer-related shooting. A young couple in a
parked car strikes officers as suspicious.

15/09/2018

16/09/2018

16/09/2018

23:35:00 COPS

00:00:00 VICE

00:35:00 VICE

23

13

14

A man with a felony warrant does his best to escape arrest.
Things get weird when an agitated man tries to reveal
everything to the police. A young man makes poor choices
that lead to a broken home.
In Iraqi Kurdistan, Ben Anderson meets everyone from
frontline fighters to their former guerrilla president, asking
why the Kurds recently voted for independence. Nuclear
physicist Taylor Wilson joins the Air Force Space Command
to
see how
a growing
militarytoand
commercial
VICE's
Isobel
Yeung travels
West
Virginia tospace
investigate
a surge in child welfare cases, as opioid-addicted parents
fight to keep their families together. Meanwhile, Krishna
Andavolu travels across the Hindu-majority nation of India
to
see how
its religious
affecting officer
its 240and
Horatio
investigates
thenationalism
murder of aisprobation
soon comes to believe that one of the chief suspects in the
crime may be a son he never knew he had.

16/09/2018

01:10:00 CSI Miami

1
Stalkers turn an innocent teenage swimming star into a sex
symbol, plastering photos of her over all the internet.

16/09/2018

16/09/2018

16/09/2018

02:00:00 CSI Miami

02:50:00 VICE

03:25:00 VICE

2

13

14

In Iraqi Kurdistan, Ben Anderson meets everyone from
frontline fighters to their former guerrilla president, asking
why the Kurds recently voted for independence. Nuclear
physicist Taylor Wilson joins the Air Force Space Command
to
see how
a growing
militarytoand
commercial
VICE's
Isobel
Yeung travels
West
Virginia tospace
investigate
a surge in child welfare cases, as opioid-addicted parents
fight to keep their families together. Meanwhile, Krishna
Andavolu travels across the Hindu-majority nation of India
to
how PD
its religious
affecting
its 240
Lassee
Vegas
detectivenationalism
Max Dillon is
arrests
Danny
– who
learns Delinda is pregnant – of killing Mary's dad… Until
Mitch and Mike prove there must be another suspect.

16/09/2018

04:00:00 Las Vegas

1
As Cooper takes over ownership of the Montecito in a
rather unique fashion, Sam recounts the events surrounding
the lives of her fellow co-workers.

16/09/2018

16/09/2018

16/09/2018

16/09/2018

16/09/2018

04:50:00 Las Vegas

05:35:00 Las Vegas

Prison Break
06:20:00 (2017)

Prison Break
07:10:00 (2017)

American
08:00:00 Crime

2

3

The race is on for Ed's old position when Cooper
announces that he won't give the job to Danny. The
Montecito's new concierge also appears, while Sam finds
her way back to another therapy position.

6

As Michael, Lincoln and the Ogygia gang try to escape
Yemen, they find themselves racing though the desert from
a vengeful Cyclops. A&W and Van Gogh question their
roles as their pursuit leads them to Graceland.

7

Sara becomes fearful of her family’s safety when she
discovers the real reason that Michael faked his own death.
Michael and Lincoln continue to try to find a way home, and
Poseidon’s real identity is revealed.

4

Following the revelation that evidence was found on
Taylor’s clothing, the parents of the basketball players and
faculty of The Leyland School prepare for invasive DNA
testing on the team.

16/09/2018

American
08:50:00 Crime

In the hours after Eric is forced to openly discuss his
sexuality, Taylor must defend his actions on the night of his
alleged assault to the police.
5
While tequila sends a man to jail, a woman attempts to sell
pot online to make money for a cut and curl.

16/09/2018

09:35:00 Jail: Las Vegas

12
The restraint chair does nothing against a woman as she
refuses to listen to officers. A spit mask-wearing suspect
tries to score male enhancement drugs from the jail nurse.

16/09/2018

16/09/2018

10:00:00 Jail: Las Vegas

10:25:00 Jail: Las Vegas

13

14

A man lights up a joint next to a building police are
searching for burglars. An officer convinces a young couple
to seek help for their addictions, after their numerous
arrests.
After the murder of a suspected carjacker the team
discovers that he may have been involved with a formidable
drug lord.

16/09/2018

10:50:00 CSI Miami

23
Horatio hunts for a serial killer who brands his victims with a
"Y" mark.

16/09/2018

11:40:00 CSI Miami

24
Horatio investigates the murder of a probation officer and
soon comes to believe that one of the chief suspects in the
crime may be a son he never knew he had.

16/09/2018

12:30:00 CSI Miami

1
Stalkers turn an innocent teenage swimming star into a sex
symbol, plastering photos of her over all the internet.

16/09/2018

13:20:00 CSI Miami

2
The restraint chair does nothing against a woman as she
refuses to listen to officers. A spit mask-wearing suspect
tries to score male enhancement drugs from the jail nurse.

16/09/2018

16/09/2018

16/09/2018

14:10:00 Jail: Las Vegas

14:35:00 Jail: Las Vegas

15:00:00 Las Vegas

13

14

A man lights up a joint next to a building police are
searching for burglars. An officer convinces a young couple
to seek help for their addictions, after their numerous
arrests.

17

Jillian questions Ed's priorities when she learns he's trying
to purchase the Montecito. Delinda also questions Danny's
priorities when he's more caught up in trying to help a friend
than finding out she's pregnant.
A chance encounter leads Jane and Lisbon to uncover a
vast human smuggling ring. Meanwhile, Lisbon remains
tempted by Pike's offer to move to D.C. with him.

16/09/2018

15:45:00 The Mentalist

19
Jane's freedom is at stake when a grand jury is empanelled
to decide if he should be tried for the murder of Red John.

16/09/2018

16:30:00 The Mentalist

20

Jane closes in on the mastermind behind a kidnapping ring,
while Lisbon must decide if she will move to D.C. with
Marcus Pike.
16/09/2018

16/09/2018

16/09/2018

17:15:00 The Mentalist

18:00:00 VICE

18:35:00 VICE

21

13

14

In Iraqi Kurdistan, Ben Anderson meets everyone from
frontline fighters to their former guerrilla president, asking
why the Kurds recently voted for independence. Nuclear
physicist Taylor Wilson joins the Air Force Space Command
to
see how
a growing
militarytoand
commercial
VICE's
Isobel
Yeung travels
West
Virginia tospace
investigate
a surge in child welfare cases, as opioid-addicted parents
fight to keep their families together. Meanwhile, Krishna
Andavolu travels across the Hindu-majority nation of India
to
how PD
its religious
affecting
its 240
Lassee
Vegas
detectivenationalism
Max Dillon is
arrests
Danny
– who
learns Delinda is pregnant – of killing Mary's dad… Until
Mitch and Mike prove there must be another suspect.

16/09/2018

19:10:00 Las Vegas

1
As Cooper takes over ownership of the Montecito in a
rather unique fashion, Sam recounts the events surrounding
the lives of her fellow co-workers.

16/09/2018

16/09/2018

19:55:00 Las Vegas

20:40:00 Las Vegas

2

3

The race is on for Ed's old position when Cooper
announces that he won't give the job to Danny. The
Montecito's new concierge also appears, while Sam finds
her way back to another therapy position.
Cameron’s estranged father, currently serving time in prison
for white collar crimes, is accused of murdering a prison
guard.

16/09/2018

16/09/2018

21:30:00 Stitchers

22:15:00 Stitchers

5

6

After an engineer ends up dead, his colleague and work
rival becomes a suspect. The team races to save a falling
satellite while Cameron infiltrates the gaming ring to get
close to another suspect.
Horatio investigates the murder of a probation officer and
soon comes to believe that one of the chief suspects in the
crime may be a son he never knew he had.

16/09/2018

23:05:00 CSI Miami

1
After the murder of a suspected carjacker the team
discovers that he may have been involved with a formidable
drug lord.

16/09/2018

23:55:00 CSI Miami

23
Horatio hunts for a serial killer who brands his victims with a
"Y" mark.

17/09/2018

17/09/2018

17/09/2018

00:45:00 CSI Miami

01:35:00 Training Day

02:20:00 Jail: Las Vegas

24

2

Kyle worries Frank’s tactics will put a kidnapped girl at
higher risk after a former member of Muammar Gaddafi’s
Amazonian Guard becomes involved in the deal for her
return.

14

A man lights up a joint next to a building police are
searching for burglars. An officer convinces a young couple
to seek help for their addictions, after their numerous
arrests.

A woman with a bad temper clashes with another who won’t
stop staring at her. After a fight with security guards, a man
is arrested for shattering a hotel’s glass door.
17/09/2018

17/09/2018

17/09/2018

02:45:00 Jail: Las Vegas

03:10:00 COPS

03:35:00 Training Day

15

5

A deputy is forced to make a stunning choice when an
armed man refuses to comply. A convicted felon tries
everything he can think of to escape a trip to jail. Deputies
step in when a car begins to roll into oncoming traffic.

2

Kyle worries Frank’s tactics will put a kidnapped girl at
higher risk after a former member of Muammar Gaddafi’s
Amazonian Guard becomes involved in the deal for her
return.
Jane's freedom is at stake when a grand jury is empanelled
to decide if he should be tried for the murder of Red John.

17/09/2018

04:25:00 The Mentalist

20
Jane closes in on the mastermind behind a kidnapping ring,
while Lisbon must decide if she will move to D.C. with
Marcus Pike.

17/09/2018

17/09/2018

05:10:00 The Mentalist

05:55:00 Jail: Las Vegas

21

14

A man lights up a joint next to a building police are
searching for burglars. An officer convinces a young couple
to seek help for their addictions, after their numerous
arrests.
A woman with a bad temper clashes with another who won’t
stop staring at her. After a fight with security guards, a man
is arrested for shattering a hotel’s glass door.

17/09/2018

06:20:00 Jail: Las Vegas

15
After the murder of a suspected carjacker the team
discovers that he may have been involved with a formidable
drug lord.

17/09/2018

06:45:00 CSI Miami

23
Horatio hunts for a serial killer who brands his victims with a
"Y" mark.

17/09/2018

07:35:00 CSI Miami

24
Horatio investigates the murder of a probation officer and
soon comes to believe that one of the chief suspects in the
crime may be a son he never knew he had.

17/09/2018

17/09/2018

17/09/2018

08:25:00 CSI Miami

09:15:00 Training Day

10:05:00 Training Day

1

1

The LAPD assigns heroic cop Kyle Craig to pose as Frank
Rourke’s trainee to spy on him and report his questionable
methods. They form an uneasy alliance that changes their
lives.

2

Kyle worries Frank’s tactics will put a kidnapped girl at
higher risk after a former member of Muammar Gaddafi’s
Amazonian Guard becomes involved in the deal for her
return.
Jane closes in on the mastermind behind a kidnapping ring,
while Lisbon must decide if she will move to D.C. with
Marcus Pike.

17/09/2018

10:55:00 The Mentalist

21

In the season six finale, a new lead in a cold case requires
Lisbon to delay her plans to leave for D.C., giving Jane time
to finally come to terms with his feelings for her.
17/09/2018

11:40:00 The Mentalist

22
After the murder of a suspected carjacker the team
discovers that he may have been involved with a formidable
drug lord.

17/09/2018

12:30:00 CSI Miami

23
Horatio hunts for a serial killer who brands his victims with a
"Y" mark.

17/09/2018

13:20:00 CSI Miami

24
Horatio investigates the murder of a probation officer and
soon comes to believe that one of the chief suspects in the
crime may be a son he never knew he had.

17/09/2018

14:10:00 CSI Miami

1
Jane closes in on the mastermind behind a kidnapping ring,
while Lisbon must decide if she will move to D.C. with
Marcus Pike.

17/09/2018

15:00:00 The Mentalist

21
In the season six finale, a new lead in a cold case requires
Lisbon to delay her plans to leave for D.C., giving Jane time
to finally come to terms with his feelings for her.

17/09/2018

15:45:00 The Mentalist

22
Danny McCoy finally has a buyer for his home, found by girlfriend Penny Posin, just like his late dad's last flame, Liz,
who claims she was to be dad's bride.

17/09/2018

16:35:00 Las Vegas

6
Remarks about Las Vegas's past evoke a dream in which
Danny, Mike and the girls arrive in 1962 at the Jubilee, the
later Montecito, with new boss Ed, a mobster.

17/09/2018

17:20:00 Las Vegas

7
A woman with a bad temper clashes with another who won’t
stop staring at her. After a fight with security guards, a man
is arrested for shattering a hotel’s glass door.

17/09/2018

18:10:00 Jail: Las Vegas

15
A woman with a bad temper clashes with another who won’t
stop staring at her. After a fight with security guards, a man
is arrested for shattering a hotel’s glass door.

17/09/2018

18:35:00 Jail: Las Vegas

15
Horatio hunts for a serial killer who brands his victims with a
"Y" mark.

17/09/2018

19:00:00 CSI Miami

24
Horatio investigates the murder of a probation officer and
soon comes to believe that one of the chief suspects in the
crime may be a son he never knew he had.

17/09/2018

19:50:00 CSI Miami

1
Stalkers turn an innocent teenage swimming star into a sex
symbol, plastering photos of her over all the internet.

17/09/2018

20:40:00 CSI Miami

2

17/09/2018

21:30:00 Las Vegas

4

While Danny assumes his new position as President of the
Montecito, Delinda assumes he doesn't have any time for
her. Meanwhile, Sam stands her ground, insisting what she
saw, even if it means losing her job.
A woman with a bad temper clashes with another who won’t
stop staring at her. After a fight with security guards, a man
is arrested for shattering a hotel’s glass door.

17/09/2018

22:15:00 Jail: Las Vegas

15
A man believes he is an alien, wrongfully arrested for
jaywalking. Claiming to be a law student, a man just doesn’t
understand why he's arrested for trespassing.

17/09/2018

22:40:00 Jail: Las Vegas

16
Stalkers turn an innocent teenage swimming star into a sex
symbol, plastering photos of her over all the internet.

17/09/2018

23:05:00 CSI Miami

17/09/2018

Border
Security:
America's
23:55:00 Front Line

18/09/2018

Border
Security:
America's
00:20:00 Front Line

2
JFK Airport officers are on high alert for drugs in
backpacks. In Washington state, red flags are raised when
a driver shows up with someone else’s vehicle.
5
In Michigan, the canine unit uncovers double trouble.
Bloodstained baggage is found at Detroit Airport. Westcoast
officers suspect a Canadian citizen hiding his love.
6
A half-hour video vérité reality series that follows police
officers in action in cities across the country.

18/09/2018

00:45:00 COPS

25
A half-hour video vérité reality series that follows police
officers in action in cities across the country.

18/09/2018

18/09/2018

18/09/2018

01:10:00 COPS

01:35:00 Las Vegas

02:20:00 Jail: Las Vegas

26

4

While Danny assumes his new position as President of the
Montecito, Delinda assumes he doesn't have any time for
her. Meanwhile, Sam stands her ground, insisting what she
saw, even if it means losing her job.

14

A man lights up a joint next to a building police are
searching for burglars. An officer convinces a young couple
to seek help for their addictions, after their numerous
arrests.
A woman with a bad temper clashes with another who won’t
stop staring at her. After a fight with security guards, a man
is arrested for shattering a hotel’s glass door.

18/09/2018

02:45:00 Jail: Las Vegas

15
A man believes he is an alien, wrongfully arrested for
jaywalking. Claiming to be a law student, a man just doesn’t
understand why he's arrested for trespassing.

18/09/2018

18/09/2018

03:10:00 Jail: Las Vegas

03:35:00 COPS

16

5

A deputy is forced to make a stunning choice when an
armed man refuses to comply. A convicted felon tries
everything he can think of to escape a trip to jail. Deputies
step in when a car begins to roll into oncoming traffic.

18/09/2018

04:00:00 COPS

6

Cops find themselves in a pursuit when they respond to a
tip about a bail jumper. A deputy pulls over a surprisingly
cooperative lawbreaker. Deputies struggle to remove a
violent offender from a crime scene.
Stalkers turn an innocent teenage swimming star into a sex
symbol, plastering photos of her over all the internet.

18/09/2018

18/09/2018

04:25:00 CSI Miami

05:15:00 Las Vegas

2

4

While Danny assumes his new position as President of the
Montecito, Delinda assumes he doesn't have any time for
her. Meanwhile, Sam stands her ground, insisting what she
saw, even if it means losing her job.
In the season six finale, a new lead in a cold case requires
Lisbon to delay her plans to leave for D.C., giving Jane time
to finally come to terms with his feelings for her.

18/09/2018

06:00:00 The Mentalist

22
A woman with a bad temper clashes with another who won’t
stop staring at her. After a fight with security guards, a man
is arrested for shattering a hotel’s glass door.

18/09/2018

06:50:00 Jail: Las Vegas

15
A man believes he is an alien, wrongfully arrested for
jaywalking. Claiming to be a law student, a man just doesn’t
understand why he's arrested for trespassing.

18/09/2018

07:15:00 Jail: Las Vegas

18/09/2018

Border
Security:
America's
07:40:00 Front Line

18/09/2018

Border
Security:
America's
08:05:00 Front Line

16
JFK Airport officers are on high alert for drugs in
backpacks. In Washington state, red flags are raised when
a driver shows up with someone else’s vehicle.
5
In Michigan, the canine unit uncovers double trouble.
Bloodstained baggage is found at Detroit Airport. Westcoast
officers suspect a Canadian citizen hiding his love.
6
A half-hour video vérité reality series that follows police
officers in action in cities across the country.

18/09/2018

08:30:00 COPS

25
A half-hour video vérité reality series that follows police
officers in action in cities across the country.

18/09/2018

08:55:00 COPS

26
Stalkers turn an innocent teenage swimming star into a sex
symbol, plastering photos of her over all the internet.

18/09/2018

18/09/2018

09:20:00 CSI Miami

10:10:00 Las Vegas

2

4

While Danny assumes his new position as President of the
Montecito, Delinda assumes he doesn't have any time for
her. Meanwhile, Sam stands her ground, insisting what she
saw, even if it means losing her job.
In the season six finale, a new lead in a cold case requires
Lisbon to delay her plans to leave for D.C., giving Jane time
to finally come to terms with his feelings for her.

18/09/2018

10:55:00 The Mentalist

22

Toby and Dev investigate a serial killer who leaves live
snakes with his victims—a calling card similar to that of a
culprit Michelle had previously put behind bars.
18/09/2018

11:45:00 The Listener

18/09/2018

Border
Security:
America's
12:30:00 Front Line

18/09/2018

Border
Security:
America's
12:55:00 Front Line

1
JFK Airport officers are on high alert for drugs in
backpacks. In Washington state, red flags are raised when
a driver shows up with someone else’s vehicle.
5
In Michigan, the canine unit uncovers double trouble.
Bloodstained baggage is found at Detroit Airport. Westcoast
officers suspect a Canadian citizen hiding his love.
6
A half-hour video vérité reality series that follows police
officers in action in cities across the country.

18/09/2018

13:20:00 COPS

25
A half-hour video vérité reality series that follows police
officers in action in cities across the country.

18/09/2018

13:45:00 COPS

26
Stalkers turn an innocent teenage swimming star into a sex
symbol, plastering photos of her over all the internet.

18/09/2018

14:10:00 CSI Miami

2
Jane closes in on the mastermind behind a kidnapping ring,
while Lisbon must decide if she will move to D.C. with
Marcus Pike.

18/09/2018

15:00:00 The Mentalist

21
In the season six finale, a new lead in a cold case requires
Lisbon to delay her plans to leave for D.C., giving Jane time
to finally come to terms with his feelings for her.

18/09/2018

15:45:00 The Mentalist

22
Toby and Dev investigate a serial killer who leaves live
snakes with his victims—a calling card similar to that of a
culprit Michelle had previously put behind bars.

18/09/2018

16:35:00 The Listener

1
Remarks about Las Vegas's past evoke a dream in which
Danny, Mike and the girls arrive in 1962 at the Jubilee, the
later Montecito, with new boss Ed, a mobster.

18/09/2018

17:25:00 Las Vegas

18/09/2018

18:15:00 Las Vegas

18/09/2018

Border
Security:
America's
19:00:00 Front Line

18/09/2018

Border
Security:
America's
19:25:00 Front Line

7

8

Despite FBI agent Portis's supervision, the Star of Kashmir,
an Indian national treasure and the world's largest sapphire,
is stolen from the Montecito vault hours before it's to be
exhibited.
JFK Airport officers are on high alert for drugs in
backpacks. In Washington state, red flags are raised when
a driver shows up with someone else’s vehicle.

5
In Michigan, the canine unit uncovers double trouble.
Bloodstained baggage is found at Detroit Airport. Westcoast
officers suspect a Canadian citizen hiding his love.
6

A half-hour video vérité reality series that follows police
officers in action in cities across the country.
18/09/2018

19:50:00 COPS

25
A half-hour video vérité reality series that follows police
officers in action in cities across the country.

18/09/2018

20:15:00 COPS

26
After Horatio's son goes missing when a prison transport is
attacked Horatio must find him.

18/09/2018

20:40:00 CSI Miami

3
Mike and Danny arrive at Cooper's suite to find a dead body
in his bed. Things don't look good when Cooper takes off
before the police arrive.

18/09/2018

21:30:00 Las Vegas

5
A man believes he is an alien, wrongfully arrested for
jaywalking. Claiming to be a law student, a man just doesn’t
understand why he's arrested for trespassing.

18/09/2018

22:15:00 Jail: Las Vegas

16
The night of the Mayweather-Pacquiao fight, a woman
pummels a nightclub security guard after a waitress refuses
to engage in a threesome with her and her boyfriend.

18/09/2018

22:40:00 Jail: Las Vegas

17
After Horatio's son goes missing when a prison transport is
attacked Horatio must find him.

18/09/2018

23:05:00 CSI Miami

18/09/2018

Border
Security:
America's
23:55:00 Front Line

19/09/2018

Border
Security:
America's
00:20:00 Front Line

3
In New York, contraband arrives at the mail facility by the
bushel. A pair of hockey fans is turned away for misconduct.
7
An inside smuggling job is suspected at JFK Airport. At
Detroit Metro, a baggage exam turns sour.
8
A half-hour video vérité reality series that follows police
officers in action in cities across the country.

19/09/2018

00:45:00 COPS

27
A half-hour video vérité reality series that follows police
officers in action in cities across the country.

19/09/2018

01:10:00 COPS

28
Mike and Danny arrive at Cooper's suite to find a dead body
in his bed. Things don't look good when Cooper takes off
before the police arrive.

19/09/2018

01:35:00 Las Vegas

5
The night of the Mayweather-Pacquiao fight, a woman
pummels a nightclub security guard after a waitress refuses
to engage in a threesome with her and her boyfriend.

19/09/2018

02:25:00 Jail: Las Vegas

17

19/09/2018

19/09/2018

02:50:00 COPS

03:15:00 COPS

6

Cops find themselves in a pursuit when they respond to a
tip about a bail jumper. A deputy pulls over a surprisingly
cooperative lawbreaker. Deputies struggle to remove a
violent offender from a crime scene.

7

When a deputy responds to a neighborhood disturbance,
the suspect quickly reveals himself. A man learns a hard
lesson about wearing his seatbelt. Police perform a traffic
stop and uncover a sad man with a strange story.
Stalkers turn an innocent teenage swimming star into a sex
symbol, plastering photos of her over all the internet.

19/09/2018

03:40:00 CSI Miami

2
After Horatio's son goes missing when a prison transport is
attacked Horatio must find him.

19/09/2018

04:30:00 CSI Miami

3
Mike and Danny arrive at Cooper's suite to find a dead body
in his bed. Things don't look good when Cooper takes off
before the police arrive.

19/09/2018

05:20:00 Las Vegas

5
Toby and Dev investigate a serial killer who leaves live
snakes with his victims—a calling card similar to that of a
culprit Michelle had previously put behind bars.

19/09/2018

06:05:00 The Listener

1
A man believes he is an alien, wrongfully arrested for
jaywalking. Claiming to be a law student, a man just doesn’t
understand why he's arrested for trespassing.

19/09/2018

06:55:00 Jail: Las Vegas

16
The night of the Mayweather-Pacquiao fight, a woman
pummels a nightclub security guard after a waitress refuses
to engage in a threesome with her and her boyfriend.

19/09/2018

07:20:00 Jail: Las Vegas

19/09/2018

Border
Security:
America's
07:45:00 Front Line

19/09/2018

Border
Security:
America's
08:10:00 Front Line

17
In New York, contraband arrives at the mail facility by the
bushel. A pair of hockey fans is turned away for misconduct.
7
An inside smuggling job is suspected at JFK Airport. At
Detroit Metro, a baggage exam turns sour.
8
A half-hour video vérité reality series that follows police
officers in action in cities across the country.

19/09/2018

08:35:00 COPS

27
A half-hour video vérité reality series that follows police
officers in action in cities across the country.

19/09/2018

09:00:00 COPS

28
After Horatio's son goes missing when a prison transport is
attacked Horatio must find him.

19/09/2018

09:25:00 CSI Miami

3

Mike and Danny arrive at Cooper's suite to find a dead body
in his bed. Things don't look good when Cooper takes off
before the police arrive.
19/09/2018

10:15:00 Las Vegas

5
Toby and Dev investigate a serial killer who leaves live
snakes with his victims—a calling card similar to that of a
culprit Michelle had previously put behind bars.

19/09/2018

11:00:00 The Listener

1
A former colleague, who mistrusts Toby, returns to shake
up the leadership of the IIB.

19/09/2018

11:45:00 The Listener

19/09/2018

Border
Security:
America's
12:35:00 Front Line

19/09/2018

Border
Security:
America's
13:00:00 Front Line

2
In New York, contraband arrives at the mail facility by the
bushel. A pair of hockey fans is turned away for misconduct.
7
An inside smuggling job is suspected at JFK Airport. At
Detroit Metro, a baggage exam turns sour.
8
A half-hour video vérité reality series that follows police
officers in action in cities across the country.

19/09/2018

13:25:00 COPS

27
A half-hour video vérité reality series that follows police
officers in action in cities across the country.

19/09/2018

13:50:00 COPS

28
After Horatio's son goes missing when a prison transport is
attacked Horatio must find him.

19/09/2018

14:15:00 CSI Miami

3
Toby and Dev investigate a serial killer who leaves live
snakes with his victims—a calling card similar to that of a
culprit Michelle had previously put behind bars.

19/09/2018

15:00:00 The Listener

1
A former colleague, who mistrusts Toby, returns to shake
up the leadership of the IIB.

19/09/2018

19/09/2018

15:50:00 The Listener

16:40:00 Las Vegas

19/09/2018

17:25:00 Las Vegas

19/09/2018

Border
Security:
America's
18:15:00 Front Line

2

8

9

Despite FBI agent Portis's supervision, the Star of Kashmir,
an Indian national treasure and the world's largest sapphire,
is stolen from the Montecito vault hours before it's to be
exhibited.
On his first day in Ed's job -some suggest wrongly he
intrigued for it- Danny is beleaguered with requests he
couldn't honor anyway: Monica, who showers Danny with
perks and more, wants him to be her good 'boy', even to fire
Ed's
most
loyal
employees.
In New
York,
contraband
arrives at the mail facility by the
bushel. A pair of hockey fans is turned away for misconduct.

7

19/09/2018

Border
Security:
America's
18:40:00 Front Line

An inside smuggling job is suspected at JFK Airport. At
Detroit Metro, a baggage exam turns sour.
8
A half-hour video vérité reality series that follows police
officers in action in cities across the country.

19/09/2018

19:05:00 COPS

27
A half-hour video vérité reality series that follows police
officers in action in cities across the country.

19/09/2018

19:30:00 COPS

28
After Horatio's son goes missing when a prison transport is
attacked Horatio must find him.

19/09/2018

19:55:00 CSI Miami

3
A young woman dies from carbon monoxide poisoning but
the man with her survives, in what appears to be a suicide
pact related to their credit card debt.

19/09/2018

20:40:00 CSI Miami

4
Cooper insists on following Sam around to find out what she
does, then finds himself having to split time with some old
friends in an effort to make it up to her.

19/09/2018

21:30:00 Las Vegas

6
The night of the Mayweather-Pacquiao fight, a woman
pummels a nightclub security guard after a waitress refuses
to engage in a threesome with her and her boyfriend.

19/09/2018

22:20:00 Jail: Las Vegas

17
An energetic inmate asserts he drank a month’s worth of
coffee in a day, as another is sucker-punched by a jailbird
who was just having a bad day.

19/09/2018

22:45:00 Jail: Las Vegas

18
A young woman dies from carbon monoxide poisoning but
the man with her survives, in what appears to be a suicide
pact related to their credit card debt.

19/09/2018

23:10:00 CSI Miami

4
When a prominent member of Visualize is mysteriously
killed, Jane investigates in the hopes that the case will
provide a clue that will lead him to Red John.

20/09/2018

20/09/2018

00:00:00 The Mentalist

00:45:00 The Mentalist

5

6

With the final clue in hand, Jane attempts to gather the
remaining Red John suspects -- Gale Bertram, Bret Stiles,
Reede Smith, Ray Haffner and Tom McAllister -- in one
place in hopes of finally revealing his identity.
Cooper insists on following Sam around to find out what she
does, then finds himself having to split time with some old
friends in an effort to make it up to her.

20/09/2018

01:35:00 Las Vegas

6
The night of the Mayweather-Pacquiao fight, a woman
pummels a nightclub security guard after a waitress refuses
to engage in a threesome with her and her boyfriend.

20/09/2018

02:20:00 Jail: Las Vegas

17

An energetic inmate asserts he drank a month’s worth of
coffee in a day, as another is sucker-punched by a jailbird
who was just having a bad day.
20/09/2018

20/09/2018

02:45:00 Jail: Las Vegas

03:10:00 COPS

18

8

A desperate trespasser attempts to give the cops the slip. A
frightened man tries to get the attention of deputies and
takes the wrong approach. Officers show that a little
honesty can go a long way.
After Horatio's son goes missing when a prison transport is
attacked Horatio must find him.

20/09/2018

03:35:00 CSI Miami

3
A young woman dies from carbon monoxide poisoning but
the man with her survives, in what appears to be a suicide
pact related to their credit card debt.

20/09/2018

04:25:00 CSI Miami

4
Cooper insists on following Sam around to find out what she
does, then finds himself having to split time with some old
friends in an effort to make it up to her.

20/09/2018

05:15:00 Las Vegas

6
A former colleague, who mistrusts Toby, returns to shake
up the leadership of the IIB.

20/09/2018

06:00:00 The Listener

2
The night of the Mayweather-Pacquiao fight, a woman
pummels a nightclub security guard after a waitress refuses
to engage in a threesome with her and her boyfriend.

20/09/2018

06:50:00 Jail: Las Vegas

17
An energetic inmate asserts he drank a month’s worth of
coffee in a day, as another is sucker-punched by a jailbird
who was just having a bad day.

20/09/2018

07:15:00 Jail: Las Vegas

18
When a prominent member of Visualize is mysteriously
killed, Jane investigates in the hopes that the case will
provide a clue that will lead him to Red John.

20/09/2018

20/09/2018

07:40:00 The Mentalist

08:30:00 The Mentalist

5

6

With the final clue in hand, Jane attempts to gather the
remaining Red John suspects -- Gale Bertram, Bret Stiles,
Reede Smith, Ray Haffner and Tom McAllister -- in one
place in hopes of finally revealing his identity.
A young woman dies from carbon monoxide poisoning but
the man with her survives, in what appears to be a suicide
pact related to their credit card debt.

20/09/2018

09:20:00 CSI Miami

4
Cooper insists on following Sam around to find out what she
does, then finds himself having to split time with some old
friends in an effort to make it up to her.

20/09/2018

10:10:00 Las Vegas

6
A former colleague, who mistrusts Toby, returns to shake
up the leadership of the IIB.

20/09/2018

10:55:00 The Listener

2

When Tia’s interview of a star dancer doesn’t occur, a knot
in her stomach leads her to Toby for help.
20/09/2018

11:45:00 The Listener

3
When a prominent member of Visualize is mysteriously
killed, Jane investigates in the hopes that the case will
provide a clue that will lead him to Red John.

20/09/2018

20/09/2018

12:35:00 The Mentalist

13:20:00 The Mentalist

5

6

With the final clue in hand, Jane attempts to gather the
remaining Red John suspects -- Gale Bertram, Bret Stiles,
Reede Smith, Ray Haffner and Tom McAllister -- in one
place in hopes of finally revealing his identity.
A young woman dies from carbon monoxide poisoning but
the man with her survives, in what appears to be a suicide
pact related to their credit card debt.

20/09/2018

14:10:00 CSI Miami

4
A former colleague, who mistrusts Toby, returns to shake
up the leadership of the IIB.

20/09/2018

15:00:00 The Listener

2
When Tia’s interview of a star dancer doesn’t occur, a knot
in her stomach leads her to Toby for help.

20/09/2018

20/09/2018

15:50:00 The Listener

16:40:00 Las Vegas

3

9

On his first day in Ed's job -some suggest wrongly he
intrigued for it- Danny is beleaguered with requests he
couldn't honor anyway: Monica, who showers Danny with
perks and more, wants him to be her good 'boy', even to fire
Ed's
most in
loyal
Everyone
theemployees.
Montecito is shocked after Monica's violent
death. But Ed is specially surprised, since Monica chose
him to make sure her last wishes would be fulfilled.

20/09/2018

17:30:00 Las Vegas

10
When a prominent member of Visualize is mysteriously
killed, Jane investigates in the hopes that the case will
provide a clue that will lead him to Red John.

20/09/2018

20/09/2018

20/09/2018

20/09/2018

18:15:00 The Mentalist

19:05:00 The Mentalist

American
19:55:00 Crime

American
20:40:00 Crime

5

6

With the final clue in hand, Jane attempts to gather the
remaining Red John suspects -- Gale Bertram, Bret Stiles,
Reede Smith, Ray Haffner and Tom McAllister -- in one
place in hopes of finally revealing his identity.
In the hours after Eric is forced to openly discuss his
sexuality, Taylor must defend his actions on the night of his
alleged assault to the police.

5
Against the school lawyer’s advice, Leslie decides to take it
upon herself to welcome Eric back to Leyland with a schoolwide showing of empathy.
6
Kyle and Frank must put aside their differences when they
learn that a notorious hitman known as "El Cucuy" is
targeting members of the Russian mob.

20/09/2018

21:30:00 Training Day

3

An energetic inmate asserts he drank a month’s worth of
coffee in a day, as another is sucker-punched by a jailbird
who was just having a bad day.
20/09/2018

22:20:00 Jail: Las Vegas

18
A man insists he called 911 repeatedly, after threatening
bystanders outside an apartment. A woman, arrested 45
times, gives advice to a drug user who just got released.

20/09/2018

20/09/2018

20/09/2018

21/09/2018

22:45:00 Jail: Las Vegas

American
23:10:00 Crime

Prison Break
23:55:00 (2017)

Prison Break
00:45:00 (2017)

19
Against the school lawyer’s advice, Leslie decides to take it
upon herself to welcome Eric back to Leyland with a schoolwide showing of empathy.
6

7

Sara becomes fearful of her family’s safety when she
discovers the real reason that Michael faked his own death.
Michael and Lincoln continue to try to find a way home, and
Poseidon’s real identity is revealed.

8

When Sara and her son’s safety is threatened, Michael and
Lincoln recruit the help of Sheba and C-Note to try and
catch Poseidon. Meanwhile, Whip goes on a separate
mission and T-Bag reveals a secret.
Kyle and Frank must put aside their differences when they
learn that a notorious hitman known as "El Cucuy" is
targeting members of the Russian mob.

21/09/2018

01:35:00 Training Day

3
An energetic inmate asserts he drank a month’s worth of
coffee in a day, as another is sucker-punched by a jailbird
who was just having a bad day.

21/09/2018

02:25:00 Jail: Las Vegas

18
A man insists he called 911 repeatedly, after threatening
bystanders outside an apartment. A woman, arrested 45
times, gives advice to a drug user who just got released.

21/09/2018

21/09/2018

21/09/2018

02:50:00 Jail: Las Vegas

03:15:00 COPS

American
03:40:00 Crime

19

9

A high-speed pursuit ends abruptly when the suspect
makes a wrong turn. Officers are forced to intervene when a
jilted lover can’t take a hint. A nervous man attempts to hide
his crime when he thinks no one can see him.
Against the school lawyer’s advice, Leslie decides to take it
upon herself to welcome Eric back to Leyland with a schoolwide showing of empathy.

6
Kyle and Frank must put aside their differences when they
learn that a notorious hitman known as "El Cucuy" is
targeting members of the Russian mob.

21/09/2018

04:25:00 Training Day

3
When Tia’s interview of a star dancer doesn’t occur, a knot
in her stomach leads her to Toby for help.

21/09/2018

05:15:00 The Listener

3
An energetic inmate asserts he drank a month’s worth of
coffee in a day, as another is sucker-punched by a jailbird
who was just having a bad day.

21/09/2018

06:05:00 Jail: Las Vegas

18

A man insists he called 911 repeatedly, after threatening
bystanders outside an apartment. A woman, arrested 45
times, gives advice to a drug user who just got released.
21/09/2018

21/09/2018

21/09/2018

21/09/2018

21/09/2018

06:30:00 Jail: Las Vegas

Prison Break
06:55:00 (2017)

Prison Break
07:45:00 (2017)

American
08:35:00 Crime

American
09:20:00 Crime

19

7

Sara becomes fearful of her family’s safety when she
discovers the real reason that Michael faked his own death.
Michael and Lincoln continue to try to find a way home, and
Poseidon’s real identity is revealed.

8

When Sara and her son’s safety is threatened, Michael and
Lincoln recruit the help of Sheba and C-Note to try and
catch Poseidon. Meanwhile, Whip goes on a separate
mission and T-Bag reveals a secret.
In the hours after Eric is forced to openly discuss his
sexuality, Taylor must defend his actions on the night of his
alleged assault to the police.

5
Against the school lawyer’s advice, Leslie decides to take it
upon herself to welcome Eric back to Leyland with a schoolwide showing of empathy.
6
Kyle and Frank must put aside their differences when they
learn that a notorious hitman known as "El Cucuy" is
targeting members of the Russian mob.

21/09/2018

10:05:00 Training Day

3
When Tia’s interview of a star dancer doesn’t occur, a knot
in her stomach leads her to Toby for help.

21/09/2018

10:55:00 The Listener

3
When a magic trick goes awry, and kills a multi-millionaire,
only the culprit knows of the trick’s secret. But Toby may be
catching up.

21/09/2018

21/09/2018

21/09/2018

21/09/2018

11:45:00 The Listener

Prison Break
12:35:00 (2017)

Prison Break
13:25:00 (2017)

American
14:15:00 Crime

4

7

Sara becomes fearful of her family’s safety when she
discovers the real reason that Michael faked his own death.
Michael and Lincoln continue to try to find a way home, and
Poseidon’s real identity is revealed.

8

When Sara and her son’s safety is threatened, Michael and
Lincoln recruit the help of Sheba and C-Note to try and
catch Poseidon. Meanwhile, Whip goes on a separate
mission and T-Bag reveals a secret.
Against the school lawyer’s advice, Leslie decides to take it
upon herself to welcome Eric back to Leyland with a schoolwide showing of empathy.

6
When Tia’s interview of a star dancer doesn’t occur, a knot
in her stomach leads her to Toby for help.

21/09/2018

15:00:00 The Listener

3
When a magic trick goes awry, and kills a multi-millionaire,
only the culprit knows of the trick’s secret. But Toby may be
catching up.

21/09/2018

15:50:00 The Listener

4

Everyone in the Montecito is shocked after Monica's violent
death. But Ed is specially surprised, since Monica chose
him to make sure her last wishes would be fulfilled.
21/09/2018

21/09/2018

21/09/2018

21/09/2018

21/09/2018

16:40:00 Las Vegas

17:25:00 Las Vegas

Prison Break
18:10:00 (2017)

Prison Break
19:00:00 (2017)

American
19:45:00 Crime

10

11

Casey Manning, the casino owner, has booked a porn
convention but this is not exactly Ed's favorite crowd. Ed
himself is in the new publicity spot shoots, with unnecessary
personal complications.

7

Sara becomes fearful of her family’s safety when she
discovers the real reason that Michael faked his own death.
Michael and Lincoln continue to try to find a way home, and
Poseidon’s real identity is revealed.

8

When Sara and her son’s safety is threatened, Michael and
Lincoln recruit the help of Sheba and C-Note to try and
catch Poseidon. Meanwhile, Whip goes on a separate
mission and T-Bag reveals a secret.
Against the school lawyer’s advice, Leslie decides to take it
upon herself to welcome Eric back to Leyland with a schoolwide showing of empathy.

6
An intoxicated woman clashes with officers, but later shows
that good behavior pays off. An experienced hooker advises
a younger one to get out of the “game.”

21/09/2018

21/09/2018

21/09/2018

21/09/2018

21/09/2018

21/09/2018

22/09/2018

22/09/2018

20:30:00 Jail: Las Vegas

20:55:00 VICE

21:30:00 VICE

22:05:00 Rogue

23:00:00 Rogue

23:55:00 COPS

00:20:00 VICE

00:55:00 VICE

20

14

VICE's Isobel Yeung travels to West Virginia to investigate
a surge in child welfare cases, as opioid-addicted parents
fight to keep their families together. Meanwhile, Krishna
Andavolu travels across the Hindu-majority nation of India
to
see Yeung
how itsreturns
religious
itsthose
240 who
Isobel
to nationalism
Syria to tell is
theaffecting
stories of

15

were caught in the crossfire between the most feared terror
group on Earth and the US-backed coalition, whose
collateral damage destroyed most of the city.

2

Jimmy Laszlo discovers Grace’s true identity. While
pleading for her life, she convinces Jimmy that there’s a
traitor in his own organization – and it’s tied to her son’s
death.

3

The Laszlos feel the fallout from Alec’s retaliation against
Clay Street. The Chinese want blood or money, and the
police want justice. Grace convinces Jimmy to take
preemptive action.

24

A teen leads officers on a dangerous chase, then shows
little remorse once captured; a report of a person in distress
helps police identify a group of lawbreakers; an
unsuccessful robber has a moment of honesty.

13

14

In Iraqi Kurdistan, Ben Anderson meets everyone from
frontline fighters to their former guerrilla president, asking
why the Kurds recently voted for independence. Nuclear
physicist Taylor Wilson joins the Air Force Space Command
to
see how
a growing
militarytoand
commercial
VICE's
Isobel
Yeung travels
West
Virginia tospace
investigate
a surge in child welfare cases, as opioid-addicted parents
fight to keep their families together. Meanwhile, Krishna
Andavolu travels across the Hindu-majority nation of India
to see how its religious nationalism is affecting its 240

Horatio investigates the murder of a probation officer and
soon comes to believe that one of the chief suspects in the
crime may be a son he never knew he had.
22/09/2018

01:30:00 CSI Miami

1
Stalkers turn an innocent teenage swimming star into a sex
symbol, plastering photos of her over all the internet.

22/09/2018

22/09/2018

02:20:00 CSI Miami

03:10:00 VICE

22/09/2018

03:45:00 VICE

22/09/2018

American
04:20:00 Crime

22/09/2018

22/09/2018

American
05:10:00 Crime

05:55:00 Training Day

2

13

14

In Iraqi Kurdistan, Ben Anderson meets everyone from
frontline fighters to their former guerrilla president, asking
why the Kurds recently voted for independence. Nuclear
physicist Taylor Wilson joins the Air Force Space Command
to
see how
a growing
militarytoand
commercial
VICE's
Isobel
Yeung travels
West
Virginia tospace
investigate
a surge in child welfare cases, as opioid-addicted parents
fight to keep their families together. Meanwhile, Krishna
Andavolu travels across the Hindu-majority nation of India
to
how its
religious
is affecting
its his
240
In see
the hours
after
Eric isnationalism
forced to openly
discuss
sexuality, Taylor must defend his actions on the night of his
alleged assault to the police.

5
Against the school lawyer’s advice, Leslie decides to take it
upon herself to welcome Eric back to Leyland with a schoolwide showing of empathy.
6

2

Kyle worries Frank’s tactics will put a kidnapped girl at
higher risk after a former member of Muammar Gaddafi’s
Amazonian Guard becomes involved in the deal for her
return.
Kyle and Frank must put aside their differences when they
learn that a notorious hitman known as "El Cucuy" is
targeting members of the Russian mob.

22/09/2018

22/09/2018

06:40:00 Training Day

07:30:00 Las Vegas

3

4

While Danny assumes his new position as President of the
Montecito, Delinda assumes he doesn't have any time for
her. Meanwhile, Sam stands her ground, insisting what she
saw, even if it means losing her job.
Mike and Danny arrive at Cooper's suite to find a dead body
in his bed. Things don't look good when Cooper takes off
before the police arrive.

22/09/2018

08:15:00 Las Vegas

5
Cooper insists on following Sam around to find out what she
does, then finds himself having to split time with some old
friends in an effort to make it up to her.

22/09/2018

22/09/2018

09:00:00 Las Vegas

09:45:00 Jail: Las Vegas

6

14

A man lights up a joint next to a building police are
searching for burglars. An officer convinces a young couple
to seek help for their addictions, after their numerous
arrests.
A woman with a bad temper clashes with another who won’t
stop staring at her. After a fight with security guards, a man
is arrested for shattering a hotel’s glass door.

22/09/2018

10:10:00 Jail: Las Vegas

15

A man believes he is an alien, wrongfully arrested for
jaywalking. Claiming to be a law student, a man just doesn’t
understand why he's arrested for trespassing.
22/09/2018

22/09/2018

10:35:00 Jail: Las Vegas

11:00:00 Training Day

16

2

Kyle worries Frank’s tactics will put a kidnapped girl at
higher risk after a former member of Muammar Gaddafi’s
Amazonian Guard becomes involved in the deal for her
return.
Kyle and Frank must put aside their differences when they
learn that a notorious hitman known as "El Cucuy" is
targeting members of the Russian mob.

22/09/2018

22/09/2018

22/09/2018

11:45:00 Training Day

American
12:35:00 Crime

American
13:25:00 Crime

3
In the hours after Eric is forced to openly discuss his
sexuality, Taylor must defend his actions on the night of his
alleged assault to the police.
5
Against the school lawyer’s advice, Leslie decides to take it
upon herself to welcome Eric back to Leyland with a schoolwide showing of empathy.
6
A woman with a bad temper clashes with another who won’t
stop staring at her. After a fight with security guards, a man
is arrested for shattering a hotel’s glass door.

22/09/2018

14:10:00 Jail: Las Vegas

15
A man believes he is an alien, wrongfully arrested for
jaywalking. Claiming to be a law student, a man just doesn’t
understand why he's arrested for trespassing.

22/09/2018

22/09/2018

14:35:00 Jail: Las Vegas

15:00:00 Las Vegas

16

1

The new Montecito is finished and its new owner, a woman
called Monica Mancuso, wants the old team back. However,
most of them refuse to come back to the Montecito and
have already found other jobs.
The Montecito experiences several financial perils. Ed
Deline worries about chip cheaters who already got away
and orders to divert owner Monica's attention.

22/09/2018

15:50:00 Las Vegas

2
Jane closes in on the mastermind behind a kidnapping ring,
while Lisbon must decide if she will move to D.C. with
Marcus Pike.

22/09/2018

16:40:00 The Mentalist

21
In the season six finale, a new lead in a cold case requires
Lisbon to delay her plans to leave for D.C., giving Jane time
to finally come to terms with his feelings for her.

22/09/2018

22/09/2018

22/09/2018

17:30:00 The Mentalist

18:20:00 Rogue

19:15:00 Training Day

22

3

The Laszlos feel the fallout from Alec’s retaliation against
Clay Street. The Chinese want blood or money, and the
police want justice. Grace convinces Jimmy to take
preemptive action.

2

Kyle worries Frank’s tactics will put a kidnapped girl at
higher risk after a former member of Muammar Gaddafi’s
Amazonian Guard becomes involved in the deal for her
return.

22/09/2018

Border
Security
20:05:00 Australia

22/09/2018

Border
Security
20:30:00 Australia

22/09/2018

22/09/2018

22/09/2018

22/09/2018

Border
Security
21:00:00 Australia

American
21:30:00 Crime

American
22:20:00 Crime

23:05:00 COPS

Customs suspects two men who have arrived separately
may be connected somehow. An aggressive passenger
turns nasty, forcing officers to take dramatic action.
18
A busy day at Sydney Airport sees officers making a bust,
while a boxer arrives at Immigration ready for a fight. A
passenger’s mystery bag contains a massive concealment.
19
A very nervous passenger breaks into a sweat when
officers suspect he is carrying narcotics. A traveller with a
serious criminal record tells a remarkable story.
20
In the hours after Eric is forced to openly discuss his
sexuality, Taylor must defend his actions on the night of his
alleged assault to the police.
5
Against the school lawyer’s advice, Leslie decides to take it
upon herself to welcome Eric back to Leyland with a schoolwide showing of empathy.
6

24

A teen leads officers on a dangerous chase, then shows
little remorse once captured; a report of a person in distress
helps police identify a group of lawbreakers; an
unsuccessful robber has a moment of honesty.
A man jumps from a moving vehicle in an effort to escape
the police; a car chase ends with a call to paramedics; an
agitated man confuses threatening actions with heroism.

22/09/2018

22/09/2018

23/09/2018

23:30:00 COPS

23:55:00 VICE

00:30:00 VICE

25

14

15

VICE's Isobel Yeung travels to West Virginia to investigate
a surge in child welfare cases, as opioid-addicted parents
fight to keep their families together. Meanwhile, Krishna
Andavolu travels across the Hindu-majority nation of India
to see Yeung
how itsreturns
religious
itsthose
240 who
Isobel
to nationalism
Syria to tell is
theaffecting
stories of
were caught in the crossfire between the most feared terror
group on Earth and the US-backed coalition, whose
collateral damage destroyed most of the city.
After Horatio's son goes missing when a prison transport is
attacked Horatio must find him.

23/09/2018

01:05:00 CSI Miami

3
A young woman dies from carbon monoxide poisoning but
the man with her survives, in what appears to be a suicide
pact related to their credit card debt.

23/09/2018

23/09/2018

23/09/2018

01:55:00 CSI Miami

02:45:00 VICE

03:20:00 VICE

4

14

15

VICE's Isobel Yeung travels to West Virginia to investigate
a surge in child welfare cases, as opioid-addicted parents
fight to keep their families together. Meanwhile, Krishna
Andavolu travels across the Hindu-majority nation of India
to
see Yeung
how itsreturns
religious
itsthose
240 who
Isobel
to nationalism
Syria to tell is
theaffecting
stories of
were caught in the crossfire between the most feared terror
group on Earth and the US-backed coalition, whose
collateral damage destroyed most of the city.

23/09/2018

03:55:00 Las Vegas

4

While Danny assumes his new position as President of the
Montecito, Delinda assumes he doesn't have any time for
her. Meanwhile, Sam stands her ground, insisting what she
saw, even if it means losing her job.
Mike and Danny arrive at Cooper's suite to find a dead body
in his bed. Things don't look good when Cooper takes off
before the police arrive.

23/09/2018

04:40:00 Las Vegas

5
Cooper insists on following Sam around to find out what she
does, then finds himself having to split time with some old
friends in an effort to make it up to her.

23/09/2018

23/09/2018

23/09/2018

23/09/2018

23/09/2018

05:30:00 Las Vegas

Prison Break
06:15:00 (2017)

Prison Break
07:05:00 (2017)

American
07:55:00 Crime

American
08:45:00 Crime

6

7

Sara becomes fearful of her family’s safety when she
discovers the real reason that Michael faked his own death.
Michael and Lincoln continue to try to find a way home, and
Poseidon’s real identity is revealed.

8

When Sara and her son’s safety is threatened, Michael and
Lincoln recruit the help of Sheba and C-Note to try and
catch Poseidon. Meanwhile, Whip goes on a separate
mission and T-Bag reveals a secret.
In the hours after Eric is forced to openly discuss his
sexuality, Taylor must defend his actions on the night of his
alleged assault to the police.

5
Against the school lawyer’s advice, Leslie decides to take it
upon herself to welcome Eric back to Leyland with a schoolwide showing of empathy.
6
A man believes he is an alien, wrongfully arrested for
jaywalking. Claiming to be a law student, a man just doesn’t
understand why he's arrested for trespassing.

23/09/2018

09:35:00 Jail: Las Vegas

16
The night of the Mayweather-Pacquiao fight, a woman
pummels a nightclub security guard after a waitress refuses
to engage in a threesome with her and her boyfriend.

23/09/2018

10:00:00 Jail: Las Vegas

17
An energetic inmate asserts he drank a month’s worth of
coffee in a day, as another is sucker-punched by a jailbird
who was just having a bad day.

23/09/2018

10:25:00 Jail: Las Vegas

18
Horatio investigates the murder of a probation officer and
soon comes to believe that one of the chief suspects in the
crime may be a son he never knew he had.

23/09/2018

10:50:00 CSI Miami

1
Stalkers turn an innocent teenage swimming star into a sex
symbol, plastering photos of her over all the internet.

23/09/2018

11:40:00 CSI Miami

2
After Horatio's son goes missing when a prison transport is
attacked Horatio must find him.

23/09/2018

12:30:00 CSI Miami

3

A young woman dies from carbon monoxide poisoning but
the man with her survives, in what appears to be a suicide
pact related to their credit card debt.
23/09/2018

13:20:00 CSI Miami

4
The night of the Mayweather-Pacquiao fight, a woman
pummels a nightclub security guard after a waitress refuses
to engage in a threesome with her and her boyfriend.

23/09/2018

14:10:00 Jail: Las Vegas

17
An energetic inmate asserts he drank a month’s worth of
coffee in a day, as another is sucker-punched by a jailbird
who was just having a bad day.

23/09/2018

14:35:00 Jail: Las Vegas

18
The Montecito experiences several financial perils. Ed
Deline worries about chip cheaters who already got away
and orders to divert owner Monica's attention.

23/09/2018

23/09/2018

15:00:00 Las Vegas

15:45:00 Las Vegas

2

3

Banned card counter Gabe 'Nice guy' Labrador claims he
must win $2,000,000 or his kidnapped daughter will be
killed, but the police believes he's pulling another stunt, like
his staged death 8 years earlier.
Toby and Dev investigate a serial killer who leaves live
snakes with his victims—a calling card similar to that of a
culprit Michelle had previously put behind bars.

23/09/2018

16:30:00 The Listener

1
A former colleague, who mistrusts Toby, returns to shake
up the leadership of the IIB.

23/09/2018

23/09/2018

23/09/2018

23/09/2018

17:15:00 The Listener

18:05:00 VICE

18:40:00 VICE

19:15:00 Las Vegas

2

14

VICE's Isobel Yeung travels to West Virginia to investigate
a surge in child welfare cases, as opioid-addicted parents
fight to keep their families together. Meanwhile, Krishna
Andavolu travels across the Hindu-majority nation of India
to see Yeung
how itsreturns
religious
itsthose
240 who
Isobel
to nationalism
Syria to tell is
theaffecting
stories of

15

were caught in the crossfire between the most feared terror
group on Earth and the US-backed coalition, whose
collateral damage destroyed most of the city.

4

While Danny assumes his new position as President of the
Montecito, Delinda assumes he doesn't have any time for
her. Meanwhile, Sam stands her ground, insisting what she
saw, even if it means losing her job.
Mike and Danny arrive at Cooper's suite to find a dead body
in his bed. Things don't look good when Cooper takes off
before the police arrive.

23/09/2018

20:00:00 Las Vegas

5
Cooper insists on following Sam around to find out what she
does, then finds himself having to split time with some old
friends in an effort to make it up to her.

23/09/2018

23/09/2018

20:45:00 Las Vegas

21:30:00 Stitchers

6

7

When Kirsten wakes up to find that everyone in the stitch
lab, except Cameron, is missing, the two search everywhere
but only find a series of mysterious clues. Kirsten is forced
to confront her own emotions about her relationship with
Cameron.

23/09/2018

22:20:00 Stitchers

8

The Stitchers team investigates the murder of an ex-Air
Force officer, and the trail leads to a former co-worker and
renowned UFO expert. The stitch has the team wondering if
UFOs and extraterrestrials really exist.
A young woman dies from carbon monoxide poisoning but
the man with her survives, in what appears to be a suicide
pact related to their credit card debt.

23/09/2018

23:10:00 CSI Miami

4
Stalkers turn an innocent teenage swimming star into a sex
symbol, plastering photos of her over all the internet.

24/09/2018

00:00:00 CSI Miami

2
After Horatio's son goes missing when a prison transport is
attacked Horatio must find him.

24/09/2018

24/09/2018

00:50:00 CSI Miami

01:40:00 Training Day

3

2

Kyle worries Frank’s tactics will put a kidnapped girl at
higher risk after a former member of Muammar Gaddafi’s
Amazonian Guard becomes involved in the deal for her
return.
Kyle and Frank must put aside their differences when they
learn that a notorious hitman known as "El Cucuy" is
targeting members of the Russian mob.

24/09/2018

02:30:00 Training Day

3
An energetic inmate asserts he drank a month’s worth of
coffee in a day, as another is sucker-punched by a jailbird
who was just having a bad day.

24/09/2018

03:20:00 Jail: Las Vegas

18
A man insists he called 911 repeatedly, after threatening
bystanders outside an apartment. A woman, arrested 45
times, gives advice to a drug user who just got released.

24/09/2018

24/09/2018

03:45:00 Jail: Las Vegas

04:10:00 COPS

19

10

A suspicious man decides to take his chances with the
wrong end of a taser. A lawbreaker tries to convince the
cops that he’s a good guy. Deputies smell trouble during a
traffic stop.
A young woman dies from carbon monoxide poisoning but
the man with her survives, in what appears to be a suicide
pact related to their credit card debt.

24/09/2018

04:35:00 CSI Miami

4
Kyle and Frank must put aside their differences when they
learn that a notorious hitman known as "El Cucuy" is
targeting members of the Russian mob.

24/09/2018

05:25:00 Training Day

3
When a magic trick goes awry, and kills a multi-millionaire,
only the culprit knows of the trick’s secret. But Toby may be
catching up.

24/09/2018

06:15:00 The Listener

4
The night of the Mayweather-Pacquiao fight, a woman
pummels a nightclub security guard after a waitress refuses
to engage in a threesome with her and her boyfriend.

24/09/2018

07:05:00 Jail: Las Vegas

17

An energetic inmate asserts he drank a month’s worth of
coffee in a day, as another is sucker-punched by a jailbird
who was just having a bad day.
24/09/2018

07:30:00 Jail: Las Vegas

18
A man insists he called 911 repeatedly, after threatening
bystanders outside an apartment. A woman, arrested 45
times, gives advice to a drug user who just got released.

24/09/2018

07:55:00 Jail: Las Vegas

19
After Horatio's son goes missing when a prison transport is
attacked Horatio must find him.

24/09/2018

08:20:00 CSI Miami

3
A young woman dies from carbon monoxide poisoning but
the man with her survives, in what appears to be a suicide
pact related to their credit card debt.

24/09/2018

09:10:00 CSI Miami

4
Kyle and Frank must put aside their differences when they
learn that a notorious hitman known as "El Cucuy" is
targeting members of the Russian mob.

24/09/2018

10:00:00 Training Day

3
When a magic trick goes awry, and kills a multi-millionaire,
only the culprit knows of the trick’s secret. But Toby may be
catching up.

24/09/2018

10:50:00 The Listener

4
The IIB investigates when Dev’s friend, a successful
videogame developer and former hacker, is found murdered
on the eve of his new game's release.

24/09/2018

11:40:00 The Listener

5
Stalkers turn an innocent teenage swimming star into a sex
symbol, plastering photos of her over all the internet.

24/09/2018

12:30:00 CSI Miami

2
After Horatio's son goes missing when a prison transport is
attacked Horatio must find him.

24/09/2018

13:20:00 CSI Miami

3
A young woman dies from carbon monoxide poisoning but
the man with her survives, in what appears to be a suicide
pact related to their credit card debt.

24/09/2018

14:10:00 CSI Miami

4
When a magic trick goes awry, and kills a multi-millionaire,
only the culprit knows of the trick’s secret. But Toby may be
catching up.

24/09/2018

15:00:00 The Listener

4
The IIB investigates when Dev’s friend, a successful
videogame developer and former hacker, is found murdered
on the eve of his new game's release.

24/09/2018

24/09/2018

15:50:00 The Listener

16:40:00 Las Vegas

5

11

Casey Manning, the casino owner, has booked a porn
convention but this is not exactly Ed's favorite crowd. Ed
himself is in the new publicity spot shoots, with unnecessary
personal complications.

Danny discretely investigates the theft of diamonds hastily
supplied by jeweler Pete Natelson which were stolen during
a Montecito video clip recording by Lil' Flip.
24/09/2018

17:25:00 Las Vegas

12
An energetic inmate asserts he drank a month’s worth of
coffee in a day, as another is sucker-punched by a jailbird
who was just having a bad day.

24/09/2018

18:10:00 Jail: Las Vegas

18
A man insists he called 911 repeatedly, after threatening
bystanders outside an apartment. A woman, arrested 45
times, gives advice to a drug user who just got released.

24/09/2018

18:35:00 Jail: Las Vegas

19
After Horatio's son goes missing when a prison transport is
attacked Horatio must find him.

24/09/2018

19:00:00 CSI Miami

3
A young woman dies from carbon monoxide poisoning but
the man with her survives, in what appears to be a suicide
pact related to their credit card debt.

24/09/2018

19:50:00 CSI Miami

4
A legendary football hero is stabbed to death while talking
to a reporter on the phone.

24/09/2018

24/09/2018

20:40:00 CSI Miami

21:30:00 Las Vegas

5

7

When Danny stands up to a stripper friend’s boss, Delinda
convinces him to stand up for all exotic dancers, who go on
strike and have an effect on all aspects of the tourist trade
in Las Vegas.
A legendary football hero is stabbed to death while talking
to a reporter on the phone.

24/09/2018

22:15:00 CSI Miami

24/09/2018

Border
Security:
America's
23:05:00 Front Line

24/09/2018

Border
Security:
America's
23:30:00 Front Line

24/09/2018

23:55:00 COPS

5
An officer peels back a resistant traveller’s luggage. In
Detroit, an impatient shopper makes a date with destiny.
9
A Chicago canine sniffs out a stash of cash. A Canadian
vehicle may be far too seedy to enter Detroit. In Washington
State, officers discover an American’s alter ego.
10

9

One suspect takes his chances in a ravine after he leads
deputies to a dead end. A quick vehicle search turns a
family outing into a trip to the slammer. The cops inspect a
domestic disturbance between a dad and his teenage son.
Being on camera proves to be too much for a car thief;
officers are forced to disable a man's car; a woman tries to
avoid arrest by giving deputies a fake name.

25/09/2018

25/09/2018

00:20:00 COPS

00:45:00 Las Vegas

10

7

When Danny stands up to a stripper friend’s boss, Delinda
convinces him to stand up for all exotic dancers, who go on
strike and have an effect on all aspects of the tourist trade
in Las Vegas.

A man insists he called 911 repeatedly, after threatening
bystanders outside an apartment. A woman, arrested 45
times, gives advice to a drug user who just got released.
25/09/2018

01:30:00 Jail: Las Vegas

19
An intoxicated woman clashes with officers, but later shows
that good behavior pays off. An experienced hooker advises
a younger one to get out of the “game.”

25/09/2018

25/09/2018

01:55:00 Jail: Las Vegas

02:20:00 COPS

20

11

A jumpy bicyclist mistakenly reveals more than he had
planned. Officers search a darkened building in an attempt
to thwart a robbery in progress. A frightened woman just
can’t keep her cool when stopped by the cops.
A young woman dies from carbon monoxide poisoning but
the man with her survives, in what appears to be a suicide
pact related to their credit card debt.

25/09/2018

02:45:00 CSI Miami

4
A legendary football hero is stabbed to death while talking
to a reporter on the phone.

25/09/2018

03:35:00 CSI Miami

5
Cooper insists on following Sam around to find out what she
does, then finds himself having to split time with some old
friends in an effort to make it up to her.

25/09/2018

25/09/2018

04:25:00 Las Vegas

05:10:00 Las Vegas

6

7

When Danny stands up to a stripper friend’s boss, Delinda
convinces him to stand up for all exotic dancers, who go on
strike and have an effect on all aspects of the tourist trade
in Las Vegas.
The IIB investigates when Dev’s friend, a successful
videogame developer and former hacker, is found murdered
on the eve of his new game's release.

25/09/2018

05:55:00 The Listener

5
A man insists he called 911 repeatedly, after threatening
bystanders outside an apartment. A woman, arrested 45
times, gives advice to a drug user who just got released.

25/09/2018

06:45:00 Jail: Las Vegas

19
An intoxicated woman clashes with officers, but later shows
that good behavior pays off. An experienced hooker advises
a younger one to get out of the “game.”

25/09/2018

07:10:00 Jail: Las Vegas

25/09/2018

Border
Security:
America's
07:35:00 Front Line

25/09/2018

Border
Security:
America's
08:00:00 Front Line

25/09/2018

08:25:00 COPS

20
An officer peels back a resistant traveller’s luggage. In
Detroit, an impatient shopper makes a date with destiny.
9
A Chicago canine sniffs out a stash of cash. A Canadian
vehicle may be far too seedy to enter Detroit. In Washington
State, officers discover an American’s alter ego.
10

9

One suspect takes his chances in a ravine after he leads
deputies to a dead end. A quick vehicle search turns a
family outing into a trip to the slammer. The cops inspect a
domestic disturbance between a dad and his teenage son.

Being on camera proves to be too much for a car thief;
officers are forced to disable a man's car; a woman tries to
avoid arrest by giving deputies a fake name.
25/09/2018

08:50:00 COPS

10
A legendary football hero is stabbed to death while talking
to a reporter on the phone.

25/09/2018

25/09/2018

09:15:00 CSI Miami

10:05:00 Las Vegas

5

7

When Danny stands up to a stripper friend’s boss, Delinda
convinces him to stand up for all exotic dancers, who go on
strike and have an effect on all aspects of the tourist trade
in Las Vegas.
The IIB investigates when Dev’s friend, a successful
videogame developer and former hacker, is found murdered
on the eve of his new game's release.

25/09/2018

10:50:00 The Listener

5
After a psychiatrist is murdered, Toby struggles to read a
suspect with multiple personalities.

25/09/2018

11:40:00 The Listener

25/09/2018

Border
Security:
America's
12:30:00 Front Line

25/09/2018

Border
Security:
America's
12:55:00 Front Line

25/09/2018

13:20:00 COPS

6
An officer peels back a resistant traveller’s luggage. In
Detroit, an impatient shopper makes a date with destiny.
9
A Chicago canine sniffs out a stash of cash. A Canadian
vehicle may be far too seedy to enter Detroit. In Washington
State, officers discover an American’s alter ego.
10

9

One suspect takes his chances in a ravine after he leads
deputies to a dead end. A quick vehicle search turns a
family outing into a trip to the slammer. The cops inspect a
domestic disturbance between a dad and his teenage son.
Being on camera proves to be too much for a car thief;
officers are forced to disable a man's car; a woman tries to
avoid arrest by giving deputies a fake name.

25/09/2018

13:45:00 COPS

10
A legendary football hero is stabbed to death while talking
to a reporter on the phone.

25/09/2018

14:10:00 CSI Miami

5
The IIB investigates when Dev’s friend, a successful
videogame developer and former hacker, is found murdered
on the eve of his new game's release.

25/09/2018

15:00:00 The Listener

5
After a psychiatrist is murdered, Toby struggles to read a
suspect with multiple personalities.

25/09/2018

15:50:00 The Listener

6
Danny discretely investigates the theft of diamonds hastily
supplied by jeweler Pete Natelson which were stolen during
a Montecito video clip recording by Lil' Flip.

25/09/2018

16:40:00 Las Vegas

12

The couple who purchased Monica's suite in the Montecito
Residences claims it is haunted, while Danny and Ed
believe there's another explanation.
25/09/2018

17:25:00 Las Vegas

25/09/2018

Border
Security:
America's
18:10:00 Front Line

25/09/2018

Border
Security:
America's
18:35:00 Front Line

25/09/2018

19:00:00 COPS

13
An officer peels back a resistant traveller’s luggage. In
Detroit, an impatient shopper makes a date with destiny.
9
A Chicago canine sniffs out a stash of cash. A Canadian
vehicle may be far too seedy to enter Detroit. In Washington
State, officers discover an American’s alter ego.
10

9

One suspect takes his chances in a ravine after he leads
deputies to a dead end. A quick vehicle search turns a
family outing into a trip to the slammer. The cops inspect a
domestic disturbance between a dad and his teenage son.
Being on camera proves to be too much for a car thief;
officers are forced to disable a man's car; a woman tries to
avoid arrest by giving deputies a fake name.

25/09/2018

19:25:00 COPS

10
A legendary football hero is stabbed to death while talking
to a reporter on the phone.

25/09/2018

19:50:00 CSI Miami

5
A man is strangled to death near a hotel pool during a total
eclipse of the sun and evidence found at the scene
suggests the killer may not be fully human.

25/09/2018

25/09/2018

20:40:00 CSI Miami

21:30:00 Las Vegas

6

8

Delinda predictably becomes obsessed with plans for a
"green" lifestyle, while Cooper deals with an attractive
adversary who's competing for the same business deal as
he is.
A man is strangled to death near a hotel pool during a total
eclipse of the sun and evidence found at the scene
suggests the killer may not be fully human.

25/09/2018

22:20:00 CSI Miami

25/09/2018

Border
Security:
America's
23:10:00 Front Line

25/09/2018

Border
Security:
America's
23:35:00 Front Line

26/09/2018

26/09/2018

00:00:00 COPS

00:25:00 COPS

6
Chicago airport officers discover some bad medicine. In
Blaine, three unprepared Canadian hikers spin their
borrowed wheels.
11
A returning American’s bananas cause a slip-up in O'Hare
International. In Chicago, air cargo officers discover a
surprise inside packaged food from China.
12

11

A reckless driver tries to bail out of a checkpoint but
outmaneuvers himself instead; fingers are pointed fast
when cops interview a peculiar group of people; deputies
have to do a little digging to get to the bottom of things.

12

A suspected copper thief plays dumb when officers catch
up to him; a jittery cyclist tries to get away with a slick
maneuver; a couple take their bout of domestic violence to
the streets.

26/09/2018

26/09/2018

00:50:00 Las Vegas

01:35:00 Las Vegas

7

When Danny stands up to a stripper friend’s boss, Delinda
convinces him to stand up for all exotic dancers, who go on
strike and have an effect on all aspects of the tourist trade
in Las Vegas.

8

Delinda predictably becomes obsessed with plans for a
"green" lifestyle, while Cooper deals with an attractive
adversary who's competing for the same business deal as
he is.
An intoxicated woman clashes with officers, but later shows
that good behavior pays off. An experienced hooker advises
a younger one to get out of the “game.”

26/09/2018

02:20:00 Jail: Las Vegas

20
A homeless man punches a singing transient over a racist
comment. Meanwhile, an attacker hits a sleeping man for
owing him money.

26/09/2018

26/09/2018

02:45:00 Jail: Las Vegas

03:10:00 COPS

21

12

Things go from bad to worse for one motorist when his
passenger begins to talk. A distressed woman leads the
cops to her abusive fiancé. A couple of officers don’t know
what to think when they pull over an overly friendly man.
A legendary football hero is stabbed to death while talking
to a reporter on the phone.

26/09/2018

03:35:00 CSI Miami

5
A man is strangled to death near a hotel pool during a total
eclipse of the sun and evidence found at the scene
suggests the killer may not be fully human.

26/09/2018

26/09/2018

04:25:00 CSI Miami

05:15:00 Las Vegas

6

8

Delinda predictably becomes obsessed with plans for a
"green" lifestyle, while Cooper deals with an attractive
adversary who's competing for the same business deal as
he is.
After a psychiatrist is murdered, Toby struggles to read a
suspect with multiple personalities.

26/09/2018

06:00:00 The Listener

6
An intoxicated woman clashes with officers, but later shows
that good behavior pays off. An experienced hooker advises
a younger one to get out of the “game.”

26/09/2018

06:50:00 Jail: Las Vegas

20
A homeless man punches a singing transient over a racist
comment. Meanwhile, an attacker hits a sleeping man for
owing him money.

26/09/2018

07:15:00 Jail: Las Vegas

26/09/2018

Border
Security:
America's
07:40:00 Front Line

26/09/2018

Border
Security:
America's
08:05:00 Front Line

21
Chicago airport officers discover some bad medicine. In
Blaine, three unprepared Canadian hikers spin their
borrowed wheels.
11
A returning American’s bananas cause a slip-up in O'Hare
International. In Chicago, air cargo officers discover a
surprise inside packaged food from China.
12

26/09/2018

26/09/2018

08:30:00 COPS

08:55:00 COPS

11

A reckless driver tries to bail out of a checkpoint but
outmaneuvers himself instead; fingers are pointed fast
when cops interview a peculiar group of people; deputies
have to do a little digging to get to the bottom of things.

12

A suspected copper thief plays dumb when officers catch
up to him; a jittery cyclist tries to get away with a slick
maneuver; a couple take their bout of domestic violence to
the streets.
A man is strangled to death near a hotel pool during a total
eclipse of the sun and evidence found at the scene
suggests the killer may not be fully human.

26/09/2018

26/09/2018

09:20:00 CSI Miami

10:10:00 Las Vegas

6

8

Delinda predictably becomes obsessed with plans for a
"green" lifestyle, while Cooper deals with an attractive
adversary who's competing for the same business deal as
he is.
After a psychiatrist is murdered, Toby struggles to read a
suspect with multiple personalities.

26/09/2018

10:55:00 The Listener

6
Becker enlists Toby's abilities as he reopens a murder case
against a mayoral candidate, but Toby is worried that
Becker may be using him to pursue a personal vendetta.

26/09/2018

11:45:00 The Listener

26/09/2018

Border
Security:
America's
12:30:00 Front Line

26/09/2018

Border
Security:
America's
12:55:00 Front Line

26/09/2018

26/09/2018

13:20:00 COPS

13:45:00 COPS

7
Chicago airport officers discover some bad medicine. In
Blaine, three unprepared Canadian hikers spin their
borrowed wheels.
11
A returning American’s bananas cause a slip-up in O'Hare
International. In Chicago, air cargo officers discover a
surprise inside packaged food from China.
12

11

A reckless driver tries to bail out of a checkpoint but
outmaneuvers himself instead; fingers are pointed fast
when cops interview a peculiar group of people; deputies
have to do a little digging to get to the bottom of things.

12

A suspected copper thief plays dumb when officers catch
up to him; a jittery cyclist tries to get away with a slick
maneuver; a couple take their bout of domestic violence to
the streets.
A man is strangled to death near a hotel pool during a total
eclipse of the sun and evidence found at the scene
suggests the killer may not be fully human.

26/09/2018

14:10:00 CSI Miami

6
After a psychiatrist is murdered, Toby struggles to read a
suspect with multiple personalities.

26/09/2018

15:00:00 The Listener

6
Becker enlists Toby's abilities as he reopens a murder case
against a mayoral candidate, but Toby is worried that
Becker may be using him to pursue a personal vendetta.

26/09/2018

15:50:00 The Listener

7

The couple who purchased Monica's suite in the Montecito
Residences claims it is haunted, while Danny and Ed
believe there's another explanation.
26/09/2018

16:35:00 Las Vegas

13
The Nevada gaming Commission questions Casey's license
because of $3,000,000 missing from the Montecito books,
from the last night before Monica bought the casino.

26/09/2018

17:20:00 Las Vegas

26/09/2018

Border
Security:
America's
18:10:00 Front Line

26/09/2018

Border
Security:
America's
18:35:00 Front Line

26/09/2018

26/09/2018

19:00:00 COPS

19:25:00 COPS

14
Chicago airport officers discover some bad medicine. In
Blaine, three unprepared Canadian hikers spin their
borrowed wheels.
11
A returning American’s bananas cause a slip-up in O'Hare
International. In Chicago, air cargo officers discover a
surprise inside packaged food from China.
12

11

A reckless driver tries to bail out of a checkpoint but
outmaneuvers himself instead; fingers are pointed fast
when cops interview a peculiar group of people; deputies
have to do a little digging to get to the bottom of things.

12

A suspected copper thief plays dumb when officers catch
up to him; a jittery cyclist tries to get away with a slick
maneuver; a couple take their bout of domestic violence to
the streets.
A man is strangled to death near a hotel pool during a total
eclipse of the sun and evidence found at the scene
suggests the killer may not be fully human.

26/09/2018

19:50:00 CSI Miami

6
A model dies by electrocution on a runway during a fashion
show, and the investigation reveals the death wasn't an
accident but murder.

26/09/2018

20:40:00 CSI Miami

7
When Danny's Uncle Luke comes back into town after a 25
year absence, trouble's afoot at the Montecito.

26/09/2018

21:30:00 Las Vegas

9
A model dies by electrocution on a runway during a fashion
show, and the investigation reveals the death wasn't an
accident but murder.

26/09/2018

22:15:00 CSI Miami

7
Following the shocking events at Jane's house, the Red
John list is narrowed down further, and the CBI's priority is
the remaining suspects.

26/09/2018

23:05:00 The Mentalist

7
Patrick Jane finally comes face to face with Red John, the
serial killer he's tracked since the madman murdered his
wife and daughter ten years ago.

26/09/2018

27/09/2018

23:50:00 The Mentalist

00:40:00 Las Vegas

8

8

Delinda predictably becomes obsessed with plans for a
"green" lifestyle, while Cooper deals with an attractive
adversary who's competing for the same business deal as
he is.

When Danny's Uncle Luke comes back into town after a 25
year absence, trouble's afoot at the Montecito.
27/09/2018

01:25:00 Las Vegas

9
A homeless man punches a singing transient over a racist
comment. Meanwhile, an attacker hits a sleeping man for
owing him money.

27/09/2018

02:10:00 Jail: Las Vegas

21
A trio en route to the annual Electric Daisy Carnival gets
high with a large amount of psychedelic ‘shrooms in their
car. A young lady is searched for hiding drugs in her bra.

27/09/2018

27/09/2018

27/09/2018

02:35:00 Jail: Las Vegas

03:00:00 COPS

03:25:00 COPS

22

12

Things go from bad to worse for one motorist when his
passenger begins to talk. A distressed woman leads the
cops to her abusive fiancé. A couple of officers don’t know
what to think when they pull over an overly friendly man.

13

A teenager makes an adult decision and calls the cops on
her neighbor. When a young mother chooses violence,
grandma phones the police. Deputies question a suspicious
group of people behind a quiet truck stop.
A model dies by electrocution on a runway during a fashion
show, and the investigation reveals the death wasn't an
accident but murder.

27/09/2018

03:50:00 CSI Miami

7
When Danny's Uncle Luke comes back into town after a 25
year absence, trouble's afoot at the Montecito.

27/09/2018

04:40:00 Las Vegas

9
Becker enlists Toby's abilities as he reopens a murder case
against a mayoral candidate, but Toby is worried that
Becker may be using him to pursue a personal vendetta.

27/09/2018

05:25:00 The Listener

7
A homeless man punches a singing transient over a racist
comment. Meanwhile, an attacker hits a sleeping man for
owing him money.

27/09/2018

06:10:00 Jail: Las Vegas

21
A trio en route to the annual Electric Daisy Carnival gets
high with a large amount of psychedelic ‘shrooms in their
car. A young lady is searched for hiding drugs in her bra.

27/09/2018

06:35:00 Jail: Las Vegas

22
Following the shocking events at Jane's house, the Red
John list is narrowed down further, and the CBI's priority is
the remaining suspects.

27/09/2018

07:00:00 The Mentalist

7
Patrick Jane finally comes face to face with Red John, the
serial killer he's tracked since the madman murdered his
wife and daughter ten years ago.

27/09/2018

07:45:00 The Mentalist

8
A man is strangled to death near a hotel pool during a total
eclipse of the sun and evidence found at the scene
suggests the killer may not be fully human.

27/09/2018

08:35:00 CSI Miami

6

A model dies by electrocution on a runway during a fashion
show, and the investigation reveals the death wasn't an
accident but murder.
27/09/2018

09:25:00 CSI Miami

7
When Danny's Uncle Luke comes back into town after a 25
year absence, trouble's afoot at the Montecito.

27/09/2018

10:15:00 Las Vegas

9
Becker enlists Toby's abilities as he reopens a murder case
against a mayoral candidate, but Toby is worried that
Becker may be using him to pursue a personal vendetta.

27/09/2018

11:00:00 The Listener

7
Oz's neighbor is murdered, and the investigation reveals
that the victim was involved in a legendary coin heist.

27/09/2018

11:45:00 The Listener

8
Following the shocking events at Jane's house, the Red
John list is narrowed down further, and the CBI's priority is
the remaining suspects.

27/09/2018

12:35:00 The Mentalist

7
Patrick Jane finally comes face to face with Red John, the
serial killer he's tracked since the madman murdered his
wife and daughter ten years ago.

27/09/2018

13:20:00 The Mentalist

8
A model dies by electrocution on a runway during a fashion
show, and the investigation reveals the death wasn't an
accident but murder.

27/09/2018

14:10:00 CSI Miami

7
Becker enlists Toby's abilities as he reopens a murder case
against a mayoral candidate, but Toby is worried that
Becker may be using him to pursue a personal vendetta.

27/09/2018

15:00:00 The Listener

7
Oz's neighbor is murdered, and the investigation reveals
that the victim was involved in a legendary coin heist.

27/09/2018

15:50:00 The Listener

8
The Nevada gaming Commission questions Casey's license
because of $3,000,000 missing from the Montecito books,
from the last night before Monica bought the casino.

27/09/2018

16:40:00 Las Vegas

14
The Montecito may face a huge indemnification when a
man states that a woman has drugged him and stolen one
of his kidneys.

27/09/2018

17:25:00 Las Vegas

15
Following the shocking events at Jane's house, the Red
John list is narrowed down further, and the CBI's priority is
the remaining suspects.

27/09/2018

18:15:00 The Mentalist

7
Patrick Jane finally comes face to face with Red John, the
serial killer he's tracked since the madman murdered his
wife and daughter ten years ago.

27/09/2018

19:00:00 The Mentalist

8

27/09/2018

27/09/2018

American
19:50:00 Crime

American
20:40:00 Crime

Against the school lawyer’s advice, Leslie decides to take it
upon herself to welcome Eric back to Leyland with a schoolwide showing of empathy.
6

7

Feeling nothing but pain and conflict, Taylor continues to
become emotionally undone as he tries to find a way to stop
feeling like a victim; and Anne’s private medical records are
anonymously posted online in an effort to shame her.
When Frank’s longtime friend and informant is killed by
Yakuza assassins, his quest for revenge puts him and Kyle
at odds with an FBI agent.

27/09/2018

27/09/2018

27/09/2018

28/09/2018

21:30:00 Training Day

American
22:20:00 Crime

Prison Break
23:10:00 (2017)

Prison Break
00:00:00 (2017)

4

7

Feeling nothing but pain and conflict, Taylor continues to
become emotionally undone as he tries to find a way to stop
feeling like a victim; and Anne’s private medical records are
anonymously posted online in an effort to shame her.

8

When Sara and her son’s safety is threatened, Michael and
Lincoln recruit the help of Sheba and C-Note to try and
catch Poseidon. Meanwhile, Whip goes on a separate
mission and T-Bag reveals a secret.

9

Dangerous threats keep Michael and Lincoln fighting to
protect Sara and Mike. Poseidon continues to try and
outsmart Michael and the rest of the gang, which leads
them to the ultimate showdown.
When Frank’s longtime friend and informant is killed by
Yakuza assassins, his quest for revenge puts him and Kyle
at odds with an FBI agent.

28/09/2018

00:50:00 Training Day

4
A trio en route to the annual Electric Daisy Carnival gets
high with a large amount of psychedelic ‘shrooms in their
car. A young lady is searched for hiding drugs in her bra.

28/09/2018

28/09/2018

28/09/2018

01:35:00 Jail: Las Vegas

02:00:00 Jail: Big Texas

02:25:00 COPS

22

1

Texting, drinking and driving are not a good mix for a
mother with her baby in the car. A young man realizes the
consequences of his choices. A woman arrested on a
warrant finds herself in solitary.

13

A teenager makes an adult decision and calls the cops on
her neighbor. When a young mother chooses violence,
grandma phones the police. Deputies question a suspicious
group of people behind a quiet truck stop.
A half-hour video vérité reality series that follows police
officers in action in cities across the country.

28/09/2018

28/09/2018

02:50:00 COPS

American
03:15:00 Crime

14

7

Feeling nothing but pain and conflict, Taylor continues to
become emotionally undone as he tries to find a way to stop
feeling like a victim; and Anne’s private medical records are
anonymously posted online in an effort to shame her.
Kyle and Frank must put aside their differences when they
learn that a notorious hitman known as "El Cucuy" is
targeting members of the Russian mob.

28/09/2018

04:05:00 Training Day

3

When Frank’s longtime friend and informant is killed by
Yakuza assassins, his quest for revenge puts him and Kyle
at odds with an FBI agent.
28/09/2018

04:55:00 Training Day

4
Oz's neighbor is murdered, and the investigation reveals
that the victim was involved in a legendary coin heist.

28/09/2018

05:40:00 The Listener

8
A homeless man punches a singing transient over a racist
comment. Meanwhile, an attacker hits a sleeping man for
owing him money.

28/09/2018

06:30:00 Jail: Las Vegas

21
A trio en route to the annual Electric Daisy Carnival gets
high with a large amount of psychedelic ‘shrooms in their
car. A young lady is searched for hiding drugs in her bra.

28/09/2018

28/09/2018

28/09/2018

28/09/2018

28/09/2018

06:55:00 Jail: Las Vegas

07:20:00 Jail: Big Texas

Prison Break
07:45:00 (2017)

Prison Break
08:35:00 (2017)

American
09:25:00 Crime

22

1

Texting, drinking and driving are not a good mix for a
mother with her baby in the car. A young man realizes the
consequences of his choices. A woman arrested on a
warrant finds herself in solitary.

8

When Sara and her son’s safety is threatened, Michael and
Lincoln recruit the help of Sheba and C-Note to try and
catch Poseidon. Meanwhile, Whip goes on a separate
mission and T-Bag reveals a secret.

9

Dangerous threats keep Michael and Lincoln fighting to
protect Sara and Mike. Poseidon continues to try and
outsmart Michael and the rest of the gang, which leads
them to the ultimate showdown.

7

Feeling nothing but pain and conflict, Taylor continues to
become emotionally undone as he tries to find a way to stop
feeling like a victim; and Anne’s private medical records are
anonymously posted online in an effort to shame her.
When Frank’s longtime friend and informant is killed by
Yakuza assassins, his quest for revenge puts him and Kyle
at odds with an FBI agent.

28/09/2018

10:15:00 Training Day

4
Oz's neighbor is murdered, and the investigation reveals
that the victim was involved in a legendary coin heist.

28/09/2018

11:00:00 The Listener

8
A cooking show contestant is poisoned on live TV. To solve
it the case, the IIB may need someone with a photographic
memory.

28/09/2018

28/09/2018

28/09/2018

11:50:00 The Listener

Prison Break
12:35:00 (2017)

Prison Break
13:25:00 (2017)

9

8

When Sara and her son’s safety is threatened, Michael and
Lincoln recruit the help of Sheba and C-Note to try and
catch Poseidon. Meanwhile, Whip goes on a separate
mission and T-Bag reveals a secret.

9

Dangerous threats keep Michael and Lincoln fighting to
protect Sara and Mike. Poseidon continues to try and
outsmart Michael and the rest of the gang, which leads
them to the ultimate showdown.

28/09/2018

American
14:15:00 Crime

7

Feeling nothing but pain and conflict, Taylor continues to
become emotionally undone as he tries to find a way to stop
feeling like a victim; and Anne’s private medical records are
anonymously posted online in an effort to shame her.
Oz's neighbor is murdered, and the investigation reveals
that the victim was involved in a legendary coin heist.

28/09/2018

15:00:00 The Listener

8
A cooking show contestant is poisoned on live TV. To solve
it the case, the IIB may need someone with a photographic
memory.

28/09/2018

15:50:00 The Listener

9
The Montecito may face a huge indemnification when a
man states that a woman has drugged him and stolen one
of his kidneys.

28/09/2018

16:35:00 Las Vegas

15
While Danny hosts Monica's immature heir Norma Pitts,
they find half a human finger in her shrimp salad: a PR
nightmare for the Montecito buffet.

28/09/2018

28/09/2018

28/09/2018

28/09/2018

28/09/2018

28/09/2018

28/09/2018

28/09/2018

17:20:00 Las Vegas

Prison Break
18:05:00 (2017)

Prison Break
18:50:00 (2017)

American
19:40:00 Crime

20:30:00 Jail: Big Texas

20:55:00 VICE

21:30:00 VICE

22:05:00 Rogue

16

8

When Sara and her son’s safety is threatened, Michael and
Lincoln recruit the help of Sheba and C-Note to try and
catch Poseidon. Meanwhile, Whip goes on a separate
mission and T-Bag reveals a secret.

9

Dangerous threats keep Michael and Lincoln fighting to
protect Sara and Mike. Poseidon continues to try and
outsmart Michael and the rest of the gang, which leads
them to the ultimate showdown.

7

Feeling nothing but pain and conflict, Taylor continues to
become emotionally undone as he tries to find a way to stop
feeling like a victim; and Anne’s private medical records are
anonymously posted online in an effort to shame her.

1

Texting, drinking and driving are not a good mix for a
mother with her baby in the car. A young man realizes the
consequences of his choices. A woman arrested on a
warrant finds herself in solitary.

15

Isobel Yeung returns to Syria to tell the stories of those who
were caught in the crossfire between the most feared terror
group on Earth and the US-backed coalition, whose
collateral damage destroyed most of the city.

16

3

In the U.S., Gianna Toboni follows one death row inmate on
his arduous path to the execution chamber. Then, Isobel
Yeung follows resilient Yemeni women who are finding
surprising ways to rise above the conflict and transcend
their
traditional
in Yemen’s
conservative
society.
The Laszlos
feelroles
the fallout
from Alec’s
retaliation
against
Clay Street. The Chinese want blood or money, and the
police want justice. Grace convinces Jimmy to take
preemptive action.
Jimmy reprimands Alec for killing the two crew members. If
he wants Jimmy’s seat, he’s going to have think through his
actions more carefully.

28/09/2018

23:00:00 Rogue

4

A man jumps from a moving vehicle in an effort to escape
the police; a car chase ends with a call to paramedics; an
agitated man confuses threatening actions with heroism.
28/09/2018

23:55:00 COPS

25
Officers try to match an abandoned gun to a suspect who
plays it cool; a life coaching moment; and cops respond to a
disturbance call.

29/09/2018

29/09/2018

29/09/2018

00:20:00 COPS

00:45:00 VICE

01:20:00 VICE

26

14

15

VICE's Isobel Yeung travels to West Virginia to investigate
a surge in child welfare cases, as opioid-addicted parents
fight to keep their families together. Meanwhile, Krishna
Andavolu travels across the Hindu-majority nation of India
to
see Yeung
how itsreturns
religious
itsthose
240 who
Isobel
to nationalism
Syria to tell is
theaffecting
stories of
were caught in the crossfire between the most feared terror
group on Earth and the US-backed coalition, whose
collateral damage destroyed most of the city.
A young woman dies from carbon monoxide poisoning but
the man with her survives, in what appears to be a suicide
pact related to their credit card debt.

29/09/2018

01:55:00 CSI Miami

4
A legendary football hero is stabbed to death while talking
to a reporter on the phone.

29/09/2018

29/09/2018

29/09/2018

29/09/2018

29/09/2018

02:45:00 CSI Miami

03:35:00 VICE

04:10:00 VICE

American
04:45:00 Crime

American
05:30:00 Crime

5

14

15

VICE's Isobel Yeung travels to West Virginia to investigate
a surge in child welfare cases, as opioid-addicted parents
fight to keep their families together. Meanwhile, Krishna
Andavolu travels across the Hindu-majority nation of India
to
see Yeung
how itsreturns
religious
itsthose
240 who
Isobel
to nationalism
Syria to tell is
theaffecting
stories of
were caught in the crossfire between the most feared terror
group on Earth and the US-backed coalition, whose
collateral damage destroyed most of the city.
Against the school lawyer’s advice, Leslie decides to take it
upon herself to welcome Eric back to Leyland with a schoolwide showing of empathy.

6

7

Feeling nothing but pain and conflict, Taylor continues to
become emotionally undone as he tries to find a way to stop
feeling like a victim; and Anne’s private medical records are
anonymously posted online in an effort to shame her.
Kyle and Frank must put aside their differences when they
learn that a notorious hitman known as "El Cucuy" is
targeting members of the Russian mob.

29/09/2018

06:20:00 Training Day

3
When Frank’s longtime friend and informant is killed by
Yakuza assassins, his quest for revenge puts him and Kyle
at odds with an FBI agent.

29/09/2018

29/09/2018

07:10:00 Training Day

07:55:00 Las Vegas

4

7

When Danny stands up to a stripper friend’s boss, Delinda
convinces him to stand up for all exotic dancers, who go on
strike and have an effect on all aspects of the tourist trade
in Las Vegas.

29/09/2018

08:40:00 Las Vegas

8

Delinda predictably becomes obsessed with plans for a
"green" lifestyle, while Cooper deals with an attractive
adversary who's competing for the same business deal as
he is.
When Danny's Uncle Luke comes back into town after a 25
year absence, trouble's afoot at the Montecito.

29/09/2018

09:25:00 Las Vegas

9
A man insists he called 911 repeatedly, after threatening
bystanders outside an apartment. A woman, arrested 45
times, gives advice to a drug user who just got released.

29/09/2018

10:10:00 Jail: Las Vegas

19
An intoxicated woman clashes with officers, but later shows
that good behavior pays off. An experienced hooker advises
a younger one to get out of the “game.”

29/09/2018

10:35:00 Jail: Las Vegas

20
Kyle and Frank must put aside their differences when they
learn that a notorious hitman known as "El Cucuy" is
targeting members of the Russian mob.

29/09/2018

11:00:00 Training Day

3
When Frank’s longtime friend and informant is killed by
Yakuza assassins, his quest for revenge puts him and Kyle
at odds with an FBI agent.

29/09/2018

29/09/2018

29/09/2018

11:50:00 Training Day

American
12:35:00 Crime

American
13:20:00 Crime

4
Against the school lawyer’s advice, Leslie decides to take it
upon herself to welcome Eric back to Leyland with a schoolwide showing of empathy.
6

7

Feeling nothing but pain and conflict, Taylor continues to
become emotionally undone as he tries to find a way to stop
feeling like a victim; and Anne’s private medical records are
anonymously posted online in an effort to shame her.
A man insists he called 911 repeatedly, after threatening
bystanders outside an apartment. A woman, arrested 45
times, gives advice to a drug user who just got released.

29/09/2018

14:10:00 Jail: Las Vegas

19
An intoxicated woman clashes with officers, but later shows
that good behavior pays off. An experienced hooker advises
a younger one to get out of the “game.”

29/09/2018

14:35:00 Jail: Las Vegas

20
Besides his job and love life with Penny, Danny retains his
late father's construction company.

29/09/2018

29/09/2018

15:00:00 Las Vegas

15:45:00 Las Vegas

4

5

Ed Deline is in no position to follow Dr. Hall's advice to take
it easy on account of his blood pressure: he's the victim of
identity theft, and his banker allowed the culprit to clean him
out completely.
A former colleague, who mistrusts Toby, returns to shake
up the leadership of the IIB.

29/09/2018

16:30:00 The Listener

2

When Tia’s interview of a star dancer doesn’t occur, a knot
in her stomach leads her to Toby for help.
29/09/2018

17:20:00 The Listener

3
Jimmy reprimands Alec for killing the two crew members. If
he wants Jimmy’s seat, he’s going to have think through his
actions more carefully.

29/09/2018

18:10:00 Rogue

4
Kyle and Frank must put aside their differences when they
learn that a notorious hitman known as "El Cucuy" is
targeting members of the Russian mob.

29/09/2018

19:05:00 Training Day

3
When Frank’s longtime friend and informant is killed by
Yakuza assassins, his quest for revenge puts him and Kyle
at odds with an FBI agent.

29/09/2018

29/09/2018

29/09/2018

29/09/2018

29/09/2018

19:55:00 Training Day

20:40:00 Jail: Big Texas

21:05:00 Jail: Big Texas

American
21:30:00 Crime

American
22:15:00 Crime

4

1

Texting, drinking and driving are not a good mix for a
mother with her baby in the car. A young man realizes the
consequences of his choices. A woman arrested on a
warrant finds herself in solitary.

2

A man arrested on drug warrants is upset about the BBQ
brisket he left on the grill. A ladies’ man flirts with the jail
staff and an inmate finds it funny that he sold tree leaves as
pot.
Against the school lawyer’s advice, Leslie decides to take it
upon herself to welcome Eric back to Leyland with a schoolwide showing of empathy.

6

7

Feeling nothing but pain and conflict, Taylor continues to
become emotionally undone as he tries to find a way to stop
feeling like a victim; and Anne’s private medical records are
anonymously posted online in an effort to shame her.
Officers try to match an abandoned gun to a suspect who
plays it cool; a life coaching moment; and cops respond to a
disturbance call.

29/09/2018

23:05:00 COPS

26
A car thief ditches his ride when police close in; an enraged
man pulls out a knife in a bar; and an argument over milk
turns violent.

29/09/2018

29/09/2018

30/09/2018

23:30:00 COPS

23:55:00 VICE

00:30:00 VICE

27

15

16

Isobel Yeung returns to Syria to tell the stories of those who
were caught in the crossfire between the most feared terror
group on Earth and the US-backed coalition, whose
collateral damage destroyed most of the city.
In the U.S., Gianna Toboni follows one death row inmate on
his arduous path to the execution chamber. Then, Isobel
Yeung follows resilient Yemeni women who are finding
surprising ways to rise above the conflict and transcend
their
traditional
rolestoindeath
Yemen’s
society.
A man
is strangled
near conservative
a hotel pool during
a total
eclipse of the sun and evidence found at the scene
suggests the killer may not be fully human.

30/09/2018

01:05:00 CSI Miami

6

A model dies by electrocution on a runway during a fashion
show, and the investigation reveals the death wasn't an
accident but murder.
30/09/2018

30/09/2018

30/09/2018

30/09/2018

30/09/2018

01:55:00 CSI Miami

02:45:00 VICE

03:20:00 VICE

03:55:00 Las Vegas

04:45:00 Las Vegas

7

15

16

Isobel Yeung returns to Syria to tell the stories of those who
were caught in the crossfire between the most feared terror
group on Earth and the US-backed coalition, whose
collateral damage destroyed most of the city.
In the U.S., Gianna Toboni follows one death row inmate on
his arduous path to the execution chamber. Then, Isobel
Yeung follows resilient Yemeni women who are finding
surprising ways to rise above the conflict and transcend
their
roles in
conservative
society.
Whentraditional
Danny stands
upYemen’s
to a stripper
friend’s boss,
Delinda

7

convinces him to stand up for all exotic dancers, who go on
strike and have an effect on all aspects of the tourist trade
in Las Vegas.

8

Delinda predictably becomes obsessed with plans for a
"green" lifestyle, while Cooper deals with an attractive
adversary who's competing for the same business deal as
he is.
When Danny's Uncle Luke comes back into town after a 25
year absence, trouble's afoot at the Montecito.

30/09/2018

30/09/2018

30/09/2018

30/09/2018

30/09/2018

30/09/2018

05:30:00 Las Vegas

Prison Break
06:20:00 (2017)

Prison Break
07:10:00 (2017)

Prison Break
08:00:00 (2017)

American
08:50:00 Crime

American
09:35:00 Crime

9

7

Sara becomes fearful of her family’s safety when she
discovers the real reason that Michael faked his own death.
Michael and Lincoln continue to try to find a way home, and
Poseidon’s real identity is revealed.

8

When Sara and her son’s safety is threatened, Michael and
Lincoln recruit the help of Sheba and C-Note to try and
catch Poseidon. Meanwhile, Whip goes on a separate
mission and T-Bag reveals a secret.

9

Dangerous threats keep Michael and Lincoln fighting to
protect Sara and Mike. Poseidon continues to try and
outsmart Michael and the rest of the gang, which leads
them to the ultimate showdown.
Against the school lawyer’s advice, Leslie decides to take it
upon herself to welcome Eric back to Leyland with a schoolwide showing of empathy.

6

7

Feeling nothing but pain and conflict, Taylor continues to
become emotionally undone as he tries to find a way to stop
feeling like a victim; and Anne’s private medical records are
anonymously posted online in an effort to shame her.
A homeless man punches a singing transient over a racist
comment. Meanwhile, an attacker hits a sleeping man for
owing him money.

30/09/2018

10:25:00 Jail: Las Vegas

21
A trio en route to the annual Electric Daisy Carnival gets
high with a large amount of psychedelic ‘shrooms in their
car. A young lady is searched for hiding drugs in her bra.

30/09/2018

10:50:00 Jail: Las Vegas

22

A young woman dies from carbon monoxide poisoning but
the man with her survives, in what appears to be a suicide
pact related to their credit card debt.
30/09/2018

11:15:00 CSI Miami

4
A legendary football hero is stabbed to death while talking
to a reporter on the phone.

30/09/2018

12:05:00 CSI Miami

5
A man is strangled to death near a hotel pool during a total
eclipse of the sun and evidence found at the scene
suggests the killer may not be fully human.

30/09/2018

12:55:00 CSI Miami

6
A model dies by electrocution on a runway during a fashion
show, and the investigation reveals the death wasn't an
accident but murder.

30/09/2018

13:45:00 CSI Miami

7
A homeless man punches a singing transient over a racist
comment. Meanwhile, an attacker hits a sleeping man for
owing him money.

30/09/2018

14:35:00 Jail: Las Vegas

21
A trio en route to the annual Electric Daisy Carnival gets
high with a large amount of psychedelic ‘shrooms in their
car. A young lady is searched for hiding drugs in her bra.

30/09/2018

30/09/2018

15:00:00 Jail: Las Vegas

15:25:00 Las Vegas

22

5

Ed Deline is in no position to follow Dr. Hall's advice to take
it easy on account of his blood pressure: he's the victim of
identity theft, and his banker allowed the culprit to clean him
out completely.
Danny McCoy finally has a buyer for his home, found by girlfriend Penny Posin, just like his late dad's last flame, Liz,
who claims she was to be dad's bride.

30/09/2018

16:10:00 Las Vegas

6
When Tia’s interview of a star dancer doesn’t occur, a knot
in her stomach leads her to Toby for help.

30/09/2018

17:00:00 The Listener

3
When a magic trick goes awry, and kills a multi-millionaire,
only the culprit knows of the trick’s secret. But Toby may be
catching up.

30/09/2018

30/09/2018

30/09/2018

30/09/2018

17:50:00 The Listener

18:40:00 VICE

19:15:00 VICE

19:50:00 Las Vegas

4

15

16

8

Isobel Yeung returns to Syria to tell the stories of those who
were caught in the crossfire between the most feared terror
group on Earth and the US-backed coalition, whose
collateral damage destroyed most of the city.
In the U.S., Gianna Toboni follows one death row inmate on
his arduous path to the execution chamber. Then, Isobel
Yeung follows resilient Yemeni women who are finding
surprising ways to rise above the conflict and transcend
their
traditional
rolesbecomes
in Yemen’s
conservative
society.
Delinda
predictably
obsessed
with plans
for a
"green" lifestyle, while Cooper deals with an attractive
adversary who's competing for the same business deal as
he is.

When Danny's Uncle Luke comes back into town after a 25
year absence, trouble's afoot at the Montecito.
30/09/2018

30/09/2018

30/09/2018

20:40:00 Las Vegas

21:30:00 Stitchers

22:15:00 Stitchers

9

8

The Stitchers team investigates the murder of an ex-Air
Force officer, and the trail leads to a former co-worker and
renowned UFO expert. The stitch has the team wondering if
UFOs and extraterrestrials really exist.

9

A series of murders, including a professional volleyball
player, lead the Stitchers team searching the darkest
corners of the Internet. Meanwhile, Kirsten gives Maggie an
ultimatum.

